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1. Abstract 

Nanoparticles on silicon basis are biocompatible, biodegradable and also easily modifiable, which 

makes them a prime candidate for clinical research and medical applications. Especially a detailed 

understanding of the underlying interactions at the nano-bio interface is of interest. Although many 

studies exist, the results are often ambiguous and contradicting. Accurate predictions of their 

behaviour in an organism remain therefore very challenging. This is particularly noticeable in the 

differences between in vivo and in vitro experimentations. Therefore, the aim of this thesis was to 

study the nano-bio interface, particularly the composition of the so-called protein corona of differently 

functionalised silica nanoparticles 

The analysis of the protein corona was performed by 1D and 2D PAGE analysis. These techniques have 

many positive qualities, one of which is the direct visual feedback. This makes comparison between 

different samples easier, especially when samples are run on the same gel. Yet, quantification of the 

results is much harder compared to other widely used systems such as LC-MS. In addition, the 

throughput rate is lower.  

One of the most approachable interactions at the nano-bio interface is the accumulation of proteins 

on nanoparticles. The protein corona formed in this way is known to influence the behaviour of the 

nanoparticle in the biological medium. Targeting ligands can be blocked, the release of internalised 

drugs can be hindered and the nanoparticle-cell interaction can be influenced. The proteins recruited 

to the particle surface depend on the immersion medium, the physicochemical characteristics of the 

particle as well as multiple highly variable parameters, such as temperature and time. 

In this thesis, multiple factors influencing the protein corona formation, as well as factors influencing 

the protein recovery were tested. The protein corona was stripped of the particles with several 

desorption buffers to enable the comparison between different referential sources. The choice of 

desorption buffer does influence the quantitative analysis of the recovered proteins, but not the 

qualitative analysis. 

The main part in this thesis pinpoints the impact of different hydrophobic, and fluorocarbonated 

nanoparticle surfaces on the protein adsorption. It is shown in this thesis, that the surface does not 

necessarily need to be functionalised covalently. The payload does often suffice to project its 

properties on the whole particle. Next to a covalently functionalised fluorocarbonated silica surface, 

PFCE and hexane loadings of silica particles, as well as carbon replicas were used. This analysis revealed 

a strong correlation between the changes in the protein corona due to PFCE loading and the biological 

fate of the particles.  
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A quick analysis of glucosamine functionalisation as well as differently charged moieties is also 

presented. In general, a unique quantitative protein corona composition could be detected, with 

surprisingly little differences in the proteins present. 

In summary, it is demonstrated, that the protein corona formed in blood serum around silica 

nanoparticles is unique to the particle system used. Yet, the source of the variety in the protein 

composition is hard to pinpoint due to multiple possible influences, such as surface charge, surface 

topography and hydrophobicity. The differences will likely have an impact on the biological fate of the 

respective nanoparticles.  
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3. Abbreviations 

AAT α 1-Antitrypsin 

Apo A1 Apolipoprotein A1 

Apo A2 Apolipoprotein A2 

APS Ammonium Peroxydisulfate 

APTES (3-Aminopropyl)-Triethoxysilane 

APTMS (3-Aminopropyl)-Trimethoxysilane 

ATP Adenosine Triphosphate 

BCA Bicinchoninic Acid (Protein assay) 

BET Brunauer-Emmet-Teller 

BJH Barrett-Joyner-Halenda 

CBB Coomassie® Brilliant Blue 

CF Chromatofocussing 

CHAPS 3-[(3-Cholamidopropyl)dimethylammonio]-1-Propanesulphonate 

CTAB Cetyl Trimethylammonium Bromide 

CTAC Cetyl Trimethylammonium Chloride 

DLS Dynamic Light Scattering 

DTT Dithiothreitol 

EDC 1-Ethyl-3-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl) Carbodiimide 

EDTA Ethylenediaminetetraacetic Acid 

EM Electron Microscopy 

EPR Enhanced Permeability and Retention 

FC Fluorocarbon 

FCS Foetal Calf Serum 

FID Free Induction Decay 

FT-ICR Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance 

GC Gas Chromatography 

Haemo Haemoglobin Subunit α 

HMCR Hollow Mesoporous Carbon Replicas 

HMSN Hollow Mesoporous Silica Particles 

HMSP Hollow Mesoporous Silica Nanoparticles 

HPLC High Performance Liquid Chromatography 

IC Ion-Exchange Chromatography 

ICR Ion Cyclone Resonance 

IEF Isoelectric Focussing 

IPG Immobilised pH Gradient 

ITIH4 Inter-α-Trypsin Inhibitor Heavy Chain 4 

LASER Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation 

LC Liquid Chromatography 

LDI Laser Desorption Ionisation 

MALDI Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionisation 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alpha_1-antitrypsin
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MRI Magnetic Resonance Imaging 

MS Mass Spectrometry 

MS/MS Tandem Mass Spectrometry 

MSN Mesoporous Silica Nanoparticles 

MSP Mesoporous Silica Particles 

NHS N-Hydroxysuccinimide 

NLDFT Non-Local Density Function Theory 

PA Polyacrylamide 

PAGE Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis 

PEG Poly Ethylene Glycol 

PEI Poly Ethylene Imine 

PET Positron Emission Tomography 

PFCE Perfluoro-15-Crown-5-Ether 

pH Potential of Hydrogen 

pI Isoelectric Point 

PRM Pyrogallol Red-Molybdate (Protein Assay) 

QIT Quadrupole Ion Trap 

RES Reticuloendothelial System 

reTOF Reflector TOF 

RP Reverse Phase 

RT Room Temperature 

SDS Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate 

SEM Scanning Electron Microscope 

TEM Transmission Electron Microscopy 

TEOS Tetraethyl Orthosilicate 

TFA Trifluoro Acetic Acid 

TFE Trifluoro Ethanol 

TMB 1,3,5-Trimethylbenzene 

TMOS Tetramethyl Orthosilicate 

TOF Time of Flight 

Tris Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane 

UV Ultraviolet (Spectropscopy) 

UV-Vis Ultraviolet-Visible Light (Spectropscopy) 
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5. Theory 

5.1. Nanoparticles for Biomedical Applications 

Nanomaterials are defined as all structures with at least one dimension being nanometre (100 to 

500 nm) sized. Such materials have attracted attention for biomedical applications as they are able 

to penetrate biological barriers due to their small size. Therefore, they are able to be used in drug 

delivery and diagnostics. These systems are further developed to being capable of specifically 

transporting their load to a target location, while protecting it from outside influences. Due to 

their mechanical and chemical stability,  inorganic nanoparticles like gold, magnetite, titania, 

quantum dots, nanodiamonds, silicon, and silica are heavily investigated.1,2 

For example, nano-sized gold particles possess unique light scattering properties, they are brighter 

than chemical fluorophores without noticeable photobleaching effects. In addition they are visible at 

very low concentrations, which makes them a prime candidate for diagnostic devices.3 Gold 

nanoparticles can be functionalised with antibodies, enzymes and nucleotides to create hybrid organic-

inorganic nanomaterials for biosensor arrays.4 Colloidal gold shows low cytotoxicity in vitro5 and has 

been used to reduce arthritis in rats.5  

Titanium dioxide nanoparticles are most commonly used in sunscreens but they are also used 

internally as a white pigment for tattoos. Research for biomedical applications focusses on their 

photocatalytic, diaelectric, and optical properties6,7, but they are also used as a drug delivery vector8 

and for photodynamic therapy9. Due to the high in vivo cytotoxicity10,11, titanium dioxide particles are 

often coated with a more biocompatible layer. 

The intrinsic properties of colloidal magnetite is of special interest for imaging, especially as contrast 

agents for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)12. Several studies show the possibility for magnetite 

particles as an imaging agent, but they are mostly based on passive targeting strategies. However, the 

covalent attachment of antibodies to the surface has shown promising results for active tumour 

targeting13 and inflammation targeting14. Due to the superparamagnetic properties of the magnetite 

particles, they can be used as mediators for magnetic hyperthermia. Within an alternating magnetic 

field, the particles heat the surrounding area to a temperature of 41 °C to 46 °C which is a possible 

treatment for carcinoma.15 Temperatures of 56 °C lead to widespread cell necrosis, coagulation or 

carbonisation and should be avoided.15 

Silica nanoparticles are often synthesised as mesoporous structures, containing pores between 2 and 

50 nm. This enables the mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSN) to carry a payload inside the pore 
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network. As long as the payload is located inside the chemically stable mesopore systems of the 

MSNs it may be shielded against enzymatic degradation and possible other harmful effects.1 Silica 

nanoparticles have attracted a lot of recent interest for use as both imaging agents and drug carriers, 

and this will be to focus of a dedicated chapter. 

5.1.1. General Interactions of Nanoparticles in Biological Systems 

The main aim of using nanoparticles for therapy and diagnostics are preferential accumulation of 

nanoparticles in specific target organs or in specific cell types. In terms of therapy, this would lead to 

a higher bioavailability of the drug and also to a lowering of side-effects. As the drug does not come 

into contact with healthy cells, side effects can be minimised and dosage can be reduced. Without 

further functionalisation, however, most nanoparticles are enriched in liver, spleen, kidneys and the 

lungs.16,17 

Nanoparticles are especially being investigated for cancer therapy. The targeting of cancer cells, and 

thereby the circumvention of the other organs, can be achieved by two main principles.18 The most 

common, and easier to achieve, is passive targeting. Due to leaky vasculature and decreased lymphatic 

function, tumours are more likely to take up particles from the blood system than healthy cells. This 

effect is known as enhanced permeability and retention (EPR). Although this effect is widely 

acknowledged as the driving force for tumour accumulation of nanoparticles, the influence of the 

specific nature of the tumour type or tumour model is often neglected despite significant differences 

in vascularity or permeability between different tumours or tumour types. The selective targeting of 

tumours can even be influenced by growth factors and the hormonal situation.19–22 Active tumour 

targeting requires targeting ligands on the surface of the nanoparticles which are able to recognise 

and bind to specific receptors on the surface of cancer cells. Most targeting ligands, however, bind to 

receptors or markers which are not unique to cancer cells, but are necessary for the proper function 

of healthy cells as well.18 This leads to harmful side effects, which prevents many therapeutic 

nanoparticles with targeting properties to be approved for medical use.23 However, an often neglected 

benefit nanoparticles is their potential for multidrug therapy,24,25 as a single particle system can be 

used to carry multiple drugs to lessen the likelihood of therapy resistance which remains a problem in 

cancer treatment.26   

To improve targetability, the most pursued routes to achieve specific uptake of the nanoparticles are 

to immobilize biomolecules on their surface, such as proteins, antibodies or low molecular substances 

like folic acid or glucose. These molecules specifically target overexpressed receptors of tumour cells. 

This leads to two major challenges in vivo: Firstly, endogenous biomolecules are competing for these 

binding spots, blocking them from performing as intended. Secondly, as mentioned, healthy cells also 
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carry the same receptors, which promote uptake.27 The high abundance of biomolecules in complex 

media can lead to loss of targeting specificity due to blockage of targeting ligands through adsorption 

to the nanoparticle surfaces. Two possibilities to enhance targeting emerge from these findings: either 

particles are synthesised which will not form a protein corona or the corona is used as the targeting 

system. For the suppression of the protein corona, multiple systems are explored, mainly polyethylene 

glycol (PEG) functionalisation, or PEGylation, and zwitterionic surfaces, such as polyethylene imine 

(PEI) functionalisation.28 A comparative study published by Kunjachan29 showed that they were able to 

bind small polymeric particles to the tumour vasculature very quickly and efficiently with active 

targeting. Passive targeting, however, led to higher overall particle amounts in the tumour over time. 

As size and shape have a high impact on the biological fate of particles, therefore the result of this 

study cannot be transferred to all particles in general. It highlights, however, the importance of a higher 

awareness of these interactions and a need for more studies comparing a multitude of particles. 

The extent of nanoparticle uptake into the target cells or organs has a critical impact on therapeutic 

efficiency, therefore the cellular uptake mechanisms of nanoparticles has been investigated. The 

process of uptake was found to be dividable into two separate stages. First, the particles adhere to the 

cell membrane and in a second step they are taken up in general via ATP-dependent phagocytosis.30,31 

If the used nanoparticles are not biocompatible, they can break the cell membrane during the adhesion 

step, which leads to leaking of the cytoplasm and the destruction of the cell. Detailed studies showed 

an increased uptake of bare 50 nm silica particles if administered under serum-free conditions.31 The 

protein corona can impair the adhesion step and thus reduce particle uptake. Throughout the whole 

process, the protein corona is retained. Inside the cell, the corona also seems to play a role in 

membrane recognition and can change of intracellular processes, such as  activation or inhibition of 

cellular signalling in the cytoplasm.32 

5.2. Therapeutic Impact of Silica Nanoparticles 

Mesoporous nanoparticles have attracted wide recent attention for biomedical applications, as 

these systems may be capable of specifically transporting their payload while protecting it from 

outside influences. Silica in particular is heavily investigated, due to its mechanical and chemical 

stability coupled with biocompatibility and biodegradability.1 

The biocompatibility of MSN has been studied quite extensively in vitro and in vivo. For example, the 

impact of 270 nm and 2.7 µm silica particles on human monocyte-derived dendritic cells was tested. 

Only a minor degree of cytotoxicity was found for low concentrations of small particles with higher 

degree of cytotoxicity for larger particles, and higher concentrations. This was tested by comparison 

of viability, uptake and immune regulatory markers of the cells.33 Another study investigated the size 
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influence of MSN on macrophage uptake and showed no correlation between the uptake of MSN and 

a decrease in viability or an impairment of macrophage function.34 Although isolated studies show 

concerning results, the general appraisal of the biocompatibility of silica nanoparticles is excellent. 

Previous studies about detailed biodistribution uncovered selective accumulation of mesoporous silica 

particles in solid tumours of mice: By in vivo imaging and subsequent organ analysis Rosenholm et al. 

found, that the targeting to those tumours is mostly due to EPR effects.16 Studies of different particle 

sizes and functionalisations35 also show an initial silica particle accumulation in liver, spleen and lungs 

as is known for all nanoparticles, when traced by semi-quantitative PET imaging.17 

The impact of PEGylation on accumulation of MSN in liver and spleen was evaluated by a comparison 

of native and PEGylated 80 to 360 nm nanoparticles. The PEGylated surfaces led to longer blood 

circulation times for the spherical 80 nm MSN compared to 360 nm MSN, as was studied by 

fluorescence microscopy.28 All studied particles were mainly found in the liver and spleen with lesser 

amounts found in lungs, heart and kidney. The size of the particles influenced, however, the mass-

normalised uptake of the particles in specific organs. The content found in the spleen was higher than 

the that found in the liver two hours after the injection for PEGylated MSN, with the exception of the 

360 nm PEGylated MSN. This effect was not observed for the 360 nm 24 h after the injection, instead 

this effect was noticed for the 200 nm particles. Next to size, shape is important for the biological fate 

of particles. Short rod-like particles with an aspect ratio of 1.5 accumulated in the liver, while rods with 

an aspect ratio of 5 with a similar cross-section diameter were trapped in the spleen.36 When 

PEGylated, both systems led to an increased accumulation in the lung after short incubation times, 

while they were found in the liver after longer time periods.36 With a tumour present in the animal 

model, a significant amount of particles is found in the tumour, due to passive targeting effects. This 

was shown for magnetic and fluorescent core shell particles with a hydrodynamic radius of 100 nm.37 

For 70 nm PEG MSN it could be shown that although a large portion of the MSN was found in the 

tumour, they could also be found in liver, spleen and lungs.38 A study using radiolabelling of 20 nm and 

80 nm silica particles tracked the biodistribution for 30 days. They could show, that the particles 

accumulated mainly in the liver and spleen and remained in these organs for over 30 days. Histological 

studies showed, that lymphocytic infiltration as well as hepatocyte necrosis resulted from the 

prolonged exposure.39 Although preferential accumulation in liver, the spleens and the lungs are found 

independent of size, shape, functionalisation, particle type or porosity,17,36,39,40 exceptions are 

reported. One of the most striking exceptions was seen for 130 nm hollow silica shells, filled with PFCE. 

The particles were exclusively found in the liver of tumour-bearing mice after being injected into the 

tail vein.41 
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After intravenous injection of 250-350 nm folate and non-folate PEI-MSN accumulation was found in 

liver, spleen and lung after three days, the organs were, however, cleared after eight days.23 Although 

in vivo success for both intratumorally and intravenous application was reported for folate 

functionalised particles,23,42 the negative control with non-modified MSN did show similar results.42 

Therefore, active targeting did not play a crucial role in this case. The group of Cai showed in a series 

of papers the effect of active targeting on the biodistribution of tumour bearing mice with PET 

imaging.43–46 The particles with and without TRACON TRC105 were intravenously injected into the tail 

vein of mice bearing 4T1 murine breast cancer tumours. It was found, that around 10 % of the injected 

dose was found per gram of the tumour four hours after the injection. This amount was halved after 

24 h. The highest amount of particles per gram were however found in the liver, with 27 % per gram 

after 30 min, which plateaued after 16 h at 15 %. Substantial amounts (exceeding 3 % per gram) were 

observed in lung, kidney, spleens, heart and the intestine 24 h post injection.45 The use of VEGF121, an 

anti-vascular endothelial growth factor, as the targeting ligand to target xenografted U87MG human 

glioblastoma tumours was discussed in a later study.46 The maximum amount of particles taken up by 

the tumour was determined at three hours post injection with 7.8 % of the initial dose per gram of the 

tumour. Only 2.6 % of the control particles were found at that time point per gram of the tumour. The 

overall biodistribution pattern 24 h after the injection was very similar to the previously mentioned 

study, with the highest amounts found in the liver. This was followed by lung, kidney and spleen. For 

both studies, the amount of particles in the bloodstream were quite low with only 2 % per gram. 

A possibility to lessen the impact of side effects with MSN is the implementation of phototherapy. With 

specific wavelengths of radiation, it is possible to create cytotoxic species directly in the target area. 

MSN not in the vicinity of the carcinoma do not develop toxicity.47,48 The downside of this technique 

is, however, that the location of the carcinoma must be known and the light needs to penetrate deep 

enough. But for deep-seated tissue, the light can be channelled with a fibre glass catheter. 

5.3. Protein Corona 

As already discussed, nanoparticles introduced into biological systems or organisms tend to adsorb 

endogenous molecules on first contact with biological fluids, such as lipids, sugars, small molecules 

and in particular proteins.49,50 These deposits were termed “protein corona” and were already 

described in the context of implanted, non-biological devices, for example artificial pacemakers and 

metal implants. The encapsulation of implants often impairs their proper function while positive and 

negative effects on nanoparticles were reported.56 As protein adsorption has a strong impact on 

cellular behaviour, biodistribution, and the blood retention time of particles, the protein corona is of 

special interest for fundamental research. In vitro systems have shown that some protein coronas can 

protect cells from disruptive effects of the nanoparticles on the lipid membranes, for example in case 
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of polystyrene particles.51 A protective effect of the protein corona was found, which led to reduced 

cytotoxicity of gold nanorods and nanoparticles. Although these findings are very promising for 

medical applications, it was also found, that the presence of penicillin/streptomycin in the medium 

drastically decreased particle stability.52 These findings make it difficult to compare in vitro and in vivo 

experiments, but they illustrate that biological systems are extremely complex and filled with possible 

overlapping effects. 

The protein corona consists of two layers, the hard and soft corona.53 The hard corona is the innermost 

layer of proteins. Its components have very low molecule exchange rates and high affinity to the 

surface. The proteins found in the hard corona are well described, as they are easily separated from 

the biological medium. In contrast, the soft corona is characterized by a varied composition of weakly 

bound proteins and therefore with high exchange rates. Due to dynamic protein concentrations and a 

changing proteome in the vicinity of the particles, the content of the soft corona is also constantly and 

rapidly exchanged.54,55 This factor makes a detailed description of soft corona proteins very 

challenging: They can only be obtained through the use of tedious techniques, for example density 

gradient centrifugation. 

When a nanoparticle comes in contact with biological fluids, a protein corona is formed within 

minutes.56 After the initial adsorption of highly abundant low affinity proteins, the corona changes 

constantly depending on the individual exchange rates of the proteins. High affinity proteins replace 

the previously bound ones56,57 according to the Vroman effect58. During desorption, proteins can 

additionally change their conformation, depending on size and surface properties of the particle, as 

well as the stability of the protein itself, which can result in a change of behaviour.59–61 The protein 

corona formation is influenced by numerous parameters, including particle size, surface morphology 

and hardness, hydrophobicity as well as electrostatic interactions, often represented by the zeta-

potential. In addition, overall surface charge as well as localised charge density fluctuations are 

crucial.53,62–65 This is often approached by PEGylating the particle surface. As PEG has been found to 

cause health issues, especially immune responses on repeated use66, alternatives are also researched. 

A possible approach is the use of zwitterionic functionalised particles67–69, although in depth research 

on the impact on the protein corona is still missing. An alternative approach second approach is the 

integration of the protein corona into the targeting and biodistribution mechanisms directly. Although 

this was tried repeatedly, existing literature does not show success.70 The protein corona was, 

however, successfully used to change the release kinetics of drug loaded nanoparticles.71 No matter 

by which mechanisms, either suppressing protein corona formation or tailoring the protein corona to 

support the desired effects, particle clearance needs to be reduced to a level which allows the particles 
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to reach their destination. The main hindrance is the uptake of nanoparticles by the reticuloendothelial 

system (RES) consisting mainly of specialised tissue in liver, spleen, lungs and lymph nodes.28,35,72,73 

The main components of a protein corona formed in blood are albumin, fibrinogen, immunoglobulins, 

and apolipoproteins.57,74,75 However, wide varieties of low-abundance proteins are enriched on the 

particle surface as well.56,57,76 There is evidence, that the molecular composition of the protein corona 

has a major impact on particle behaviour in an organism: Cellular uptake, blood circulation time, 

cytotoxicity, immune responses, targetability and other clinically relevant factors seem to be affected 

to a degree were it can supersede the effects from the nanoparticle itself.30,53,57,77–81 Thus, studying the 

composition and characteristics of protein coronas has become a popular area of research. 

Since the 1990s, a vast number of studies have been published, which describe nanoparticles and their 

associated protein coronas. Some basic influences of proteins on the biological fate and localisation of 

nanoparticles have been discovered.67 Most notably, the protein corona can help mitigate the 

cytotoxicity of nanoparticles. Also, from the thousands of proteins found in the blood serum, only a 

small subset could be detected by LC-MS as part of the corona. With evidently preferred proteins found 

in the corona.82 An effort to specifically predict the biological outcomes via corona fingerprinting was 

done by Walkey et al.83 They could identify the structure-activity relationship that predicted binding of 

gold nanoparticles to A549 lung epithelial carcinoma cells.83 Additionally, extensive research was 

carried out to understand and accurately interpret nanoparticle-cell interactions. However, protein 

corona formation and its changing composition as the nanoparticles traverse through different zones 

of the body with distinct functions and thus protein diversity during their lifespan, as well as the 

resulting behavioural changes still need to be elucidated. Understanding these changes is essential for 

the development of effective therapeutics.84,85 In particular, the technical assessment of the absolute 

number and identity of coronal proteins and their exchange rates presents a substantial challenge.86 

Detailed studies about personalised protein coronas show also a significant impact of the health 

condition of the patient on the formed protein corona. Not only does the protein corona differ, the 

same particles incubated with serum from patients with different diseases resulted in different cellular 

responses.79–81 This indicates, that particles need to be tailored specifically for patients and implicates 

that the particles need to be adapted during drawn-out treatments while the patient recovers and 

highlights the importance of the protein corona. 

If a drug is loaded into a mesoporous system, the pores are most likely at least partly blocked after a 

protein corona has established. Studies of drug release profiles of macromers revealed significant 

changes if a corona is present, especially for burst release effects.87  But if the corona is tailored to the 

task, it can increase the capacity for molecular therapeutics and it can be additionally used for triggered 

release.71 Unfortunately, only a few drug release studies were performed in vivo.  
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An interesting angle to circumvent disruptive effects from the protein corona on targeting is to use the 

corona itself as the targeting agent. The team around Vahid Mishafiee70 tried to target macrophages 

by an increased immunoglobulin amount in the protein corona, but no substantial increase in targeting 

could be detected. It was speculated that the binding sites of the immunoglobulins were not accessible 

to the macrophages. Unfortunately, no studies were found were the biological fate was compared to 

the protein corona formed under in vitro or in vivo conditions. 

A standard for identification of protein corona compounds is 1D gel electrophoresis or LC followed by 

MS. High throughput identification in contrast is carried out mostly by bulk degradation of corona 

proteins on a nanoparticle with subsequent HPLC-MS. Mortensen et al.57 for example used HPLC-

MS/MS to analyse protein coronas derived from silica nanoparticles in complete RPMI1640 growth 

medium (10 % FCS). They found, that particle surface chemistry critically affects the formation of the 

protein corona. The main proteins identified were apolipoproteins, haemoglobin subunits, clusterin, 

serotransferin and immune response proteins such as α-2-HS-glycoprotein, fibronectin, plasminogen, 

as well as complement factors c3, c4, c7 and associated proteins. Unfortunately, they were not able to 

attribute proteins directly to seen effects and could not clarify the conflicting results found in 

literature. Maiolo and co-workers54 used surfactant titration, 1D PAGE and in-gel digest coupled with 

MS for protein coronas derived from 100 nm silica and carboxylated polystyrene nanoparticles in 55% 

human plasma. One noteworthy result was the selective desorption properties of CHAPS, which 

selectively desorbed ApoA1. Through MS they could identify albumin, histidine rich glycoprotein 

(HRG), apolipoproteins, complement factors, actin and immunoglobulin subunits as corona proteins. 

O’Connell88 experimented with DCS and 1D PAGE coupled with a human protein microarray for protein 

coronas derived from 10% human serum. HRG, Ig subunits, fibrinogen, apolipoproteins, complement 

factors, albumin and many others were identified. Wang et al.51 used 1D PAGE for corona composition 

identification after it was formed in 10 % FCS and in 10 % Alexa 488 labelled serum. They could show 

that the labelling did not have any effect on corona formation as determined by 1D PAGE. Instead, it 

allowed them to track the particles inside cells. Thereby they could show that the corona is retained 

during particle uptake. Unfortunately, the corona composition was not discussed further.  

5.4. Proteomics 

Proteins perform crucial tasks in numerous biological tasks as catalysts, signals, signal transmission and 

as structural agents. This is possible, due to thousands of proteins in an organism, each folded into a 

specific three-dimensional structure giving them specific properties. Due to this structural and 

functional task, proteins are directly forming the genotype of an organism.89 
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Proteomics denominates the investigation of proteins on a large scale. It is named analogue to 

genomics, the exploration of the genome. Therefore, the name proteome was established in 1995 to 

describe the protein complement of a genome, the entire set of proteins in a cell, an organism, or 

tissue at a specific time under defined conditions. But unlike the genome, which is unalterable, the 

proteome is changing constantly.  

The genetic material of an organism is not changing and powerful and easy to use technologies for 

DNA modification were invented and spread. This led to the deciphering of the genome of model 

organisms. This development reached its climax with the end of the human genome project in 2003 

after 13 years where 25 000 genes were found in 3 billion base pairs. With further advancements, the 

detection and identification of mRNA was possible and led to a new surge of genomic based analysis. 

But as many studies showed, changes in mRNA could not be correlated to changes in protein amounts. 

Being at a loss in explaining phenotypes with a DNA based model, the search for new regulatory 

mechanisms and new analysis methods for proteins was renewed. The constant fluctuation makes 

proteomics hard to study, but also gives it also relevance as the functional information of an organism. 

As proteomics is a vast area, this chapter will only contain the essentials necessary for this thesis: 

protein biosynthesis, blood, Immune system and an overview of analysis methods. 

5.4.1. Protein Biosynthesis 

The genetic information is important, as it is translated into proteins, which can fulfil numerous 

functions in a cell. During translation, the information coded in DNA with only four bases needs to be 

changed into up to 23 amino acids, depending on the organism. This can be achieved by looking at 

codons, three consecutive nucleotides. This results in 64 possibilities of coding. As only 23 codons are 

needed at maximum, there is a lot of redundancy. For this process, DNA is transcribed into mRNA, 

which is translated at the ribosome, a ribozyme, into proteins. Ribozymes are enzymes based on 

ribonucleases, RNA, and not on amino acids. The ribosome in its refined and highly preserved form is 

formed by three big RNA molecules and more than 50 proteins89.  After the synthesis was initiated with 

a start codon on the mRNA, which in bacteria always codes for formylmethionin, the synthesis is 

continued from amino, N, to carboxyl, C, terminus, one amino acid at a time. The required energy for 

the synthesis is provided by ATP hydrolysis. The synthesis is continued until the ribosome reaches the 

stop codon and the synthesised protein is released.  

Proteins are therefore a polymer of amino acids and are classified as a peptide, named after the 

characteristic peptide bond 𝑅 − 𝐶𝑂 − 𝐻𝑁 − 𝑅 formed by 𝑅 − 𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐻 and 𝐻2𝑁 − 𝑅 under elimination 

of water. Peptides with 10 or less amino acids are called oligopeptides, between 10 and 100 amino 

acids they are called polypeptides and with more than 100 they are known as macropeptides. Proteins 
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start at around 50 amino acids, with open end. In humans, the largest protein is titin, with 34350 amino 

acids and a molecular weight of 3600 kDa.  This length showcases the need for precise synthesis. Even 

if only 1 in 10000 amino acids is added falsely, 3 % of peptides with 300 amino acids are synthesised 

with an error. For a peptide with 1000 amino acids, the error rate is at nearly 10 %.  This seems to be 

an acceptable rate for cells and is observed in nature. The energy requirement and time consumption  

of stricter “proofreading” seems not to be beneficial but defect proteins are detected and destroyed.89 

After the protein has been released from the ribosome, it is often not finished. Specific function is 

often dependent on post-translational modification. The most widespread being phosphorylation, 

glycosylation or ubiquitination to name a few89. These modifications are essential for many functions. 

Phosphorylation enables signal cascades in G-protein coupled receptors while mono-ubiquitination is 

reported in stem cells90 and poly-ubiquitination is signalling the proteasomes to destroy the marked 

protein.91 

5.4.2. Blood 

The role of blood in the body is primarily to keep cells and therefore the organism functioning. The 

main tasks are supplying tissue with oxygen and nutrients while removing waste, such as carbon 

dioxide, urea and in case of muscle tissue lactic acid. Further many signals are transported via the blood 

stream in form of hormones. Blood also regulates the pH and the temperature in the whole organism. 

To prevent excess blood loss, coagulation factors are triggered by injuries and solidify the blood into a 

gel, sealing the injury. Numerous specific and non-specific immune responses are also located in the 

blood system. For proper function of the blood, the pH is tightly regulated by homeostatic mechanisms 

to stay between 7.35 and 7.45.  

 Blood consists of a liquid, the blood plasma, and a cellular fraction. About 55 % of blood is plasma, 

containing, next to 92 % water, a wide variety of proteins, hormones, ions and low weight molecules 

such as glucose, lipids or vitamins as well as dissolved gasses, especially carbon dioxide. The protein 

fraction with around 7 % is the dominant part. If clotting proteins, especially fibrinogen, are removed, 

the liquid is called blood serum or serum in short. 

The protein composition of blood was identified to be around 55 % albumins, 38 % globulins, 7 % 

fibrinogen and less than 1 % regulatory proteins and clotting factors. The globulins are subdivided into 

10 % α1-globulins, 20 % α2-globulins, 30 % β-globulins and 40 % γ-globulines.92–94 Although some 

proteins are neutral under the standard blood pH condition, many are charged. 

The cellular fraction contains of erythrocytes or red blood cells to distribute oxygen, leukocytes or 

white blood cells as part of the immune system and thrombocytes or platelets which are responsible 

for coagulation. 
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As the bloodstream supplies tissue with nutrients, it is a great distribution platform for medication. 

5.4.3. Foetal Calf Serum 

As working with human blood serum was not possible as part of this thesis, foetal calf serum (FCS) was 

used as a replacement. As it is used as a supplement in cell medium it is easily accessible. As it is 

extracted from unborn calves, the protein and hormone composition deviates from adult cattle. The 

overall protein composition is different from human blood serum and the homologue proteins deviate 

in their primary structure. For use in cell cultures, FCS has the amounts of immunoglobulins minimised, 

to prevent interactions in cell cultures. 

5.4.4. Immune System 

The immune system protects an organism against pathogens. This is done by multiple mechanisms, 

which can be divided into innate immune system and adaptive immune system. The innate immune 

system is faster and targets structures present on multiple pathogens. The adaptive immune system 

on the other hand needs more time to build up its potency, but can target a wider range of pathogens.89  

The wide range of effectiveness of the adaptive immune system is based on immunoglobulins or 

antibodies. Immunoglobulins possess complementarity-determining regions (CDRs), which can bind to 

a specific antigen, and a conserved region, which is able to bind to membrane receptors, or to other 

conserved regions. The human body is capable of creating more than 108 different antibodies. This 

high variability of antibodies led William Dreyer and Claude Bennett 1965 to the hypothesis, that 

antibodies are coded by variable (V-) genes and constant (C-) genes.89 Tonegawa, Leder and Hood 

found multiple genes responsible for the formation of antibodies and could add joining (J-) genes and 

diversity (D-) genes to the list. Until now 40 D-genes, 27 V-genes and 5 J-genes are identified, resulting 

in a vast pool of possible antibodies.89 If the CDRs of antibodies bind an antigen, they antibodies mark 

the antigen, e.g. molecules, viruses or bacteria for macrophages to be taken up and digested. This 

process is called opsonisation and strengthens the interaction of the macrophage with the antigen.95,96 

This seems to be partially because the negative charge of the cell membrane is negated.97 Next to 

antibodies, less specific proteins can also opsonise antigens as part of the innate immune response. 

Pentraxins, collectins, and ficolins are functioning as opsonins98 and some proteins from the 

complement system can also opsonise antigens, the most prominent opsonisation molecules being 

C3b, C4b and C1q.99,100 

5.4.5. Protein Analysis 

To understand the intricate interactions between proteins and the resulting phenotype, the proteins 

need to be identified and quantified. Quantification methods are numerous, as they are unfortunately 

quite susceptible to the presence of impurities.101 The most used assays are biuret-, bicinchoninic acid 
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(BCA)-, Bradford- and Lowry-assay as well as Starcher and Pyrogallol Red–Molybdate (PRM)- assay or 

staining with epicocconone. An easy but often overlooked alternative is ultraviolet (UV)-absorption 

spectroscopy measurement at 280 nm.89,101,102 

UV measurements at 280 nm are an easy and fast method to determine the concentration of one 

known protein in a single protein solution. If the protein structure is known, the extinction coefficient 

can be calculated quite accurately using the formula discovered by Gill and Hippel in 1989.103 UV-Vis-

active substances and multiple proteins present in the solution, make it quite difficult to determine 

not only the ratio of the mixture, but also to determine the overall concentration, as the extinction 

coefficient between different proteins can vary quite strongly.104 

The complexation of copper by proteins leading to a characteristic violet colour was first observed 

1833 and was published as a biochemical assay in 1953 by Goa105 and improved 1976 by Bensadoun106. 

The advantage of the biuret assay is the complexation of the copper with the peptide bond. The bound 

Cu2+ ions are reduced to Cu+ during the complexation, which results in the change of colour. Although 

it needs at least three amino acids for a significant change in colour the side chains have very low 

impact on the colour intensity. This leads to good comparability between the same amounts of 

different proteins but the biuret assay lacks the sensitivity of Lowry or BCA.106 

Both Lowry and BCA assays are refined versions of the biuret assay. BCA utilises the Cu+ ions formed 

during the biuret reaction and complexes it again with bicinchoninic acid, which results in a violet 

complex and increases sensitivity. The test can be speeded up to 10 min at 65 °C with a low limit of 

determination and it can be performed in alkaline conditions, which result in most proteins being 

soluble. However, the presence of complexing agents such as EDTA and reducing agents disturb the 

test greatly.102,107 

The Bradford assay is based on Coomassie Brilliant Blue (CBB) G-250 and is therefore dependant on 

the amino acid composition. CBB binds preferably to basic and hydrophobic amino acids and is 

stabilised in the anionic form with a bright blue colour. The presence of anionic sodium dodecyl 

sulphate  (SDS) leads to a stabilisation of the green, neutral form, thereby interfering with the 

estimated protein concentration.101 The Bradford solution is acidic enough to stabilise the cationic 

form of CBB, which is red with an adsorption maximum at 465 nm. After CBB is bound to an amino acid 

its colour shifts to blue with a maximum of 595 nm. This shift is finished after about 2 min and the 

assay is not laborious. As the reagent is acidic some proteins precipitate and most detergents, like SDS, 

3-[(3-Cholamidopropyl)dimethylammonio]-1-propanesulphonate (CHAPS) or Triton X-100 disturb the 

assay.108,109 
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All the previously discussed assays only work with single proteins. If there are contaminating 

substances next to the target protein, a simple precipitation step can be enough to obtain a 

measurable sample and it can be used to increase the concentration of the protein. If the configuration 

and thereby the function of the protein needs to be preserved, precipitation can be achieved with 

ammonia sulphate or poly ethylene glycol (PEG) as well as organic solvents, such as acetone, ethanol 

or methanol at low temperatures.110 Unfortunately, the organic solvents denature proteins even at 

low temperatures and ammonia sulphate or PEG do not precipitate the sample completely101,110. 

Denaturing the sample leads to better results. This can be achieved by adding methanol to a low 

concentration protein solution in water. The addition of chloroform precipitates the proteins which 

can be recovered after the addition of water.111,112 If only an increase in concentration is needed, 

lyophilisation or speed-vac are the instruments of choice.  

If multiple proteins are present, they need to be separated before they can be quantified. Proteins 

possess several properties that can be exploited to separate them from each other. Their size, charge 

and hydrophobicity are the most widespread used properties, but also specific interactions like lectin 

affinity chromatography can be used. 

The most versatile tool for separation is here liquid chromatography (LC), especially high-performance 

liquid chromatography (HPLC). For separation, reversed-phase (RP) HPLC is used, where the column 

material is hydrophobic.113,114 Hydrophobic proteins can bind to the column and can be subsequently 

removed by a salt gradient or with detergents and a wide variety of hydrophobic columns allow fine 

tuning of the separation.115–117 With an immobilised pH gradient on the column, chromatofocusing 

(CF), the separation by isoelectric point (pI) is possible. Compared to ion-exchange chromatography 

(IC) CF is more suited for higher protein amounts and is superior in separation accuracy, but it is very 

susceptible to salt.118–120 Affinity chromatography allows specific separation of functional groups. In 

the case of lectin, a protein with high affinity to polysaccharides, glycoproteins can be separated. 

Depending on the lectin used, the length of the glycosylation chain can be specified.101,121 HPLC can be 

tuned specifically to the requirements of each sample, especially if multiple steps are combined to 

form a multi-dimensional LC system. 

5.5. Synthesis of Silica Particles 

The ability to steer the biodistribution of silica based drug carriers in vivo is highly dependent of the 

physicochemical properties, such as size, shape, porosity, charge and charge distribution of the carrier. 

The physicochemical properties are not only directly affecting the biodistribution, but also due to their 

influence on the development of the protein corona. These properties can be controlled by the 

synthesis parameters and by the addition of functional moieties. 
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Silica networks are readily synthesisable by the sol-gel process, a combination of hydrolysis of silica 

precursors and their subsequent condensation. A typical silica precursor is tetraethylorthosilicate 

(TEOS), a silicon alkoxide. The precursor hydrolyses under alkaline and acidic conditions followed by 

polycondensation, leading to the formation of Si-O-Si bonds.122–124 

One of the first synthesis of amorphous silica particles with ordered mesopores was performed by 

researchers of Mobil.125 They used surfactants, such as CTAB with a liquid crystal templating approach 

(see Figure 1). During the synthesis, silica species condense around a preformed template or adsorb to 

an organic precursor under alkaline conditions. The resulting silica material was 2D hexagonally 

ordered mesopores and was called MCM-41. Another route to obtain MCM-41 like structures was 

introduced by Inagaki et al.126 by incorporating surfactants like CTAB between layers of silicate, a 

mineral called Kanemite, under alkaline conditions followed by hydrothermal treatment. Again, the 

shape of the resulting particles was not uniform. During this so-called surfactant-templated approach, 

two different mechanisms can be discerned and are shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Formation of mesoporous materials by surfactant structure 
directing agents: a) true liquid-crystal template mechanism, b) 
cooperative liquid-crystal template mechanism125. © 2016 Akinjokun AI, 
Ojumu TV, Ogunfowokan AO. Published in “Microporous and 
Mesoporous Materials” under CC BY 3.0 license. Available 
from: http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/63463127 

For one, it is possible for high concentrations of surfactant, a cationic detergent, to form rod-like 

micelles (lyotropic crystalline phase) by self-assembly independent of the silica precursor, as is shown 

as a). The other possibility is the cooperative self-assembly of low concentrations of surfactant with 

the inorganic silica present which will lead to liquid crystalline phases with hexagonal, cubic or lamellar 

shape. The silica precursor, often TEOS, forms negatively charged silicate oligomers in the early stages 

of the reaction, which interact with the positively charged micelles and, over time, condense into 

silicate polymers. Further condensation of silica, strengthening the structure and giving it its final form, 

occurs over a longer time period. 

To further control the size and shape of the MCM-41 particles, the MCM-41 syntheses were combined 

with the Stöber synthesis. The Stöber process produces solid spherical silica nanoparticles with a small 

http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/63463
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deviation in diameter. For the synthesis, TEOS is added to a mixture of water, ethanol and ammonium 

hydroxide while stirring. Size, distribution and morphology of the particles can be controlled by 

parameters like ethanol/water ratio, pH, temperature, stirring speed among others.122,128 The 

combination of the two techniques results in mesoporous silica nanospheres with a controllable 

particle size.129 

5.5.1. Synthesis of Hollow Mesoporous Silica Particles 

Mesoporous systems have an increased potential to adsorb molecules into the porous system, 

therefore the loading capacity is dependent on the porosity of the particle. Hollow particles or hollow 

spheres can be synthesised by either using a template for the core and removing it after the synthesis 

of the shell, or by synthesising a particle followed by dissolution of the core.130 One possibility is to 

selectively remove the core of the silica particle, leaving behind the shell of a particle. It is assumed, 

that the core of the particle is less condensed and therefore has a higher solubility than the more highly 

condensed shell. During this dissolution process the pores are widened and the dissolved silica adheres 

to the shell in order to decrease surface energy.131,132  This process can be started through pressure, 

temperature, solvent and pH, a standard procedure is hydrothermal treatment with at least 100 °C, 

1 bar in aqueous solution.133 The addition of hydrophobic additives to the aging solution can increase 

the pore size even further134. Templating can be divided into hard templating or sacrificial templating 

and soft templating. For hard templating, colloidal particles, e.g. metals or organic polymers, are used 

as a core which is coated by the attachment of a silica precursor and polymerises. After the shell is 

completed the core is removed by calcination, etching or other means. This results in a very well 

defined core but the harsh removal conditions can cause damage to the shell.1,131 

5.5.2. Functionalisation 

Next to the chemical and thermal stability of silica materials, another advantage is the accessibility of 

different surfaces. Not only can the surface structure be modified, e.g. porosity and surface roughness, 

it can also be chemically altered by the addition of organic groups, such as amides135, acidic groups136, 

alcohols137 and more138. Further reactions can improve the properties even further, such as PEGylation, 

PEIylation or the formation of zwitterionic compounds.139 

5.5.2.1. Co-Functionalisation 

Co-functionalisation or co-condensation describes the process of adding organosilicates to the silica 

precursor as the reaction starts. The organosilicate is distributed homogeneously throughout the 

emerging particles, even in the porous network. The organosilicates however lead to a decrease in the 

structural integrity of the particle which can lead to a collapse of the structure.140,141 Additionally, the 

charge or structure of the organosilicate can complicate matters, especially amino-silicates can change 

the structure of the particles, due to base effects of the amino group.142,143 
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5.5.2.2. Grafting 

Another approach to functionalisation is grafting. After the particles are synthesised, they can be 

introduced to organosilicates and functionalised after the synthesis.  The organosilicate condenses 

preferably at the pore entrances, leading to inhomogeneous functionalisation and potentially blockage 

of the pores. Traces of water reduce the effectiveness further by leading to homocondensation of the 

functionalisation precursor.143,144 

5.6. Aim of the Study 

The aim of the study presented in this thesis, was to create a comprehensible study to show the subtle 

influences of functional moieties of particles and their payload on the formation of the protein corona. 

Therefore, a multitude of hydrophilic functional moieties and hydrophobic functional moieties were 

incubated in pure FCS and separated and visualised by PAGE analysis. As it became apparent, that 1D 

PAGE is not sensitive enough to visualise the changes in the protein corona, 2D PAGE was used as a 

primary analysis method.  

The corona formation was performed in pure FCS, which is not the scientific standard to date. As the 

protein corona formation is highly dependent on the serum concentration, the standard should be as 

close to the final medium as possible. With intravenous application in mind, the use of pure human 

blood plasma would be ideal, however, pure FCS is an acceptable compromise of accuracy and 

availability. The identification of proteins was tried with mass spectrometry, to be precise MALDI FT-

ICR, although the process could not be refined during the thesis and therefore resulted only in a small 

number of identified proteins. The combination of 1D PAGE, 2D PAGE, and MS made it possible, to 

compare a large number of previously reported results and to start to unify all findings based on the 

different analysis techniques to compensate for the weakness of each of the methods. 

5.7. Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis  

An alternative to HPLC in terms of separation by molecular weight is polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis (PAGE). The most commonly used gels are SDS gels, as SDS binds in a constant ratio of 

1.4 g SDS per g of protein or approximately one molecule of SDS per two amino acids, which results in 

a highly charged complex.146 Especially after proteins have been reduced by mercaptoethanol or 

dithiothreitol (DTT), SDS denatures proteins very effectively and inhibits the formation of quaternary 

structures. The main difference in the relative front of the protein band is therefore only the size of 

the proteins. 

The proteins can be separated in a molecular sieve, formed by polyacrylamide, with an electric current. 

Due to the SDS the proteins are uniform in their negative charge and move towards the cathode of the 

system. Larger peptides move slower through the mesh which separates the proteins by size. The main 
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difference between used PAGE systems lies with the chosen buffers. The most striking difference lies 

between continuous and discontinuous buffer systems, the former uses the same buffer in the gel and 

the gel chamber, while the latter use different buffers, often even two different buffers within one gel 

and a third buffer in the chamber. One of the most prominently used system is the discontinuous PAGE 

developed by Lämmli in 1970.145 It uses three buffers. The buffer for the chamber is 25 mM Tris with 

192 mM glycine, the buffers in the gels are low ionic strength Tris-Cl with a pH of 6.8 in the stacking 

gel followed by high ionic strength Tris-Cl buffer with a pH of 8.8. In this setup, Cl- is a high mobility ion 

while glycine at pH 6.8 is a slow dipolar following ion. As soon as the glycine reaches the separating 

gel, the amine group is deprotonated resulting in a more mobile, negatively charged ion. After the 

current is applied, all ions will move according to their mobility. Within the first centimetre all ions will 

form fine bands according to their mobility from chloride at the very bottom followed by the proteins 

according to their size to glycine at the top. This process is called “steady state stacking”.146 After this 

stack has formed, it moves from the stacking gel towards the separating gel. When the glycine reaches 

the separating gel and is deprotonated, it overruns the proteins and moves directly behind the chloride 

front. This leads to a more defined and smaller starting area and therefore to improved band sharpness 

and therefore to a better resolution.146  

In general, longer gels result in better separation, while thinner gels result in more well-defined bands, 

but reduce the overall loading capacity. Depending on the size of the proteins the separation gel can 

be cast with 4-20 % acrylamide. If a wide range of proteins is to be separated, gradient gels from 4 % 

acrylamide at the bottom to 20 % acrylamide at the top can be used. If SDS is added to the gel before 

casting, it can lead to micelle formation during the polymerisation of the acrylamide, which disrupt the 

run of the proteins. As the SDS runs faster than the proteins, it can be added with the buffer without 

any detrimental effects on the performance. Some posttranslational modification can disrupt the run, 

especially glycoproteins run problematic.145,147–150 This can be augmented by adding an additional 

separation step. With isoelectric focussing (IEF), proteins can be separated by their isoelectric point 

(pI). IEF can be conducted either with a mobile or an immobilised pH gradient (IPG). A high voltage is 

applied to the system which leads to movement of the proteins due to their charge until they reach 

their point of zero charge and stop. With mobile pH gradients, different ampholytes are mixed with a 

protein sample, after a voltage is applied, a pH gradient is formed with a low pH at the anode and a 

high pH at the cathode. Long runs lead to bleeding of the ampholytes, and the proteins, into the 

cathode. This can be negated by using immobilized pH gradients where the ampholytes are covalently 

linked to a gel, first published by Angelika Görg in 1994151. The fixated gradient is easier to handle and 

also improves the resolution 10-fold, as IEF can be run longer at higher voltage. IEF is very susceptible 

to high ionic strength, and many proteins precipitate at pH values close to their respective pI, especially 

membrane proteins. This can be circumvented by using denaturing buffers, e.g. CHAPS, DTT and urea. 
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Next to the separation, IEF also purifies and increases the concentration of the sample. Within a narrow 

pH range, e.g. between 5.5 and 6.5 even micro-heterogeneities, such as the amount of 

phosphorylation can be resolved.151–154  

The IPG strip can be used as a sample for separation by size resulting in a two-dimensional gel. This 

technique has the advantage that all protein spots are visualised at once and can be compared easily. 

The problematic part is the switch from a native run, with the intrinsic charge of the protein, to a 

denatured run with SDS, as the proteins need to be soluble at all times. Most buffers achieve this with 

urea, detergent and a reducing agent, but depending on the protein samples, the composition needs 

to be tuned. High amounts of urea might lead to carbamylation of the samples, although Herbert et 

al.155 dispute this claim and discuss that even at 8 M urea, the sample needs to be cooked for 

carbamylation to happen, at room temperature the reaction would take several days. Other dangers 

include deamination, β-elimination of SH groups and proteases. High salt concentrations, as 

mentioned earlier, disrupt IEF and PAGE and should be avoided.155–160 

After protein gels, either one or two-dimensional, are separated, the proteins need to be fixated, by 

denaturation and precipitation and stained. The possibilities to stain the protein bands are numerous 

and tailored to the specific need. In Table 1, some staining methods are listed with their sensitivity, 

variability and the time needed for staining. 

Table 1: Sensitivity of staining methods freely adapted from Rehm101 

Method sensitivity 
in ng/0.5 cm band 

time needed  variability 

silver 5-30 1-24 h large 

silver without aldehyde 5-30 4-24 h large 

Deep purple® 2-10 3-4 h low 

Stains-All® 100-200 72-96 h low 

Coomassie® 200-400 3-4 h low 

colloidal Coomassie® 20-50 10 h low 

colloidal CBB after Kang 1-50 1-2 h low 
    

All methods, except silver staining, do allow for subsequent mass spectrometry or blotting. If silver 

staining ought to be used for MS analysis, the staining protocol needs to be free of aldehydes. In silver 

staining, Ag+-ions form complexes with glutamic acid, aspartic acid and cysteine. The silver ions are 

reduced by alkaline formaldehyde and silver precipitates at the proteins. But it is hard to reproduce 

and different proteins influence the silver precipitation quite differently, which leads to a large 

variability of intensities, especially since the silver catalyses the silver reduction.148,161,162 

Colloidal Coomassie® stain combines easy use with a sensitive dye. The stained spots are visible to the 

naked eye, which makes it attractive to use, compared to fluorescent dyes. Especially after Kang et al. 

were able to increase the sensitivity more than 10-fold and replaced methanol with ethanol colloidal 
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Coomassie® became a strong contender as a protein dye as it can be reversed and has more stable 

staining than silver. One downside is the destaining of the background, which can take several hours 

but this can be reduced to 20-30 min with acetic acid.163,164 

Stains-All® is despite its low sensitivity quite useful, as it stains glycoproteins blue, Ca2+ binding proteins 

deep purple, proteins red and lipids yellow-orange.165 Unlike Coomassie® or silver, even 

phosphorylated proteins or very acidic proteins can be stained with Stains-All®. But the stain is light 

sensitive and only lasts for a few minutes and small amounts of SDS disrupt the staining.165,166 

5.8. Mass Spectrometry 

Mass Spectrometry (MS) is an established analytical tool in the analysis of proteins. If used properly it 

is an accessible and easy to use tool to identify proteins. MS is capable of identifying the molecular 

weight of a molecule with an accuracy to distinguish between the cations of CO (27.9949 u), H2CN 

(28.0187 u), C2H4 (28.0313 u) and N2 (28.0061 u).101 This accuracy allows conclusions to be drawn about 

the composition, especially about the presence of heteroatoms in the molecules. 

Combined with the specific digestion of proteins using digestion enzymes, such as trypsin, proteins can 

be identified by MS. For this, the peptide fragments are ionised, analysed and the masses of the 

fragments are compared to a database such as SwissProt and NCBI. Using the database, the mass of 

all possible peptide fragments is calculated as if the specified digestion enzyme was used. This process 

is called “in-silico digest”. The resulting masses are compared and a probability which protein was 

measured by MS is shown.167 If the mass of only three peptides coincide, the protein is identified 

almost as accurate as with a full amino acid sequence.168 

The basic principle of MS is to generate ions formed from inorganic or organic compounds by any 

means, separate these ions by their mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) and detect them quantitatively and 

qualitatively by their m/z and abundance.169 Although mass spectrometry does consume the analyte, 

it may still be regarded as practically non-destructive, as the amount of analyte needed is in the low 

microgram range and often several orders of magnitude lower.167 
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Figure 2: Components of a mass analyser, free after Groß167 

All mass spectrometers consist of an inlet system to allow the sample into the core of the machinery 

operated under high vacuum, as the produced ions are highly reactive and would otherwise 

immediately react with other molecules and be slowed down if impacting another molecule. The 

sample is introduced to the ion source and ionised. The cations are accelerated towards the detector 

and separated from each other in the mass analyser. The signal from the detector is finally processed 

and read out.167 

After the sample has been introduced into the MS system, the sample needs to be ionised. The means 

of ionisation are manifold, and include thermal activation, an electric field, or due to the impact of 

energetic ions, photons or electrons. The produced ions may be single ionized atoms, clusters, 

molecules or their fragments or associates.167,169 

Ions between charged plates will be accelerated in the direction of the plate with the opposite charge. 

Any kind of gap, a hole, slit or similar, in the plate will result in an ion beam. With a small deviation in 

the kinetic energy of all the ions, the beam can be regarded as monoenergetic (∆𝐸𝑘𝑖𝑛 ≪ 𝐸𝑘𝑖𝑛). For 

practical reasons, the attracting electrode is usually grounded and the pushing plate is set to high 

voltage, therefore the whole mass analyser is grounded, which increases safety of operations. To 

improve the ion beam, the acceleration voltage can be applied in multiple successive steps.167 

The ions spawned in the mass spectrometer can be classified as stable, metastable or unstable 

ions.170,171 Stable ions reach the detector without fragmentation; this means ions with a decomposition 

rate of below 105 s-1. Ions with a decomposition rate above 106 s-1 dissociate before reaching the 

detector and are called unstable ions. If the decomposition rate lies between the mentioned values, 

the ions will fragment while transiting the analyser and are termed metastable ions. These definitions 

are only useful in the context of a mass spectrometer, as all ions would spontaneously react in the 

atmosphere or in solvents.  However the classification is useful if applied to isolated ions in the gas 

phase and is valid independently of the type of mass analyser or ionisation method deployed.167,170–172 
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The most known ionisation method in biological or biochemical applications is the matrix assisted laser 

desorption/ionisation (MALDI) which was used for the measurements in this thesis and will be 

described in the following paragraphs. It is used, because large molecules have a very low ionisation 

and evaporation rate when exposed to laser irradiation. Therefore, MALDI co-crystallizes light 

adsorbing agents with the analyte to increase energy adsorption without destroying the sample. 

Laser desorption/ionisation (LDI) was introduced in the late 1960s.173–175 Low-mass organic salts and 

LASER light-absorbing organic molecules are accessible by LDI174,175, it is complicated to obtain useful 

spectra of biomolecules176 especially if the mass reaches 103 u and more177,178. The introduction of 

light-absorbing compounds mixed to the samples for LDI-MS makes it easier for large molecules to 

ionise and evaporate. Either ultrafine cobalt powder (particle size about 30 nm) is added to the analyte 

in glycerol179,180, or analyte is co-crystallised with an organic matrix181–184. Combined with TOF mass 

analysers, both methods are capable of analysing proteins of about 100’000 u. The addition of ultrafine 

metal particles was used less, compared to the more flexible organic matrix and the sensitivity of the 

matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionisation (MALDI)181,182,185 which emerged as a major analytical tool 

in modern biochemistry186–188 and polymer science189,190. The vast majority of MALDI instruments use 

UV nitrogen lasers at 337 nm for 3 ns167 to ensure sudden ablation of the sample layer and a short time 

interval for ion generation as well as minimizing thermal degradation. 

Ion formation in MALDI seems to have numerous locations and processes191, but there are some 

indications that preformed [M+H]+ ions due to the acidic matrix-analyte solutions are a key part. The 

effects of gas-phase processes cannot be ruled out, as all the species found in later MS, may be formed 

in the plasma plume above the sample surface.192,193 Experiments with neutral oligosaccharides and 

synthetic polymers revealed a gradual increase of initial ion velocities with increasing mass, indicating, 

that MALDI analytes need incorporation into the matrix crystal to be detected, whereas small neutral 

analytes are able to be cationised in the gas phase.194 For UV light-absorbing analytes direct 

photoionisation can occur, the presence of both M+* 195,196 and M-* 197–199 are a sign for 

photoionisation191. The exact impact of each process to ion formation depends on the combination of 

matrix, analyte as well as additives and contaminations167.  

The matrices used for MALDI are crystalline solids of low vapour pressure which absorb light of the 

wavelength intended to use.200 The first successfully employed organic compound for UV-MALDI of 

peptides and proteins was nicotinic acid.183,185 Matrices have improved over time, depending on their 

function. Picolinic acid201, 3-aminopicolinic acid202, 3-hydroxopicolinic acid203 were used for 

oligonucleotides and DNA/RNA204. For Oligosaccharides 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (gentisic acid)205,206 

or combined matrices with DHB as the main component207–210. Proteins and peptides have different 

matrices depending on size and composition such as α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid211 for small 
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proteins and peptides, 3,5-dimethoxy-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (sinapinic acid) for proteins212, 2-(4-

hydroxyphenylazo)benzoic acid for proteins, peptides and glycoproteins200, 2-mercaptobenzothiazole 

and 5-chloro-2-mercaptobenzothiazole for peptides, proteins and synthetic polymers213. For 

glycopeptides, phosphopeptides and proteins 2,6-dihydroxyacetophenone214,215 is used and 2,4,6-

trihydroxyacetophenone can be used for solid-supported oligonucleotides216. For long-lasting signals 

in MALDI-magnetic sector experiments liquid matrices can be employed217,218. Although these are the 

standard matrices tested first, there are many others more suited to specific tasks167. In this thesis, all 

samples were prepared with HCCA as it yields steady results with peptides and proteins with good 

signal intensity101. 

The core part of a mass spectrometer is the mass analyser in which the samples are separated from 

each other. The ideal mass analyser was discussed in 1987 with the conclusion, that every mass 

analyser has limitations and individual strengths 219. Some advanced MS analysers are miniaturised220 

for environmental221 or bio-chemical222 and applications167. In the following, two systems will be 

discussed, the well-known time-of-flight analyser and the ion-cyclotron resonance analyser which was 

used for the measurements presented in this thesis. 

The first time-of-flight (TOF) analyser has been announced 1946 by Stephens223. It separated the ions 

by their m/z during their flight in a field-free drift path. If all ions start the flight at the same time, the 

ions with the smallest m/z value will reach the detector before the heavier ions. To ensure a sufficiently 

short time window for all ions to start, the ion beam needs to be pulsed. This might be realised by 

pulsing a continuous ion beam, or by employing a pulsed ionisation method. Although TOF analysers 

used to perform poor compared to modern TOF analysers, their advantage was a high rate of spectra 

per second. TOF analysers coupled to gas chromatography (GC) were soon replaced by linear 

quadrupole analysers until in the 1980s TOF analysers returned due to new pulsed ionisation methods, 

like matrix-assisted LASER desorption/ionisation167. 

The advancement of MALDI required mass analysers optimised to be used with a pulsed ion source 

and able to transmit ions of a wide range in mass of more than 10’000 Da183. The improved 

performance of TOF analysers187 made them even strong competitors to the well-established magnetic 

sector instruments in many applications with a wide range of ionisation methods224. The main 

advantages of TOF instruments are an unlimited m/z range225,226 and after an ion pulse, a complete 

mass spectrum is acquired within microseconds. As the transmission of a TOF analyser is very high, it 

grants high sensitivity and the comparatively simple design makes for a straightforward and 

inexpensive construction. The new generations of TOF analysers even allow for accurate mass 

measurements and tandem MS experiments167. 
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Tandem mass spectrometry or MS/MS summarizes numerous techniques, where mass-selected ions 

are used again for a second step of mass spectrometry.227,228 To gain further information, the ions need 

to dissociate again in transit between the first (MS1) and the second (MS2) mass analysis. This can 

occur spontaneously, if the ions were metastable, or it can be forced by to additional activation.167  To 

mount two consecutive mass analysers in tandem, a beam transmitting technique is necessary, i.e. 

TOF, sector and quadrupole. This is called tandem-in-space. Alternatively combining selection, 

activation and analysis in the very same place can be used for tandem-in-time experiments. This is the 

case for quadrupole ion trap (QIT) and ion cyclotron resonance (ICR) instruments.167 The Combination 

of short linear TOF as MS1 followed by high resolving reflector TOF (reTOF) as MS2 separated from 

each other by a timed ion selector for the selection of the precursor167 leads to a true tandem MS 

system. To increase the kinetic energy between the two stages, a second acceleration stage is added. 

The additional fragmentation of the formed fragments, allows accurate predictions of the composition, 

with possibilities to gain the amino acid composition of the sample. 

In the following, the physical background will be explained for TOF mass analysers: 

The energy uptake Eel obtained by an ion with the charge q moving through a voltage U is given by 

𝐸𝑒𝑙 = 𝑞𝑈 = 𝑒𝑧𝑈 

Whereas z is the number of electron charges e. This energy is converted into kinetic energy 

𝐸𝑒𝑙 = 𝑒𝑧𝑈 =  
1

2
𝑚𝑖𝑣2 =  𝐸𝑘𝑖𝑛 

If we assume the ion was at rest before, which is approximately true, the obtained velocity is 

𝑣 =  √
2𝑒𝑧𝑈

𝑚𝑖
 

which is inversely proportional to the square root of the mass of the ion. 

The time t it takes an ion to travel the distance s with a velocity of 𝑣 is described by 

𝑡 =  
𝑠

𝑣
 

Substituted with the previously calculated velocity 

𝑡 =  
𝑠

√
2𝑒𝑧𝑈

𝑚𝑖
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The time needed for the ion to travel the distance s at constant velocity, therefore in a field-free 

environment after the acceleration has been completed, is obtained.  By rearranging the formula, the 

relationship between the instrumental parameters s and U as well as the experimental values of t and 

the ratio mi/z are revealed.167 

𝑚𝑖

𝑧
=  

2 𝑒 𝑈 𝑡2

𝑠2   or 𝑡 =  
𝑠

√2𝑒𝑈
 √

𝑚𝑖

𝑧
 

The time to pass through a fixed length of field-free space is proportional to the square root of mi/z 

and thus the time interval Δt between the arrival of two ions with different m/z values is proportional 

to 𝑠 ∙ (√𝑚1/𝑧1 − √𝑚2/𝑧2) . 

In case of multiple charges m/z is reduced as z is increased, therefore the multi-charge ion will be 

detected at lower m/z values than the corresponding single-charge ion of the same mass.167 

The calculated time of flight, or the drift time, td as calculated above is not identical to the total time-

of-flight. It does not take into consideration the time to accelerate the ions ta as well as the time of the 

LASER pulse width and the time it takes the ions to desorb/ionise t0.  

𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑡0  + 𝑡𝑎 +  𝑡𝑑 

The exact mathematical calculation is needed for the construction and calibration for TOF analyser 

instruments.229,230 

The system used in this thesis, the ion cyclotron resonance works by spiralling ions in a circle. If an ion 

of velocity 𝑣 and charge 𝑞 enters a uniform magnetic field B perpendicular to its direction it will start 

to move on a circular path directed by the Lorentz force. The radius of the motion 𝑟𝑚 is determined by 

𝑟𝑚 =  
𝑚𝑖 𝑣

𝑞 𝐵
 

Substituting 𝑣 =  𝑟𝑚𝜔 reveals the angular frequency 𝜔𝑐: 

𝜔𝑐 =  
𝑞 𝐵

𝑚𝑖
 

Therefore, the cyclotron angular frequency ωc is a function of mass and the magnetic field, but 

independent of the initial velocity. A transverse electric field alternating at the cyclotron frequency fc 

(𝑓𝑐 = 2 𝜋 𝜔𝑐) accelerates the ions. Through acceleration, the radius of their orbit increases, resulting 

in a spiral movement.231,232 
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The heavier the ion, the more spirals the ion needs to reach the same radius. The first generation ICR 

instruments measured the m/z-value, with an energy scan by measuring the number of half cycles 

needed for an ion to reach an electrometer plate.233,234 This technology was limited by several factors, 

the resolution was limited to 1/Nc where Nc represents the number of half cycles and the signal was 

transmitted due to neutralisation of the ions, therefore neither amplification through multiplier-type 

detection nor MS/MS is possible.167 

These limitations can be circumvented by Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance (FT-ICR). Instead 

of measuring ion impacts, FT-ICR measures the image current in the detector plate, induced by the 

passing ion package. The transient free induction decay (FID) is recorded and afterwards converted 

from time domain to frequency domain by means of Fourier transformation. Through Fourier 

transformation the complex FID caused by superimposition of many frequencies is deconvoluted into 

single contributing frequencies and their respective amplitudes. The previously shown equation 

converts these frequencies into m/z values and the amplitudes into abundance of the corresponding 

ions.231,232,235–237 

These improvements to the ICR system removed the previous disadvantages, the 1/Nc limit was 

removed and sensitivity improves as the ions give rise to a detectable image current each time they 

pass the detector plate which happens 104-108 times per ion.167 Since the impact of the ion is no longer 

required, the ion detection becomes non-destructive and enables MS/MS experiments. In addition, 

extremely precise determination of all cyclotron frequencies and therefore the highest values of 

resolution and mass accuracy available can be obtained by elongated recording of the FID.238–240 As the 

resolving power and scan speed increase linear with B and upper mass limit, ion trapping time, ion 

energy and number of trapped ions increase with B2 FT-ICR instruments are equipped with strong 

superconducting magnets with preferably 7 T and 9.4 T.167 

FT-ICR mass spectrometers belong, as previously discussed, to the tandem-in-time category. 

Selectively storing precursor ions167 whereas all other ions are ejected by a excitation pulse, e.g. the 

SWIFT technique241, this means, that FT-ICR mass spectrometers are also capable of MSn.167 

 The ions are fragmented by collision-induced dissociation (CID) with the help of collision gas, admitted 

to the ICR cell through a rapid pulse valve. The necessary energy is either admitted by a short (0.2 – 

0.5 ms) irradiation pulse at the cyclotron frequency of the precursor ion242, or by sustained off-

resonance irradiation (SORI). The latter has been established as the standard CID method in FT-

ICR243,244 although other comparable effects are usable245,246. SORI-CID results in sequential activation 

of ions by multiple collisions, although the use of collision gas is in contradiction to the high vacuum 

requirements of the ICR cell.167 
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Infrared multiphoton dissociation (IRMPD) or electron capture dissociation (ECD) can both be 

performed without gas and solely require storage of ions during their excitation by photons or 

electrons respectively.  Regardless of the type of dissociation employed, the accurate mass of the 

fragment ions can be determined by FT-ICR-MS/MS.167 

5.9. Characterisation 

5.9.1. Dynamic Light Scattering 

Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) is a method to measure the diameter of particles in solution through 

the usage of light. For this process, a LASER beam is focussed through a cuvette containing a low 

concentrated dispersion of particles. When the incoming light encounters a particle, it is scattered in 

all directions (Rayleigh diffraction). At a specified angle ϑ compared to the incoming light beam, a 

sensor measures the reflected light. Each particle scatters the light as spherical waves which interact 

with each other, leading to an interference pattern. These patterns shift due to Brownian motion and 

due to this shift the diffusion coefficient of the particles can be calculated. The speed of the particles 

is dependent on particle size, temperature and solvent. The solvent does not only influence the speed 

due to viscosity, but also influences the effective particle size, by adhesion of solvent molecules. The 

new, larger radius is called hydrodynamic radius, which is measured using DLS.247 

The Stokes-Einstein-equation describes the dependence of the hydrodynamic radius (𝑅) to the 

diffusion constant (𝑑𝐻). 

𝑑𝐻 =  
𝑘𝐵 𝑇

6 𝜋 𝜂 𝑅
 

The Boltzmann constant 𝑘𝐵, Temperature 𝑇 and the viscosity 𝜂 are known for each given system, 

therefore the radius can be calculated. The formula given above assumes a perfect sphere, therefore 

slight deviations in the surface topography, such as an irregular form or porosity, can therefore lead to 

a shift between the calculated hydrodynamic radius and the actual radius.247 

5.9.2. Electron Microscopy 

To determine the actual size of the particles and the underlying structure, the preferred way of 

studying would be optical microscopy. Due to the size limitations illustrated by Abbe in 1873, the small 

size of the particles and the substructures requires electrons instead of photons. For measurements of 

the internal structure, e.g. pore geometry, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is needed, while 

the surface structure can be examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). For size and size 

distribution measurements, both techniques are viable. 
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The used electrons can be generated thermionically in a tungsten cathode and are accelerated towards 

the anode and the sample. The beam is then focussed onto the sample by magnetic fields, analogue 

to optical lenses. The penetration depth of the electron beam is directly proportional to the 

acceleration voltage, higher voltage means higher penetration. High acceleration voltages of up to 

200 kV allow for penetration of around 100 nm. After the electrons pass the sample, an objective lens 

focusses the electrons again, thereby dictating the resolution of the microscope with higher 

magnification. As electrons cannot be detected with the bare eye, a luminescent screen is used to 

make the electrons visible. 

The resulting picture is formed by the scattering of the electron beam on impact with the electron shell 

of the atoms in the sample. Bright spots on the luminescent screen represent areas with high electron 

density, either through heavy ions, aromatic systems, or simply a bulk of material, whereas dark spots 

show low electron density. If samples exceed the penetration depth of the electrons, the samples are 

embedded in resin and cut in a microtome to allow traversing of electrons.248 

 TEM imaging can only show the mean electron density in a given sample. If a stereoscopic picture is 

desired, SEM is used. SEM is limited to conductive surfaces, but non-conductive surfaces can be 

sputtered with gold, platinum or graphene to circumvent this limitation. Sputter techniques are refined 

to the point, were whole animals, e.g. spiders or wasps can be coated with gold for SEM imaging. The 

primary electron beam scans the surface, where the impacting electrons exchange energy. This leads 

to elastic and inelastic scattering as well as the emission of electromagnetic radiation, both of which 

can be detected by specialised detectors. The most common detection systems are specialised on 

secondary electrons formed by inelastic scattering or on backscattered electrons formed by elastic 

scattering. In both cases, a high count equals high electron density when the focus of the scanning 

beam lies on the surface of the sample. 3-D structures can be resolved by  slanting the electron beam 

compared to the sample, resulting in more secondary electrons if the sample is aligned with the 

beam.248 

Both microscopy methods have their drawbacks and benefits. Both share the disadvantage of 

extensive preparation, either by embedding followed by cutting or by sputtering. Still EM remains the 

only possible method to verify the morphology of silica nanoparticles. 

5.9.3. Gas Sorption 

Although electron microscopy gives a good overview of the geometric properties of the particles, 

surface area and pore size are still hard to determine. Specific surface area, porosity and pore size can 

be obtained by gas sorption measurements. 
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Gas sorption is performed by adsorption of gas at a specific temperature with specific pressure; typical 

measurements are conducted with N2 at 77 K. For the adsorption, the nitrogen is introduced into an 

evacuated system at a speed to keep a constant relative pressure with a specified amount of sample. 

For the desorption on the other hand, the nitrogen is pumped out while keeping the pressure constant. 

Both adsorption and desorption are plotted against the relative pressure. The so formed isotherms are 

characteristic for different types of mesoporous materials.249 These isotherms can be approximated to 

models, such as Langmuir or Brunauer-Emmet-Teller (BET) -Isotherm which can be distinguished by 

their underlying assumptions. BET assumes that there is no interaction between adsorbed molecules 

and that the surface is homogenous, therefore there is a constant adsorption enthalpy. Furthermore, 

a multi-layer adsorption is assumed, where the first layer is chemisorbed onto the surface, the 

following layers are physisorbed. If the amount of needed space of the molecules is known, the amount 

of adsorbed molecules in a densely packed monomolecular layer can be used to calculate the specific 

surface area of the analyte with the following equation: 

𝑝

𝑉 (𝑝0 − 𝑝)
=  

1

𝑉𝑚 𝑐
+  

𝑐 − 1

𝑉𝑚 𝑐
 ∙  

𝑝

𝑝0
 

Where 𝑝 is the measured pressure, 𝑝0 is the relative pressure, 𝑉𝑚 is the volume of the adsorbed 

monolayer and 𝑐 is the dimensionless BET constant. The 𝑐 constant describes the affinity of the gas to 

the surface where higher values of c represent higher interaction.  

When plotting 
𝑝

𝑉 (𝑝0−𝑝)
 against 

𝑝

𝑝0
 the nitrogen volume of the monolayer can be obtained from the 

slope, which can be converted into the specific surface area.250 

Next to the specific surface area, the isotherms also allow to draw conclusions about the pore system. 

Next to the pore size, the size distribution and the porosity of the sample is measured. One of the most 

distinct features is a hysteresis, as seen in type IV and V isotherms. A hysteresis is formed, when 

nitrogen can condense inside of mesoporous, with a size range of 2-50 nm, due to capillary forces 

thereby leading to a steeper desorption curve, compared to adsorption. Micropores, i.e. pores with a 

diameter below 2 nm on the other hand are filled continuously, leading to a strong rise with a 

horizontal plateau when the pores are filled. Non porous systems do not reach a plateau stage, they 

exhibit a distinct phase for the chemisorbed first layer, followed by the continuous addition of 

physiosorbed layers. 

For pore size, several models were established. Barret, Joyner and Halenda assume cylindrical pores 

and calculate the radius of the pores from the meniscus of the adsorbed gas using the Kelvin 

equation.251 The requirement of cylindrical pores however makes the method ill-suited for silica 

materials, as they seldom have cylindrical pores. For non-cylindrical shapes the non-local density 
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function theory (NLDFT) can simulate different pore shapes and fit the measured isotherm to 

theoretical isotherms calculated for different pore diameters.252  

5.9.4. Zeta Potential 

The surface of the particles is mechanically characterised by its curvature, porosity and roughness, but 

an important factor is the chemical refinement of the surface by adding functional groups. One of the 

main impacts is the change of the surface charge as well as the charge density of the particles. 

The charges on the surface of the particles are shielded by counter ions, if they are introduced to an 

ion containing medium, such as FCS or cell culture medium. The net charge after these counter ions 

are applied, is called the ζ-potential. One way of measuring is to monitor the electrophoretic mobility. 

Therefore, a voltage is applied to a cuvette containing the dispersed particles while measuring the 

velocity depending on the voltage. The mobility of the particles is measured with the same setup used 

for DLS measurements. 
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6. Experimental 

6.1. Silica Particles 

6.1.1. 250 nm Mesoporous Silica Particles and Mesoporous Hollow Silica Particles  

The 250 nm silica particles and mesoporous hollow silica particles were synthesised by Alexander 

Pochert. 

250 nm mesoporous silica particles were synthesised as follows: 14.08 g cetyl trimethylammonium 

chloride (CTAC) were dissolved in 455 mL ethanol and 440 mL milli-Q grade water in an Erlenmeyer 

flask. Immediately after, 2.28 mL 1 M sodium hydroxide was added. 1150 µL tetramethyl orthosilicate 

(TMOS) and 155 µL (3-aminopropyl)-trimethoxysilane (APTMS) were added and stirred at 700 rpm for 

45 min followed by 16 h at 300 rpm. 

The mesoporous particles were centrifuged and washed with water, ethanol and acetone before 

calcination at 550 °C for 6 h.  

For the hollow particles, 1.5 g 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene (TMB) was added to the previously described 

synthesis together with CTAC. After the particles were centrifuged, they were washed with ethanol 

and water. Hydrothermal treatment was performed with washed particles dispersed in 10 of mL water, 

ethanol and TMB and kept at 140 °C for four days in an autoclave under constant stirring.  

The mesoporous hollow particles were centrifuged and washed with water, ethanol and acetone 

before calcination at 550 °C for 6 h with a heating rate of 1 °C/min.  

6.1.2. 1500 nm Mesoporous Silica Particles and Mesoporous Hollow Silica Particles 

The 1500 nm mesoporous silica particles and mesoporous hollow silica particles were synthesised by 

Alexander Pochert. 

1500 nm mesoporous silica particles were synthesised by mixing 100 mL isopropyl alcohol with 90 mL 

milli-Q grade water, 1.02 g hexadecylamine and 1 g TMB in an Erlenmeyer flask. After setting the pH 

to 10 with 32 % ammonia solution, it was stirred for 1 h. Subsequently,  5.8 mL TEOS was mixed into 

the solution and stirred for 16 h.253 

The particles were washed with ethanol and water and calcined at 550 °C for 6 h with a heating rate 

of 1 °C/min. 
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For the hollow particles, the synthesis remained the same with one exception: after washing, the 

particles were hydrothermally treated. For this, the particles were mixed with 10 mL of water, ethanol 

and TMB and treated for four days at 140 °C in an autoclave under constant stirring. Subsequently, the 

hollow particles were washed with acetone and ethanol, followed by calcination at 550 °C for 6 h with 

a heating rate of 1 °C/min. 

6.1.3. 1500 nm Carbon Coated Silica Particles and Carbon Replicas 

The synthesis of 1500 nm carbon coated silica particles (carbon silica) and carbon replicas was 

optimised and conducted by Jürgen Holzbock. 

200 µg 1500 nm mesoporous hollow silica particles were provided in a 20 mL glass ampulla and 

degassed for 1 h at room temperature under vacuum. The ampulla was then flooded with argon. After 

addition of 200 mg hexafluorobenzene the ampulla was fused shut and heated to 500 °C for 3 h and 

kept at this temperature for 10 h.  

After incubation, the blackened ampulla was cooled and opened. The particles were removed and 

washed thrice with methanol and once with acetone. Drying took place at RT. 

To get carbon replicates, the silica matrix was dissolved according to the following protocol: After 

carbon coating, the particles were removed from the ampulla with ethanol and mixed with water and 

40 % HF in a ratio of 1:1:1. The particles were then shaken by hand and left standing for 3-4 days at RT. 

Afterwards, the particles were centrifuged and washed twice with 50 % ethanol in water and once in 

acetone. Drying at RT followed. Compared to the silica precursor, the carbon replicas are very light. 
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6.2. Functionalisation 

6.2.1. Fluorocarbon Functionalisation of 250 nm Hollow Mesoporous Silica Particles 

250 nm mesoporous silica hollow particles were functionalised by Daniel Gerger.  

For the functionalisation 100 mg particles were dried under vacuum for 16 h and dispersed in 8 mL 

toluene in an ampulla under argon atmosphere. 26 µL 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyltrimethoxysilane 

was added and mixed with the particles. The functionalisation was carried out at 65 °C for four days 

before it was washed with dichloromethane and ethanol254. 

6.2.2. Carboxy-, Amino-, Dimethylamino- and Zwitterionic Functionalisation of 1500 nm 

Mesoporous Silica Particles 

The carboxy-, amino- and dimethylamino-functionalisation with the continuative zwitterionisation was 

performed with the 1500 nm mesoporous hollow particles previously discussed.  

6.2.3. Carboxy Functionalisation of 1500 nm Mesoporous Silica Particles  

Carboxy functionalisation was carried out in liquid phase: 250 mg particles were provided in 40 mL of 

25 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.2). 1.4 mmol carboxyethyltrisilane sodium salt were added and shaken for 

3 h at room temperature. Afterwards the particles were washed twice with water and once with 

ethanol. Drying took place at 60 °C for 16 h. 

6.2.4. Amino Functionalised 1500 nm Mesoporous Silica Particles 

 Amino functionalisation was performed in the gas phase: 1 g particles were vacuum dried in a 20 mL 

glass ampulla. 5.6 mmol APTES were subsequently added and the ampulla was sealed under vacuum. 

After 72 h at 150 °C, the particles were washed thrice with acetone and twice with ethanol before 

drying at 60 °C for 16 h. 

6.2.5. Dimethylamino Functionalisation of 1500 nm Mesoporous Silica Particles 

Dimethylamino particles were synthesised similar to the amino particles. Instead of APTES, the same 

amount of 3-(N,N-Dimethylamino)propyl]trimethoxysilane (DMAPTMS) was used.   

6.2.6. Zwitterionic Functionalisation of 1500 nm Mesoporous Silica Particles 

For zwitterionisation, dimethylamino particles were mixed with a fourfold molar excess of bromo 

propionic acid in acetone and mixed for 16 h at RT. Afterwards the particles were washed twice with 

ethanol and twice with water before being dried at 60 °C for 16 h. 

6.2.7. Amino- and Glucuronic Acid Functionalisation of 250 nm Mesoporous Silica Particles  

The particles were synthesised by Anna Mutschler with the internal identification AM03 and AM03GS1. 
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6.2.8. Amino Functionalisation: 

15.76 g cetyl trimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) were dissolved in 1.62 L methanol and mixed with 

1.92 L water. After the addition of 9.12 mL 1 M sodium hydroxide, 4.36 mL tetramethyl orthosilicate 

and 720 µL 3-aminopropyl-trimethoxysilane were mixed to the alkaline water/methanol solution 

under argon atmosphere. The mixture was homogenised by stirring for 45 min at 500 rpm. The speed 

was reduced to 300 rpm and stirred for further 16 h. The particles were precipitated with ammonium 

nitrate and centrifuged for 7 min at 10000 rpm. CTAB was removed by incubating the particles thrice 

for 1 h with 6 g/L ammonium nitrate in ethanol. The particles were washed twice with pure ethanol 

and dried at 60 °C.  

6.2.9. Glucuronic Acid Functionalisation: 

2.1 mL glucuronic acid was activated with 1.92 µmol 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide 

(EDC) and 4.8 mL of 2 mmol N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) solution. After 1 h of stirring, 15 mL particle 

dispersion solution with a concentration of 13 mg/mL was added. Stirring took place for 4 h. The 

functionalised particles were washed twice with water and twice with ethanol before being air dried. 

6.3. Particle Loading 

6.3.1. Loading of 250 nm and 1500 nm HMSP with Perfluoro-15-crown-5-ether 

50 mg of 250 nm and 1500 nm hollow mesoporous silica particles were dried under vacuum for 16 h 

and kept under argon. 100 µL perfluoro-15-crown-5-ether (PFCE) was added to the particles, which 

were then sonified for one hour in an ultrasonic bath. After centrifugation, excess PFCE was removed 

and to avoid evaporation of the PFCE, the particles were stored overlain with PBS and used at the same 

day for protein adsorption measurements. 

6.3.2. Loading with n-Hexane 

The loading with n-hexane was carried out equivalently to the PFCE loading. Instead of PFCE the same 

volume of n-hexane was used. 
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6.4. Proteomics 

6.4.1. Protein Adsorption and Desorption 

For protein adsorption, 10 mg dry particles were dispersed in 1 mL FCS and sonicated for 1 h at RT in 

an ultrasonic bath. Subsequently, the particles were washed thrice with deionised water. The protein 

corona was then desorbed for 30 min with 500 µL desorption buffer described in Table 2. 

The desorbed proteins were stored in their respective desorption buffer at -20 °C until used.  

Table 2: Composition of desorption buffers 

SDS Buffer SDS-Urea Buffer 

SDS 2 g  SDS 2 g 

Dithiothreitol 0.5 g  Dithiothreitol 0.5 g 

Urea none  Urea 24 g 

Tris 0.24 g  Tris 0.24 g 

Milli-Q Water ad 50 mL  Milli-Q Water ad 50 mL 
 
CHAPS Buffer CHAPS-Urea Buffer (Expasy-Buffer) 

CHAPS 2 g  SDS 2 g 

Dithiothreitol 0.5 g  Dithiothreitol 0.5 g 

Urea none  Urea 24 g 

Tris 0.24 g  Tris 0.24 g 

Milli-Q Water ad 50 mL  Milli-Q Water ad 50 mL 
 
 BioRad ReadyPrep Rehydration Buffer 

 Urea 24 g  

 CHAPS 1 g  

 Dithiothreitol 0.385 g  

 3/10 ampholytes  0.1 g  

 Bromophenol Blue -  

 Milli-Q Water ad 50 mL  

 

6.4.2. Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis 

6.4.2.1. Isoelectric Focussing 

ReadyStrip™ IPG Strips (7, 12 and 17 cm) with a linear pH gradient ranging from 3 to 10 were purchased 

from BioRad and used as received following the instructions provided with it. 

The obtained protein samples were provided in Rehydration Buffer in a rehydration tray and covered 

with the IPG strips. To avoid evaporation, the strips were sealed with mineral oil. After 12 to 18 h, the 

strips were transferred into the PROTEAN® i12™ IEF System. The proteins were separated with the 

preinstalled and unaltered 17cm pH3-10G protocol. 
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If not directly used, the focussed strips were stored at -80 °C, wrapped tightly in cling foil.  

6.4.2.2. Sodium Dodecyl Sulphate Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis 

6.4.2.2.1 Casting of SDS PA Gels 

Gels were prepared in a PROTEAN® II xi multi-gel casting chamber. Six gels were cast simultaneously. 

9 % or 12 % separating and 5 % stacking gels were used. The precise compositions of the two gels are 

listed in Table 3. During all experiments, no SDS was added to the gels to improve gel quality. The gels 

were wrapped in wet towels and cling foil and stored at 4 °C for a maximum of 4 days. 

Table 3: Composition of PA gels. 

 Separating Gel (12%) Separating Gel (9%) Stacking Gel (5%) 

Acrylamide/Bis-Acrylamide 
Stock Solution (30% T, 2.67% C) 

160 mL 120 mL 13.3 mL 

Tris HCl (1.5 M, pH 8.8) 100 mL 100 mL - 

Tris HCl (0.5 M, pH 6.8) - - 20 mL 

MilliQ-water 134 mL 174 mL 46.3 mL 

10% APS 2 mL 2 mL 0.4 mL 

TEMED 0.2 mL 0.2 mL 0.08 mL 

 

6.4.3. 1D PAGE 

SDS PA gels were loaded with 10 to 40 µL of protein sample, mixed with an appropriate amount of 

Lämmli buffer.  The proteins were separated for 1200 Vh and were subsequently washed five times 

for 10 minutes with 300 mL deionized water. 

6.4.4. 2D PAGE 

The focussed IPG strips were incubated in Equilibration buffers I and II (see Table 4) to ensure full SDS 

coverage of the proteins. The strips were then mounted on a glass plate of the SDS PA gel, and the gel 

was overlain with 0.5 % molten agarose. The IPG strip was then placed in the liquid agarose and left to 

harden. 

The gels were separated for 1200 Vh and washed five times for 10 minutes with 300 mL deionized 

water. 

Table 4: Composition of Equilibration Buffers 

Equilibration Buffer I  Equilibration Buffer II 

Urea 18 g  Urea 18 g 

SDS 1 g  SDS 1 g 

Tris-HCl (1.5 M, pH 8.8) 0.625 mL  Tris-HCl (1.5 M, pH 8.8) 0.625 mL 

Glycerol 10 g  Glycerol 10 g 

Dithiothreitol 1 g  Dithiothreitol none 

Milli-Q Water ad 50 mL  Milli-Q Water ad 50 mL 
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6.4.5. Coomassie Staining 

The washed gels were stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue (CBB) according to the instructions 

published by Kang et al.163. The composition is shown in Table 5. 

The gels were incubated for 2 h with 300 mL CBB solution and rinsed twice with deionized water. After 

destaining for 16 h, the gels were documented with a Gel Doc™ Gel Documentation System and 

analysed with the Image Lab™ 5.0 Software.  

For MS Analysis staining was stopped after 1 h. The Gels were rinsed twice with water and documented 

with a Gel Doc™ Gel Documentation System.  The protein spots were cut out with a clean scalpel and 

stored at -80 °C until further usage.  

Table 5: Composition of Coomassie solution 

Al2(SO4)3 x 16 H2O 5 % 

H3PO4 2 % 

Ethanol 10 % 

CBB 0.02 % 

Milli-Q Water ad 1 L 

6.4.6. Analysis of 1D and 2D Gels 

Gels were analysed with the Image Lab™ 5.0 Software. Lanes and Bands were picked manually, to 

ensure the same size for each band.  

During the analysis, a substantial problem became apparent. Due to the additional separation 

according to the protein charge, the single protein spots got bigger. The separation of proteins in 1D 

gels was performed on a scale of 0.5 cm x 20 cm, whereas the 2D separation takes place in an area of 

17 cm x 20 cm. This leads to more diffuse spots. This problem becomes apparent for multiple spots of 

roughly the same size with different pIs. Due to the additional separation step, the intensity of each 

spot is in an intensity range, where it can hardly be detected by the available software whereas the 

combined spot in a 1D gel was easily detectable. Manual picking of protein spots was not successful to 

mitigate this problem, as the size differences on each 2D gel would lead to a strong influence of the 

background, which cannot be cushioned by the automated background subtraction of the program. 

This would lead to an error of several hundred percent. Therefore, these spots were not analysed in 

2D gels. The missed spots however lead to significant differences when comparing the overall corona 

composition between 1D and 2D analysis. 

Another apparent problem of PAGE, which was intensified by the comparison of 1D and 2D separation, 

is the saturation on the images. If a protein spot is saturated, it distorts the results of the analysis. 

Although more proteins are present, the camera cannot detect the excess amount. If this spot is 
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separated on a 2D gel, a shift in intensities towards this size range can be detected compared to the 

1D gel. This is even worse if this results in two or more separated spots. These sources for errors could 

not be eliminated, as a reduction of the protein amount to a level where some prominent protein spots 

were no longer saturated resulted in the complete lack of other distinct features. 

Although 2D PAGE results in a quick and quite comprehensive visual representation, the limitations of 

the technique in terms of quantification are apparent. However, semi-quantitative analysis was 

possible with an error of maximal 15 % between control gels. 

6.4.7. Mass Spectrometry 

Protein bands of interest were excised from 2D PA gels and prepared with the  

“In-gel Tryptic Digestion Kit” (#89871) obtained from Thermo Scientific according to the manufacturers 

instructions.  

The pieces were destained twice and afterwards reduced with TCEP and alkylated with IAA. After two 

washing steps, the gels were dehydrated with acetonitrile and subsequently dried. The dried gel pieces 

were then hydrated and the proteins were digested with trypsin solution. After the incubation, the 

trypsin solution containing the digested protein was collected. To increase protein yield, the gel pieces 

were incubated with 1% TFA after the digest.  

Before measurements, the peptide fraction was purified with ZipTips® according to the supplied 

manual. The peptide fraction was lyophilised and dissolved in 0.1% TFA. First, the ZipTips® were rinsed 

with acetonitrile and then the protein solution was pipetted thoroughly through the tip. Protein 

fragments were eluted with TFA/acetonitrile, lyophilised again and given to Dr. Markus Wunderlin, 

Institute of Organic Chemistry II, Service Centre Mass Spectrometry, for measurement. 

The received spectra were digitally analysed with the DataAnalysisViewer Version 4.4 (Build 

102.47.2299) from Bruker Daltonik GmbH. 

The spectra were also exported as .xml files with the DataAnalysisViewer Version 4.4 and corrected for 

isotopic mass with an automated algorithm coded by Moritz Fuchs (Munich). The resulting corrected 

spectra were exported as .txt files and manually matched with the corresponding mass spectrum. 

The fragment masses were searched with the “SwissProt” and “NCBIprot” databases with the 

“Peptide Mass Fingerprint” search from www.matrixscience.com. The search parameters were set as 

described in Table 6:  
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Table 6: Search parameters for MS analysis 

Enzyme: Trypsin 

Missed Cleavages: 1 missed cleavage 

Taxonomy: Mammalia (mammals) 

Fixed modifications: Carbamidomethyl 

Variable modifications: none 

Peptide tolerance: ± 3 ppm 

Mass value: MH+, Monoisotopic 

 

If a result did not reach a protein score of more than 61, the search was repeated with 2 missed 

cleavages allowed. The protein score is defined as −10 𝐿𝑜𝑔(𝑃) where 𝑃 is the probability for the 

observed match to be random. A score of greater than 61 is considered significant (𝑝 < 0.05). 
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7. Results and Discussion 

7.1. Evaluation of FCS Concentration Effects 

The main protein source used for the shown experiments was foetal calf serum. It was chosen as a 

readily available and accurate representation of blood. The three main differences from  

FCS used in biochemistry to blood plasma are on the one hand the missing fibrinogen and on the other 

hand a very low level of antibodies and a high concentration of growth hormones.255 As nanoparticles 

are developed to be used as therapeutics, the missing fibrinogen and antibodies may be problematic. 

The presence of these proteins could lead to different results in vivo compared to in vitro experiments 

with FCS. The use of plasma, preferably human, could therefore improve the comparability of in vivo 

and in vitro experiments. 

The current literature that gives attention to protein corona formation on silica nanoparticles uses 

both serum and plasma from bovines and humans for their experiments. These differences in 

methodology are increased by inconsistent concentration of plasma or serum used for experiments.   

To highlight any differences in relative protein concentration caused by the adsorption of serum 

proteins onto the particles and the subsequent recovery of the protein corona, a sample of pure serum 

was separated by 2D PAGE. 

 

Figure 3: 2D PA gel of pure foetal calf serum. 1.5 µL FCS were separated 
by 2D PAGE with a 7 cm IPG strip and a 9 % PA gel. The following 
proteins could be identified by MS: 3: AAT, 7: albumin, and 11: apo A1 
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The result of the separation of pure FCS is shown in Figure 3. The majority of the protein mass is 

concentrated around 60 kDa to 70 kDa and spread from pI 3 to 7. At least 4 distinct protein spots are 

visible in this area, numbered 3, 4, 6 and 7 with multiple fainter protein spots present, numbered 5 

and 8. At pI 9.5 another protein spot (9) is visible at 70 kDa. At higher molecular weights two more 

protein spots can be detected at 200 kDa/pI 6 (1) and 120 kDa/pI 6 (2). Traces of proteins are also 

visible at pI 3 to 3.5 from the top of the gel down to the 70 kDa band (3).  Below the 70 kDa belt only 

faint signals are recognisable. At 27 kDa/pI 5.5 a small protein spot is visible (11). In addition, at 

10 kDa/pI 5 a spot can be detected (12) as well as at 10 kDa/pI 10 (14). 

Compared to 2D PA gels found in literature256,257 the gel shows the expected results with the fibrinogen 

and IgG protein spots missing and a strong albumin spot. 

2D PAGE reveals high abundance proteins as well as very low abundance proteins. To test whether 

concentration changes in the primary solution change the protein pattern found in the desorbed 

protein corona, triplicates of native MSP_1500 were incubated with 1 %, 10 % and 100 % FCS in PBS. 

After washing, the protein corona was desorbed with SDS buffer to allow easier comparability to 

existing literature. The same volumes of protein solution were separated on a 9 % PA gel, shown in 

Figure 4.  

 

Figure 4: 1D PA gel of the comparison of FCS concentration. For 
each sample of the triplicates, the protein coronas were formed by 
incubation of 10 mg native MSP_1500 in the specified 
concentration of FCS (of the same batch), indicated in the gel, and 
desorbed with SDS buffer. The samples were separated in a 9 % PA 
gel and stained with Coomassie blue. The particles for the negative 
control were incubated in PBS, the positive control is pure FCS. The 
size scale is an approximation based on other gels. 
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The positive control, pure FCS, shows only one strong band at 70 kDa with a very faint band trailing at 

60 kDa. For the protein corona formed in 1 % FCS only one protein band is clearly visible at 70 kDa with 

a blurred stained area below. At 27 kDa, a second band is barely visible. For the 10 % FCS samples, the 

gel shows a strong band at 70 kDa with a blurred area underneath. The main protein band at 70 kDa is 

stronger than seen for the incubation in 1 % FCS and shows an increase in intensity by approximately 

25 %. In the blurred section, a protein band is faintly recognisable at around 60 kDa. The protein band 

at 27 kDa is clearly visible. Above 70 kDa, two faint bands are registered at 120 kDa and 100 kDa. 

The protein corona recovered from incubation in 100 % FCS shows a more complex pattern. The band 

at 70 kDa shows the same intensity as seen for the incubation in 10 % FCS. It is trailed by a blurred 

section of proteins with a central band at 60 kDa, again with a similar intensity than found for the 

incubation with 10 % FCS. The protein bands at 100 kDa and 120 kDa are more prominent, but due to 

the very faint bands for the samples recovered after incubation in 10 % FCS no comparison could be 

made. At around 40 kDa, a very faint protein band can be detected for the 100 % FCS incubation. At 

27 kDa, a strong signal with sharp edges could be detected. Compared to the 10 % FCS sample, the 

intensity increased 5-fold. These preliminary findings suggest a strong influence of concentration on 

the low abundance blood proteins and only a low influence on the high abundant proteins with a mass 

of 60 to 70 kDa. These results suggest that a different corona is formed in cell culture medium used in 

in vitro experiments compared to the corona after intravenous application for in vivo experiments. 

Detailed studies about the influence of serum concentration on corona formation have already been 

performed with 100 nm polystyrene and 200 nm silica particles.74,258   

As incubation times were already found to have a strong impact on corona formation, which was 

published for 30 to 150 nm silica particles by Tenzer et al.56, this influenced was investigated for 

1500 nm silica particles by Daniel Kleiner. Next to the influence of the incubation time, he also 

investigated the concentration influences on protein corona formation on 1500 nm silica particles 

during his Master Thesis.259 As nanoparticle size has been established as an important factor 

influencing the protein corona formation76, a comparison between 1500 nm particles and the 

otherwise used 300 nm particles was needed. His findings support the preliminary experiments and 

show the same trend. The band at 70 kDa containing albumin and other abundant proteins, is most 

intense for the 10 % FCS and the 100 % FCS condition with similar overall intensities, regardless of the 

incubation time. Other prominent bands found after incubation with 100 % FCS were not visible for 

the 10 % incubation, e.g. the 100 kDa band. In general, all low abundance protein bands found 

increased in intensity with higher serum concentration compared to the 70 kDa band of the same 

particles, indicating that the low abundance proteins detected have a higher affinity. This means these 

proteins are able to compete for spots in the protein corona, despite the high abundance proteins in 
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the 60-70 kDa size range. The same was found by Tenzer et al.56 during their studies for smaller 

particles. Albumin was the most abundant protein after 0.5 min of plasma exposure and was decreased 

in relative amount after the corona had time to develop fully. They observed, that the protein corona 

only changes quantitatively. After 60 min they did not find mayor changes in the protein corona 

development up to their experimental limit of 8 h. An increase in protein concentration was 

investigated by Monopoli et al.258 which found, that the particle used has a great impact on the trends 

observed. Sulfonated polystyrene NPs showed different behaviour than the silica NPs. For the 

sulfonated polystyrene NPs, the overall intensity of the protein bands from the recovered protein 

corona showed a strong, linear increase from 3 % plasma to 80 % plasma. The proteins responsible for 

the increase in intensity were at around 70, 60 and 50 kDa, representing mostly albumin and multiple 

fibrinogen chains. The remaining bands did not change as significantly. For the silica particles, 

Monopoli observed the highest overall protein amount for 3 % plasma, with a relatively constant 

overall protein amount, regardless of the plasma concentration. More interestingly are the changes in 

relative protein concentration for the different plasma protein coronas formed. With an increase in 

plasma concentration the amount of Apo A1 was reduced significantly, in a linear fashion. The same 

was observed for the 70, 60 and 50 kDa protein bands, which were increased for the sulfonated 

polystyrene particles. With high plasma concentrations, some high molecular weight bands, with a 

mass of 90 kDa and more, increased in intensity, as did two protein bands between 40 and 50 kDa. 

These findings were replicated by Daniel Kleiner for the 70 kDa band, containing albumin, and the 

26 kDa band containing Apo A1. The fibrinogen bands could not be observed, as serum does not 

contain these proteins. The identity of the remaining bands, which increased could not be determined, 

but in general, the observed trends were very similar.
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7.2. 1D Comparison of SDS and CHAPS Buffers 

The very fundamentals of IEF and therefore 2D PAGE conflict with the usage of charged detergents like 

SDS as desorption medium. As most publications use SDS for 1D PAGE experiments, SDS was compared 

to one of the most commonly used detergent used for 2D PAGE: CHAPS. The goal of this work was, to 

allow comparison of SDS based 1D PA gels with CHAPS based 2D PA gels.  

As a very popular 2D buffer, the sample buffer proposed by ExPASy, uses high amounts of urea, this 

was added to the tested desorption media. To cover these influences, SDS and CHAPS buffers with and 

without urea were created based on existing protocols provided in the BioRad manuals and on the 

ExPASy homepage. The buffers were named SDS, SDS urea, CHAPs and CHAPS urea buffer according 

to their ingredients.  

 

Figure 5: 1D PA gel of the comparison of desorption buffers. All protein 
coronas were formed by incubation of 10 mg native MSP_1500 in 1 mL pure 
FCS and desorbed with the respective buffer for 30 min. The samples were 
mixed with Lämmli buffer and heated for 5 min at 95 °C before separation on 
a 9 % PA gel. From left to right the lanes contain Rot-mark standard marker, 
protein coronas desorbed with SDS-, SDS urea-, CHAPS-, CHAPS urea buffer, 
TFE and water followed by another lane of marker. The amount of sample 
loaded for TFE and water was doubled. The proteins were stained with 
Coomassie blue. 
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The protein coronas seen in Figure 5 were recovered from native MSP_1500 by use of different 

desorption buffers as described above.  

The protein pattern recovered by SDS buffer is shown in the second lane of Figure 5. High molecular 

weight proteins at 200 kDa are visible as an extremely faint band. The band at 120 kDa is a bit more 

prominent, while proteins at 100 kDa show a sharp, highly intense band followed by another intense 

band at 66 kDa. Although the upper border is more diffuse, the band is separated sharply on the 

remaining sides. The protein bands underneath are not as sharp but two diffuse bands are visible at 

60 kDa and 55 kDa. The next band clearly set against the background follows at 27 kDa. The remaining 

proteins are located in the running front. 

The protein corona desorbed by SDS urea buffer shows a similar pattern as the corona recovered with 

SDS. The very faint protein spots at 200 kDa and 120 kDa are, however, much more prominent, while 

the protein band at 55 kDa is only a diffusely darkened area. The addition of urea seems to broaden 

the bands and in addition improve recovery of the high molecular weight proteins. 

A comparison of the protein pattern from the corona recovered by CHAPS buffer and the corona 

recovered by SDS buffer shows only small differences: the protein band at 120 kDa seems more intense 

than the corresponding band in the second lane. However, the band at 100 kDa is less intense than the 

corresponding band recovered with SDS buffer. The remaining bands are all comparable in intensity to 

the ones seen for the SDS buffer. Below 60 kDa, the lane appears to be split, resulting in a more 

noticeable broadening of the bands as what was seen for SDS or SDS Urea buffer. This effect was 

observed throughout all experiments. 

The protein corona recovered by CHAPS urea buffer is shown in lane 5. Compared to the CHAPS buffer, 

the CHAPS urea buffer did improve the recovery of the protein at 200 kDa, illustrated by a more 

prominent protein band. The band at 120 kDa is also broader than the corresponding band of the 

CHAPS desorption buffer. This is also true for the 100 kDa band. The remaining protein pattern looks 

similar to the pattern of the proteins recovered with CHAPS buffer, although the bands seem broader 

and slightly more diffuse. 

The largest difference between SDS and CHAPS was the weaker protein band at 100 kDa for CHAPS 

and the broadening of the lanes. The addition of urea to the buffers led to a broadening of the bands 

in both cases but also to an increase in intensity for the 200 kDa, 120 kDa and 100 kDa protein bands. 

For a closer inspection of these findings, the intensities were analysed and the results are summarised 

in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Graphical representation of the protein intensity found for the 1D comparison of 
desorption buffers based on highest intensity. The intensity of the protein bands on the gel were 
calculated relative to the most intense protein band. The standard deviation was calculated from 
triplicates and was no more than 0.03 or 8 %, whichever is higher. The exact results are shown in 
Table 14 in the appendix. 

In Figure 6 the measured intensities where normalised against the highest intensity for a single band 

detected on the gel. Although the measured protein intensities differ greatly between some of the 

buffers, all buffers result in measurable intensities for all proteins. At 200 kDa, the differences between 

SDS and CHAPS are negligible but the influence of urea is significant and increases the intensity by a 

factor of 4. At 120 kDa, the band for SDS urea, CHAPS, and CHAPS urea buffers result in a similar 

intensity, whereas the respective band of the SDS buffer only shows half the intensity. For the 100 kDa 

band, desorption with CHAPS buffers resulted in a very faint band. The corresponding band for CHAPS 

urea was twice as intense as the CHAPS protein band but still faint compared to the SDS band, which 

showed roughly 4 times the intensity of the CHAPS urea protein band. Addition of urea did also 

increase the band intensities for the SDS buffer. The protein band at 100 kDa for SDS urea is 1.5 times 

as intense as the band for SDS buffer. For the band at 66 kDa, the use of SDS urea buffer did almost 

double the detected intensity compared to the SDS buffer. The intensity for the 66 kDa protein band 

in the lane with the CHAPS buffer sample was 1.2-fold the intensity for the SDS buffer sample. The 

addition of urea to CHAPS buffer resulted in an increase of the detected intensity by a factor of 1.5 as 

compared to the CHAPS buffer without urea. For the 60 kDa protein band, the addition of urea did 

double the measured intensities for both SDS and CHAPS buffers. The change from SDS buffer to CHAPS 

buffer resulted in an increase of the measured intensity for the 66 kDa band by a factor of 1.3. The 

protein bands at 55 kDa, 27 kDa and 10 kDa did not show significant dependences on the desorption 

buffer components.  
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As the measured intensities for desorption with SDS buffer resulted in very faint signals compared to 

the other tested buffers, SDS urea buffer was chosen as a reference. This is visualised in Figure 7, where 

all intensities were normalised against the SDS urea intensities to clarify the dependencies without 

influence of the different protein quantities. 

 

Figure 7: Graphical representation of the protein intensity found for the 1D comparison of 
desorption buffers based on SDS urea intensity. The intensity of the protein bands found on the 
1D gel were normalised to the protein band intensity measured for the SDS urea buffer. The 
standard deviation was calculated from triplicates and was no more than 0.04 or 8 %, whichever 
is higher. The exact results are shown in Table 15 in the appendix. 

The protein intensities measured for SDS buffer are significantly reduced compared to the SDS urea 

buffer for all bands of 60 kDa or above. The 200 kDa band shows only 12 % intensity for the SDS buffer 

compared to the SDS urea buffer. At 120 kDa the intensity is at half the value found for SDS urea buffer 

and for 100 kDa at 65 % intensity. The bands at 70 kDa and 60 kDa show 60 % intensity. The intensities 

for the different buffers at 55 kDa, 27 kDa and 10 kDa are within a range of 10 percentage points for 

all analysed buffer systems, which was assessed as a not significant difference. The addition of urea to 

the SDS buffer increased the intensity of the protein bands in the gel. The effect was the strongest for 

medium and high molecular weight proteins. 

Replacing SDS with CHAPS in the protein desorption buffer led to an increase of 20 % when comparing 

the intensities of the 200 kDa protein band. For the 120 kDa band, an intensity drop of about 10 % was 

observed and as before assessed as a not significant difference. With only 17 % of the intensity found 

for the 100 kDa band of SDS urea buffer, the CHAPS urea buffer did not desorb these proteins well. At 

70 kDa the measured intensity of the protein band found in the CHAPS urea buffer was increased by 

7 % compared to the protein band found in the SDS urea buffer. As before, this was assessed as no 

significant difference. An increase by 35 % comparing the usage of CHAPS urea to SDS urea buffer was 
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noted at 60 kDa. CHAPS urea buffer showed mixed results. For the 200 kDa and 60 kDa bands, it led to 

an increased intensity whereas the 100 kDa band intensity diminished.  

Pure CHAPS buffer did always lead to less or equal intensity measured for the protein bands found on 

the gel compared to CHAPS urea buffer. The changes of the protein pattern between CHAPS and CHAPS 

urea buffer was similar as the changes between SDS and SDS urea buffers. The only exception was the 

120 kDa band. The intensity of this band was only 4 percentage points less than for the CHAPS urea 

buffer, as compared to half the intensity if comparing SDS to SDS urea buffers. 

One of the reasons for the increase in measured protein intensity is the broadening of the protein 

bands due to urea, as is seen best for the 70 kDa protein bands. This can increase the measured 

intensity for the protein bands without an increase in protein mass due to an increase in analysed band 

area. One possible explanation for this behaviour is carbamylation of the proteins during the heating 

step before the gels are loaded101. This would result in a change of mass and pI of the proteins. A hint 

towards this theory is a more prominent effect when the samples were heated for more than 5 min. 

In addition, the bands were sharper when the heating step was left out. Unfortunately, the running 

behaviour of the proteins worsened without a heating step, therefore this step was kept at 5 min. 

However, the broadening of the bands was not always as apparent as with the 66 kDa band. The 

200 kDa and 120 kDa band appear to be more intense without diffuse borders, which is a sign for the 

broadening of the bands. Therefore, it is assumed that in addition to the broadening of the bands after 

the heating step the chaotropic urea increases protein desorption for some proteins. As the samples 

for the 2D gels are not heated, the addition of urea to the buffer should result in fewer complications 

for the 2D gels compared to the 1D gels, which is in accordance with the gathered data. The 

comparison of CHAPS based 1D PA gels to 1D PA gels based on SDS however can be difficult, as 

differences were detected for the protein patterns resulting from desorption with SDS urea buffer and 

SDS buffer. The changes in intensity due to different desorption methods to recover protein coronas 

might result in false conclusions for relative protein corona compositions and therefore the impact of 

specific proteins. It cannot be determined if protein bands with the same size, recovered with different 

methods, contain the same proteins. Although this is likely, identification of the protein bands is 

advised.  

The zwitterionic detergent CHAPS as the basis of a desorption buffer showed increases and decreases 

in individual protein band intensities compared to SDS based buffers. This complicates comparison 

between SDS and CHAPS based results. As the final comparative medium of this thesis are 2D PA gels, 

the proteins for the 1D gels were also desorbed with CHAPS buffer to allow comparison. The SDS for 

1D separation was introduced after protein desorption before the proteins were loaded onto the 1D 

PA gel. Maiolo et al. showed, that CHAPS in very low concentrations has the ability to selectively desorb 
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apolipoprotein A1 (apo A1) from the hard corona of silica nanoparticles54. The 27 kDa band from 2D 

gels was identified with MS analysis as apo A1. This selective desorption from apo A1 was avoided by 

a strong increase in detergent concentration. If enough detergent is supplied with enough time to bind 

to all proteins, the apo A1 desorption does not depend on the surfactant used. CHAPS urea buffer was 

therefore deemed useful to recover protein coronas from silica particles. A comparative 2D PAGE 

analysis was not possible, as the SDS cannot be separated from the proteins again. Purification and 

deionisation of the samples by either precipitation of the proteins or dialysis was not successful. In 

consideration of the results discussed above, a further set of experiments was used to identify whether 

some proteins remained on the surface of the particles. Therefore, the protein corona was first 

desorbed with SDS and then with CHAPS buffer and vice versa. The second desorption step did not 

result in a detectable protein amount in either experiment; the changes were too minute to be 

detected by the setup used. 

As an additional desorption method, trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), trifluoroethanol (TFE) and water as non-

detergent agents were used to desorb the protein corona. TFA did remove proteins from the particles, 

however, the high acidity of the TFA resulted in a strongly distorted PAGE and was therefore neglected. 

The results for TFE and water as a protein desorption solution are shown in Figure 5. TFE did not desorb 

any proteins and water only when the solution was kept at 95 °C during desorption. The resulting 

amount of proteins desorbed from particles were around eight times less compared to the desorption 

buffers. The gel shown in Figure 5 was loaded with twice the amount of protein desorption solution 

for TFE and water and therefore shows a stronger signal. As a last alternative, the proteins were 

recovered by dissolving the silica particles with sodium hydroxide, hydrogen fluoride and ammonium 

fluoride. However, usage of these substances was not compatible with PAGE. Although the particles 

were dissolved, the recovered protein fraction could not be separated. High ionic strength and possible 

debris due to the dissolved silica led to extreme distortion across the whole gel and will therefore not 

be shown. 
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7.3. Establishment of a 2D PAGE System  

During isoelectric focussing, the samples based on CHAPS urea buffer could not be completely 

separated as the ionic strength in the sample was too high and led to a security shutdown. Therefore, 

the CHAPS based rehydration buffer used for the sample preparation was tested for its desorption 

qualities in a 1D PA gel. The composition is quite similar to the CHAPS urea buffer but lacks TRIS and 

has only half the amount of CHAPS. A 1D PA gel of the SDS desorption buffer and the Rehydration 

Buffer is shown in Figure 8. As highlighted in Figure 9, a similar pattern could be detected between the 

protein patterns recovered by SDS buffer and Rehydration Buffer.  

 

Figure 8: 1D PA gel of the comparison of SDS buffer and 
rehydration buffer. The protein coronas were formed by 
incubation of 10 mg native MSP_1500 in 1 mL pure FCS and 
desorbed with the respective buffer for 30 min. The samples 
were mixed with Lämmli buffer and heated for 5 min at 95 °C 
before separation on a 12 % PA gel. From left to right the lanes 
contain PageRuler Unstained Protein Ladder, protein corona 
desorbed with SDS buffer, followed by protein marker and the 
protein corona desorbed with Rehydration Buffer. The 
proteins were stained with Coomassie. As the two samples 
were on different parts of the gel, the gel was cropped 
accordingly. 
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Figure 9: Graphical representation of the protein intensity found for the 1D comparison of SDS buffer and rehydration buffer. 
The intensity of the protein bands on the gel were calculated relative to the most intense protein band. The standard 
deviation was calculated from triplicates and was no more than 0.03 or 8 %, whichever is higher. The exact values are shown 
in the appendix in  

Table 16. 

Although the pattern revealed by comparing the intensity of the proteins desorbed with SDS buffer 

and with rehydration buffer is quite similar to the one previously seen in Figure 6, they are not 

identical. The protein band at 100 kDa is fainter as seen previously (Figure 6) which resulted in the 

band being hardly detectable for the rehydration buffer sample. At 27 kDa, the intensity for both 

protein bands is again reduced from 40 % (seen in Figure 6) to 15 % for these experiments. For the 

50 kDa protein band, the two buffer systems show a larger deviation in measured protein intensity as 

seen between SDS and CHAPS buffer, but are still within 4 percentage points of each other and 

therefore not significant. The reason for the deviation could not be determined, partly because the 

triplicate showed unusually large deviations of 8 percentage points between relative intensities. One 

reason was the high background fluctuation which was resolved by the purchase of new hardware. 

The influence of the desorption buffers on the resulting protein corona composition was calculated 

and is shown in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10: Protein corona composition based on SDS and rehydration buffer. The intensity of 
the protein bands on the gel were calculated relative to the cumulative protein intensities 
measured for the respective buffer. The standard deviation was calculated from triplicates 
and was no more than 0.03 or 8 %, whichever is higher. The exact values are shown in the 
appendix in Table 17.  

The relative protein corona based on the cumulative protein intensities (as shown in Figure 10) shows 

many similarities for the desorption capacities of the two buffer systems. For high molecular weight 

proteins, the intensities are increased for rehydration buffer, whereas in the low molecular weight, 

the intensities show an increase for SDS buffer. At 60 kDa, the measured intensities are higher for 

proteins desorbed by rehydration buffer, although only by 4.5 percentage points, which are in a range, 

were their significance cannot be determined. As all proteins could be detected with either buffer, 

with only deviations for the very high and very low molecular weight proteins, the buffers seem to be 

comparable. For quantitative statements, it is however advised to run additional internal controls.  

The use of the rehydration buffer for 2D PA gels was successful. It resulted in a stable IEF and 

subsequent SDS PAGE and was therefore used standardly. An example of a 2D PA gel is shown in Figure 

11. The protein corona was formed on native HMSP_1500 and desorbed with Rehydration Buffer. 
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Figure 11: 2D PA gel of the protein corona desorbed from native HMSP_1500. The protein 
coronas were formed by incubation of 10 mg native HMSP_1500 in 1 mL pure FCS and 
desorbed with rehydration buffer for 30 min. 200 µL sample was focused and separated on a 
12 % PA gel. The size and pI markers were added according to the markers on parallel gels. 

Although the use of CHAPS does not mirror the results based on SDS exactly, the necessities of the IEF 

system did require its use. A comparison of 2D PA gels to 1D SDS gels is therefore only feasible if the 

differences are kept in mind. For this reason, the 1D PA gels accompanying the 2D experiments in the 

following chapters were prepared with proteins desorbed with rehydration buffer. 
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7.4. Comparison of Pure Silica Particles 

Before the influence of chemical changes of the chemical surface of silica nanoparticles on the 

formation of the protein corona is discussed, the influence of the physical characteristics of the silica 

particles is shown. In the creation of this thesis, four classes of silica particles were used: 300 nm hollow 

mesoporous silica nanoparticles with small and large pores as well as 1500 nm mesoporous silica 

particles and hollow mesoporous particles. The main particle characteristics are summarised in Table 

7 with a cross reference to the PA gels of the protein corona recovered from the respective particles. 

Table 7: Particle characteristics of native silica particles 

Particle size [nm] pore size [nm] † ζ-potential [mV] ‡ 1D PA gel 2D PA gel 

HMSN_300_sp 300 3.5 -21.4 Figure 14 Figure 16 

HMSN_300_lp 300 11.7 -30.3 Figure 19 Figure 25 

HMSP_1500 1500 3.7 -36.9 Figure 31 Figure 37 

MSP_1500 1500 3.5 -16.9 Figure 50 - 
 †DFT ‡in 0.1 mM KCl 

The relative protein band intensities from the protein corona separation by 1D PAGE are shown in 

Figure 12. 

 

Figure 12: Graphical representation of the protein intensity found for the 1D comparison of 
protein coronas recovered from native silica particles. The intensities of each protein band 
were normalised compared to the overall protein amount found on the respective particle. 
The data is shown with a logarithmic scale for the molecular weight to improve spacing. The 
standard deviation was calculated from triplicates and was no more than 0.03 or 8 %, 
whichever is higher. The exact values are shown in the appendix in Table 18. 

The overall tendency found for the protein corona composition of the different silica particles is 

visualised in Figure 12. After an initial decrease in protein intensity between 200 and 100 kDa a first 

local maximum is seen at 70 kDa for all particles, followed by another immediate decrease in intensity 

for proteins with masses in the range of 60 to 35 kDa. In the low molecular range, the protein intensity 

is increase again, followed by a final decrease towards 10 kDa, with an exception for MSP_1500. The 
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protein intensities of MSP_1500 shows a flat start of the curve, followed by a strong global maximum 

at 70 kDa. After a sharp drop in intensity an increase towards 10 kDa is noted. Although a general trend 

was observed, the graphs for the different particles do deviate strongly. 

The protein corona of HMSN_300_sp shows a protein intensity of 11 % for the 200 kDa proteins. This 

is followed by 5 % intensity and less for the 130 kDa, 110 kDa and 100 kDa proteins. The protein 

intensity for the 70 kDa proteins is 12 %, followed by 5 % and less intensity for the 60 kDa, 55 kDa, 

47 kDa and 35 kDa proteins. The global maximum is found for the 27 kDa proteins, with an intensity of 

29 %. The 13 kDa proteins make up for 10 % of the overall protein amount, while the 10 kDa proteins 

make up for 9 %. For the HMSN_300_lp, the high molecular weight proteins with more than 90 kDa 

are well below 5 % of the overall intensity. The 85 kDa protein band shows an intensity of 6 %. The 

global maximum of the intensity is measured for the 70 kDa protein band with 43 % of the overall 

intensity. The 27 kDa protein band shows an intensity of 16 % followed by 24 % intensity for the 13 kDa 

protein band. The last protein band at 10 kDa shows an intensity of less than 5 %. Comparing the 

protein corona composition of HMSN_300_sp to HMSN_300_lp, the most notable differences are a 

strong decrease in intensity of 10 percentage points for the 200 kDa protein band and an increase of 

31 percentage points at 70 kDa for HMSN_300_lp. The protein intensity between 60 kDa and 35 kDa 

is lowered to not observable amounts from HMSN_300_sp to HMSN_300_lp. At 27 kDa the protein 

intensity is reduced by 13 percentage points for HMSN_300_lp as compared to HMSN_300_sp, while 

it is increased by 20 percentage points for the 13 kDa protein band. The 10 kDa protein band is lowered 

by 5 percentage points for HMSN_300_lp compared to HMSN_300_sp. 

The protein corona recovered from HMSP_1500 consists primarily of five protein bands: 6 % of the 

protein intensity is composed of 200 kDa proteins, 21 % 70 kDa proteins, 17 % 27 kDa proteins, 24 % 

13 kDa proteins and 16 % 10 kDa proteins. The remaining proteins contribute to less than 5 % of the 

overall protein mass. Comparing these findings to the protein corona composition of HMSN_300_sp, 

the relative amount of 200 kDa proteins is reduced by 5 percentage points and the 27 kDa proteins are 

decreased by 12 percentage points. The 70 kDa proteins are increased by 9 percentage points and the 

13 kDa and 10 kDa proteins are increased by 14 and 7 percentage points respectively. The differences 

are balanced by changes in the low abundance proteins with less than 5 % contribution to the overall 

protein amount. 

Lastly, the protein corona of MSP_1500 only show three main protein bands for the corona. 46 % of 

the overall protein mass is made up of 70 kDa proteins, 10 % 13 kDa proteins and 19 % 10 kDa proteins. 

The remaining protein mass is distributed over the other proteins which contribute to less than 5 % 

each. The main differences to the protein corona of HMSN_300_sp are as follows: The intensity of 

200 kDa proteins was reduced by 10 percentage points and the intensity of 27 kDa proteins was 
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reduced by 25 percentage points. For the HMSN_300_sp, the intensity of 70 kDa proteins increased by 

34 percentage points and the intensity of 10 kDa proteins was increased by 10 percentage points 

compared to MSP_1500. The intensity of 13 kDa proteins remained unchanged between MSP_1500 

and HMSN_300_sp. 

The increase in pore size from HMSN_300_sp to HMSN_300_lp led to a strong increase in the protein 

intensity at 70 kDa and at 13 kDa with a decrease at 200 kDa, 27 kDa and 10 kDa. As there is no relevant 

difference (3.7 nm compared to 3.5 nm) between the pore size of the two large particles, the changes 

between these two particles could not be attributed to differences in surface topography. It is, 

however, suspected that the surface of HMSP_1500 is rougher than the surface of MSP_1500, due to 

the hydrothermal treatment. 

Comparing the protein corona composition to the size of the particles, the only protein band which 

increases with size is the 10 kDa protein band. All other protein bands increase or decrease between 

the four particles tested without discernible trends. If the pore size is included however, more trends 

can be found. Comparing HMSN_300_sp to HMSP_1500 and MSP_1500 shows a decrease at 200 kDa 

and 27 kDa for both 1500 nm sized particles, while the 70 kDa proteins are increased, as are the 10 kDa 

proteins. These trends are, however, only for a very small number of particles, and the influence of the 

pore size highlights the importance of a much larger experimental matrix. 

In conclusion, some correlation between physical properties of the particles and the protein corona 

could be found using 1D PA gel analysis. However, the differences between HMSP_1500 and 

MSP_1500 show, that there are further factors that influence protein adsorption, that could not be 

determined. A comparison of 2D PAGE data is shown in Figure 13, but as no data was available for 

MSP_1500, the particles could not be discussed further.  

The analysis of the protein corona composition based on 2D PA gels is visualised in Figure 13. The 

protein composition of HMSN_300_sp is dominated by AAT and apo A1 with 36 % and 33 % 

respectively. Albumin contributes to 17 % while haemo and apo A2 contribute to 7 % and 8 % 

respectively. For HMSN_300_lp, the protein composition is strongly shifted towards the two 70 kDa 

sized proteins AAT and albumin with 40 % and 33 % respectively. Apo A1 contributes to 18 % of the 

protein composition while haemo and apo A2 contribute to 6 % and 4 %. The protein composition of 

HMSP_1500 shows 30 % albumin, 27 % apo A1 as well as 19 % AAT and 18 % haemo. Apo A2 

contributes to 6 %. The larger pores of the HMSN_300_lp might be the reason for the shift towards 

larger proteins (AAT and albumin), but for a definitive statement, more samples need to be analysed. 

An increase in size, as shown by the comparison HMSN_300_sp to HMSP_1500, shows an equalisation 
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of the relative protein amounts. The small sample size however, makes it impossible to attribute the 

changes to the particle size alone. 

 

Figure 13: 2D analysis of protein corona composition of native silica particles. The five most 
abundant proteins recovered from native HMSN_300_sp, native HMSN_300_lp and native 
HMSP_1500_lp were compared. The proteins were identified by MS as AAT, albumin, apo A1, 
haemoglobin subunit-α and apo A2. The relative concentrations shown were calculated by 
assuming the five proteins analysed are the whole corona with the relative amount indicating 
the percentage of the mentioned proteins. The standard deviation was calculated from 
triplicates. The exact values are shown in the appendix in Table 19. 

In literature, changes due to different particles (by size, surface roughness, chemical composition) are 

well documented. The source of the changes is, however, often unclear and disputed. Although a 

majority of the publications studying particle size influences deal with smaller particles of 100 nm and 

below. A detailed study on silica particles by Tenzer et al. based on LC-MS show an influence of particle 

size on protein corona formation in a quantitative analysis of the protein corona. The binding of the 

proteins was, however, not influenced on a qualitative scale. The protein fingerprint was not 

significantly influenced by protein size or charge or the relative abundance in the blood plasma used. 

A clear correlation with other physical characteristics of the particles was not found.76 Another study 

by Lin et al. discovered a significant influence of particle size of porous and non-porous silica particles 

on haemolytic activity and cytotoxicity, with higher toxicity for smaller particles.260 Unfortunately, no 

protein analysis was presented. 

The most significant difference between the presented data in this chapter and the results found in 

literature, are some missing proteins for HMSN_300_lp and HMSP_1500. This can, however, be caused 

by the detection limit of the used analysis method and is acknowledged in the paper of Tenzer et al. 

as a possibility76. The terms “qualitative” and “quantitative” need to be defined very clearly in this case, 

as a change from 40 % of the overall protein amount to 0.01 % of a given protein would be classified 

as a quantitative change and not a qualitative one. It is well in line with literature that no trends in the 
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change if the overall protein pattern could be correlated with changes in particle size or surface 

properties. It could, however, be shown in this thesis, that each of the particle systems led to a unique 

protein corona. 
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7.5. Hydrophobic Surface Effects on Protein Corona Formation 

7.5.1. PFCE Loading of Silica Particles for In Vivo Analysis 

The results of the following chapter were published partly in the Journal of Colloid and Interface 

Science under the main authorship of Alexander Pochert and Ina Vernikouskaya.261 

19F-containing PFCE can be used as a positive contrast agent for MRI experiments. The very 

hydrophobic substance needs, however, a carrier to be used in vitro. Core-shell nanoparticles loaded 

with PFCE were used for highly sensitive MR imaging41. To circumvent the synthesis of closed shells 

around PFCE cores, native HMSN_300_sp were loaded with the contrast agent and tested by injection 

into mice. MRI revealed exclusive quantitative accumulation of the PFCE loaded particles in the liver 

24 h after injection, which was also reported by Matsushita et al41. No signal was measured for spleen 

or lung, which normally are closely associated with silica particle biodistribution.17,262 TEM imaging of 

the liver showed a high ubiquitous accumulation of silica particles in cells throughout different parts 

of the liver. 

The potential reason for the uncharacteristic exclusive accumulation of small native PFCE filled silica 

particles in the liver of mice during MRI experiments was investigated using 2D PAGE. The protein 

corona of native HMSN_300_sp was compared to the same particles loaded with PFCE (native [PFCE] 

HMSN_300_sp) using 1D SDS PAGE. To ensure comparability, the same batch of particles was used in 

the in vivo and in vitro measurements. The protein corona was formed by incubating 10 mg of the 

respective silica particles (dry mass before filling) in 1 mL 100 % FCS for 1 h. After three washing steps, 

the protein corona was removed by incubating the particles in 0.5 mL rehydration buffer for 30 min. 

The samples were then separated on a 12 % 1D PA gel (see Figure 14) followed by IEF and 2D PAGE. 

Both measurements were performed in triplicates. 

The particles used were native HMSN_300_sp with an average pore size of 3.5 nm and an average 

surface area of 130 m2/g. 10 mg of dry particles were filled with PFCE and kept overlain by PBS until 

used. The particles are named native HMSN_300_sp and native [PFCE] HMSN_300_sp. The ζ-potential 

of native HMSN_300_sp was measured to be -21.4 mV while native [PFCE] HMSN_300_sp show a ζ-

potential of -3.1 mV in 0.1 mM KCl. The ζ-potential was reduced, due to the PFCE filling the pores and 

therefore insulating the interior charged surface from the aqueous medium. 

 The 1D PA gel of the protein corona recovered from native HMSN_300_sp and native [PFCE] 

HMSN_300_sp is shown in Figure 14. In addition to the 1D PA gel, a comparison of the overall protein 

amount is given, as determined based on protein mass. 
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Figure 14: 1D comparison of the corona of native HMSN_300_sp and native [PFCE] 
HMSN_300_sp particles. On the left is a 12 % 1D PA gel of the protein coronas 
desorbed from native HMSN_300_sp and native [PFCE] HMSN_300_sp is shown and 
on the right the comparison of overall protein amount of the corona of native and 
native PFCE particles. The particles were incubated in 1 mL pure FCS and desorbed 
with rehydration buffer for 30 min. 

The 1D PA gel shown in Figure 14 reveals a lot more protein bands than any other gel made.  This might 

be due to a higher protein amount combined with better resolution, although the protocol was not 

changed for the other gels. The native HMSN_300_sp shows two faint but distinct protein bands above 

200 kDa. As the protein marker only contained proteins up to 200 kDa in size, the sizes cannot be 

determined more precisely. At 200 kDa a strong protein band is visible. Between 120 kDa and 70 kDa, 

multiple protein bands are visible which cannot be completely separated from each other for analysis, 

especially since they exhibit a slight wave structure. The protein band at 70 kDa is well defined with 

clear borders. Between 60 kDa and 70 kDa two broad protein bands are visible with similar strength 

as the protein bands between 120 kDa and 70 kDa. Between 60 kDa and 25 kDa multiple faint protein 

bands are visible. The protein bands at 35 kDa and 32 kDa have a noticeably increased intensity 

compared to the faint preceding protein bands. At 25 kDa, a strong protein band is visible which 

broadens the lane. At 20 kDa, another faint protein band is visible as are additional faint protein bands 

between 13 kDa and 10 kDa. 
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The 1D PAGE results of the native [PFCE] HMSN_300_sp corona is shown in the third lane of the gel. It 

exhibits a similar pattern, although with some differences. The intensity of the two very large protein 

bands is greatly increased compared to the previously described native HMSN_300_sp, as is the 

intensity of the proteins with molecular weights between 120 kDa and 100 kDa. Between 80 kDa and 

70 kDa the protein bands seem less prominent, with a quite strong intensity decrease of the band at 

70 kDa. At 40 kDa, two protein bands are strongly increased in intensity compared to the native 

HMSN_300_sp. The remaining bands seem quite similar to the naked eye, although in general, the lane 

seems more intense for native [PFCE] HMSN_300_sp. A comparison of the cumulative relative protein 

intensities of the native [PFCE] HMSN_300_sp relative to the amount found on native HMSN_300_sp 

confirms a 20 % increase in overall protein amount, which is also shown in Figure 14.  

The increase in protein amount was quite surprising, as the blocked pores due to the PFCE payload 

were thought to also block protein adsorption into the pores. As is reported in literature, a low surface 

charge leads to less protein adsorption.263 The ζ-potential of the native HMSN_300_sp with -21.4 mV 

compared to the almost neutral (-3.1 mV) ζ-potential of the native [PFCE] HMSN_300_sp would also 

theoretically favour protein adsorption on the native HMSN_300_sp. However, previous studies 

revealed that proteins actually prefer a hydrophobic surface over a hydrophilic surface.56 Therefore, it 

is assumed, that in this case particle polarity is dominating the protein adsorption behaviour, 

specifically the amount of proteins adsorbed, over the ζ-potential. 

A comparison of the protein coronas based on 1D gels is shown in Figure 15. The intensity of each band 

was normalised to the cumulative intensity of all bands.  

At 200 kDa and 70 kDa, the protein bands are more prominent for the native HMSN_300_sp. The 

remaining bands show mostly a higher intensity for the native [PFCE] HMSN_300_sp. The most 

prominent band for both particle types is at 28 kDa, which was identified as apo A1 using MS analysis. 

On native HMSN_300_sp, apo A1 makes up 23 % of the total intensity detected. This is even more 

substantial for native [PFCE] HMSN_300_sp, where apo A1 intensity makes up 32 % of the protein 

amount in the protein corona.   
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Figure 15: 1D analysis of the protein corona recovered from native HMSN_300_sp and native 
[PFCE] HMSN_300_sp. The particles were incubated in 1 mL pure FCS and desorbed with 
rehydration buffer for 30 min to recover the proteins. The intensities measured for each 
protein band were normalised on the cumulative protein intensities measured for the 
respective particles. Exact values are shown in Table 20. 

The protein bands are in very close proximity on the 1D gel. This makes accurate detection very 

challenging. Therefore, the samples were run in 2D gels to improve separation by adding an additional 

dimension. The 2D gels of the native HMSN_300_sp and the native [PFCE] HMSN_300_sp are shown 

in Figure 16 and Figure 17 respectively. To improve the intensity of all protein spots, the gel of the 

proteins derived from native HMSN_300_sp was run with 300 µL protein buffer and the gel of the 

proteins derived from native [PFCE] HMSN_300_sp was run with 200 µL. 
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Figure 16: 2D PA gel of the protein corona desorbed from native HMSN_300_sp. The protein 
coronas were formed by incubation of 10 mg native HMSN_300_sp in 1 mL pure FCS and 
desorbed with rehydration buffer for 30 min. 300 µL sample was focused and separated on a 
12 % PA gel. The size and pI markers were added according to the markers on parallel gels. 

Figure 16 shows the 2D PA gel of the proteins derived from native HMSN_300_sp. Most proteins 

adsorbed are heavier than 50 kDa. The majority of protein amount is spread between 60-70 kDa and 

with pI values between 3 and 8. The protein spot at 70 kDa/pI 6.5 was identified by MS analysis as 

albumin and 70 kDa/pI 4 as alpha anti-trypsin (AAT). The dominant spot at 28 kDa/pI 6.5 was identified 

by MS as apo A1. The heavier proteins seen in the 2D gel are faint, with the following two exceptions. 

The protein spot at 120 kDa/pI 7.75, which was identified by MS experiments as ITIH4, and the more 

intense spot above the ITIH4 area which could not be identified. With the exception of apo A2 located 

in the running front at 10 kDa/pI 5, the low molecular weight proteins are barely detectable. 
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Figure 17: 2D PA gel of the protein corona desorbed from native [PFCE] HMSN_300_sp. The 
protein coronas were formed by incubation of 10 mg native [PFCE] HMSN_300_sp in 1 mL 
pure FCS and desorbed with rehydration buffer for 30 min. 200 µL sample was focused and 
separated on a 12 % PA gel. The size and pI markers were added according to the markers on 
parallel gels. 

The proteins derived from the protein corona recovered from native [PFCE] HMSN_300_sp are 

visualised in the gel shown in Figure 17. For these particles, a different protein pattern could be seen 

in 2D PAGE. The intensities for the 70 kDa bands, which were quite dominant for native HMSN_300_sp, 

are heavily reduced. In addition, the apo A1 spot is much more prominent. The apo A2 spot has 

increased in both size and intensity. Changes are also visible in the high molecular weight region at 

120 kDa. The intensity of the ITIH4 protein spot at pI 5 is almost equal in intensity to the proteins at a 

pI of 7. Unfortunately, this protein could not be identified by MS analysis and no good match was found 

in literature.  

The 2D gels show a perceivable difference in the pattern formed by the proteins; therefore, the relative 

protein composition is illustrated in Figure 18. 
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Figure 18: Relative composition of the protein coronas found on native HMSN_300_sp and native 
[PFCE] HMSN_300_sp based on 2D gels. The proteins are numbered as they were in the previously 
seen 2D PA gels (Figure 16 and Figure 17), the intensity was calculated in relation to the overall 
protein amount. The proteins were of the following size [kDa]/pI: 1: 120/5, 2: 120/7.75, 3: 70/4, 
4: 70/6.5, 5: 70/8, 6: 60/4.5, 7: 60/6, 8: 28/6.5, 9: 10/5 and 10: 13/10.  The following proteins were 
identified by MS: 2 – ITIH4: 3 – AAT; 4 –albumin, 8 – apo A1; 9 – haemoglbin subunit α; 10 – apo A2. 
Exact values are shown in the appendix in Table 21 

Figure 18 illustrates the change in protein corona composition using native HMSN_300_sp and native 

[PFCE] HMSN_300_sp, independent from the overall protein amount. Albumin (4) and haemoglobin 

subunit α (haemo) (9) do not change significantly in their relative abundance in the respective protein 

coronas comparing the two particle systems. An increase in abundance due to PFCE loading was 

observed for the unidentified heavy protein at 150 kDa/pI 5, which increased by a factor of 3 after 

PFCE loading. Apo A1 and apo A2 were also significantly increased by a factor of 1.25 and 3 respectively 

for the native [PFCE] HMSN_300_sp. A decrease was observed for the other proteins in the corona of 

the native [PFCE] HMSN_300_sp. The concentration of ITIH4 was reduced from total 9 % to 5 % of the 

corona composition comparing the unloaded particles to the PFCE loaded particles. This resembles a 

reduction of 40 %. α1-anti trypsin (AAT) (3) is reduced to 75 % in the protein corona of the native [PFCE] 

HMSN_300_sp compared to the native HMSN_300_sp. Protein spot 5 (70 kDa/pI 8), of the protein 

corona found on the native [PFCE] HMSN_300_sp is reduced to 40 % of the intensity found on the 

native HMSN_300_sp. Protein spots 6 (60 kDa/pI 4.5) and 7 (60 kDa/pI 6)) of the native [PFCE] 

HMSN_300_sp are reduced by 80 % and 60 % of their values in the protein corona of the native 

HMSN_300_sp respectively.  

As protein spots 3 to 7 are all close to 70 kDa in size, they are believed to be combined into the single 

70 kDa protein band in the 1D gel. This band showed a strong decrease in intensity comparing native 

[PFCE] HMSN_300_sp to native HMSN_300_sp, the PFCE payload diminished the adsorbed protein 
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amount. The main influences here are proteins 3, 5 and 7, where only 3 could be identified by MS as 

AAT. 

The significant decrease in ITIH4 after PFCE loading might be of interest for clinical studies, as it has 

been found to be coupled to inflammatory processes.264 It has been found to be an acute phase protein 

(APP) in pigs and rats.265  Piñeiro et al. found increased ITIH4 levels during acute phase response 

processes in humans.264 It might therefore be beneficial if the binding of APPs such as ITIH4 are reduced 

on the particle surface. Although the flat intensity was raised for the band containing ITIH4 in the 1D 

gel for native [PFCE] HMSN_300_sp, the 2D gels show, that next to ITIH4 at pI 7, there is a second 

protein spot present with a pI of 5. The strong reduction of AAT shown by the analysis of 2D PA gels 

might also be of clinical relevance. A genetically determined AAT deficiency can lead to multiple health 

issues, such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD).266 A long treatment with native 

HMSN_300_sp might result in health issues, if the high concentration of AAT on the particle surface 

can interact with surface receptors. The lower affinity of AAT to native [PFCE] HMSN_300_sp would 

make such side effects far less likely. 

In vivo in mice, native [PFCE] HMSN_300_sp did accumulate selectively in the liver after 24 h. 

Matsushita et al. found a similar behaviour for non-porous PFCE filled silica hollow spheres. This finding 

substantially differs from the biodistribution found for native silica particles which accumulate in the 

spleen, lungs and kidneys.17,39,40,267 As apo A1 and apo A2 are components of high density lipoproteins 

(HDL), responsible for lipid transport to the liver268,269, this might be the source of the unexpected 

biodistribution. It was already shown by Kim et al, that apo A1 can be used to target the liver with 

liposomes. With this approach, they managed to deliver small interfering RNA selectively into the 

liver.270 Therefore, recruitment of additional apo A1 by the PFCE payload is likely the cause for the 

change in biodistribution behaviour. Although this explanation is coherent and logical, it needs to be 

noted, that unidentified proteins could also have a severe impact on the biodistribution. 

To further investigate whether the observed effects are due to hydrophobic effects or due to more 

specific interactions with fluorinated substances, a larger experiment was initiated which is discussed 

in the next chapter. 
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7.6. Influence of Different Hydrophobic Moieties on Protein Corona 

Formation 

To assess the preliminary findings discussed in the previous part, the parameters to investigate 

hydrophobic influences were extended. Unfortunately, a new batch of 300 nm sized hollow particles 

had to be used, which differed greatly in physicochemical characteristics, most predominately an 

increased pore size, as the previous batch was expended. Therefore, the particles used were called 

native HMSN_300_lp. 

The experiments are composed of two main parts, the first with 300 nm particles and the second with 

1500 nm particles. The particles were used in their native state as silica particles, and with 

modifications. The small particles were functionalised with perfluorodecyl trimethoxysilane; the large 

particles were used as templates for carbon replicas. Some of the particles were loaded with PFCE and 

n-hexane.  

7.6.1. 250 nm Hollow Mesoporous Silica Nanoparticles 

A list of the used particles is shown in Table 8 and a summary of their physicochemical characteristics 

is given in Table 9. 

Table 8: 300 nm Particles used for hydrophobicity experiments 

native HMSN_300_lp 300 nm silica particles, no modification 

native [PFCE] HMSN_300_lp 300 nm silica particles, payload: PFCE 

native [hexane] HMSN_300_lp 300 nm silica particles, payload: n-hexane 

FC HMSN_300_lp 300 nm silica particles, fluorocarbon surface 

FC [PFCE] HMSN_300_lp 300 nm silica particles, fluorocarbon surface, payload: PFCE 
 

Table 9: Short particle characterisation of 300 nm hydrophobic particles 

Particle chemical surface surface area* pore volume† pore size ζ-potential‡ 

native  HMSN_300_lp silica 345 m2/g 1.46 ml/g 11.7 nm -30.3 mV 

FC HMSN_300 fluorocarbon 457 m2/g 1.61 ml/g 8.6 nm n/a 
*BET †DFT ‡in 0.1 mM KCl 

7.6.1.1. 1D PAGE Analysis 

The 1D PA gel of the protein coronas recovered from 250 nm HMSN is shown in Figure 19. During the 

preparation FC HMSN_300 were hard to disperse due to their hydrophobicity. A large fraction of the 

particles remained on top of the serum and during further refinement more particles were lost. FC 

[PFCE] HMSN_300 on the other hand could be readily dispersed in FCS. Nonetheless, the FC HMSN_300 

show the highest protein amount desorbed, as can be seen in the 1D gels. On a quick glance, the overall 

band pattern seems to be similar for the different particle types. The main band for all particles is 

located at 70 kDa which includes albumin. As shown in previous 2D gels, this band is not caused by a 

single protein, but is composed of several high abundance proteins. It is noticeable, that the lanes are 
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broadening towards the bottom of the gel, which results in more diffuse bands and therefore an 

artificial increase in intensity. As this was observed for all gels, the results are biased towards higher 

intensities for low molecular weight proteins in the analysis of 1D PAGE experiments. 

 

Figure 19: 1D PA gel of small native and hydrophobic particles. The 
particles used are native HMSN_300_lp, native [PFCE] HMSN_300_lp, 
native [hexane] HMSN_300_lp, FC HMSN_300 and FC [PFCE] 
HMSN_300. The protein corona of the respective particles was formed 
by incubation in 100 % FCS and recovered from the particles with 
rehydration buffer. The protein coronas were separated on a 12 % PA 
gel. 

A comparison of the band patterns of the 1D gel is shown in Figure 19. The FC HMSN_300 lane shows 

the highest intensity. Also, the quantification of the overall protein corona, measured as the 

cumulative intensities of all bands, reveals more than double the intensity as that of the protein corona 

of native HMSN_300_lp. Compared to native [PFCE] HMSN_300_lp, the amount of proteins in the 

corona is doubled as shown in Figure 20. This does not take into consideration that the effective 

amount of particles was greatly reduced for FC HMSN_300 due to the partial dispersion. Therefore, 

the actual increase in protein amount is even more substantial. 
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Figure 20: Quantification of total relative protein amounts 
adsorbed onto 300 nm native and hydrophobic particles. All 
intensities were calculated from 1D gels and are normalised to 
FC HMSN_300. The standard deviation was calculated from 
triplicates. The exact values are shown in Table 22. 

The additional loading of FC HMSN_300 with PFCE seems to reduce the affinity of the surface to 

proteins, as the corona is reduced to about the same amount as on the native HMSN_300_lp. Native 

[hexane] HMSN_300_lp did adsorb very little protein compared to all the other particles tested. 

The protein corona recovered from native HMSN_300_lp shows multiple faint bands in the 1D Pa gel 

(Figure 19) in the very high molecular weight area. They are located at 200 kDa, 150 kDa, 140 kDa, 

120 kDa, 100 kDa and 85 kDa. At 70 kDa, a very strong protein band is visible with a blurred trail, in 

which two bands can be recognized at 65 and 60 kDa. The next clear protein band with defined borders 

is seen at 28 kDa. At 12 kDa, 10 kDa and 7 kDa are very faint and jagged bands.  

The protein pattern recovered from native [PFCE] HMSN_300_lp shows some similarities to the protein 

pattern found on native HMSN_300_lp, but also distinct differences. The high molecular weight 

proteins show a weaker signal than for the native HMSN_300_lp and only four bands can be detected 

at 200 kDa, 120 kDa, 100 kDa and 85 kDa. The 70kDa protein band of the protein corona from native 

[PFCE] HMSN_300_lp shows a well-defined form and borders. At 65 kDa and 60 kDa, protein bands are 

also visible. Compared to the native HMSN_300_lp, the 60 kDa band of the native [PFCE] 

HMSN_300_lp is more intense. The 28 kDa the next protein band is detected with a similar intensity 

as seen for the HMSN_300_lp particles. At 20 kDa, an additional protein band is hardly visible. In the 

low molecular weight range at 12 kDa and below, three protein spots are again visible, very wide and 

jagged. Compared to the intensities seen for native HMSN_300_lp, these bands are more intense, 

especially the 7 kDa band. 
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The third sample lane of the gel contains the proteins recovered from FC HMSN_300. The high 

molecular weight proteins show six distinct bands and appear very similar in intensity to the proteins 

recovered from native HMSN_300_lp. At 70 kDa, a massive protein band is visible with clear borders 

and two following ones at 65 kDa and 60 kDa. Compared to the 70 kDa band, the one at 28 kDa is faint, 

but an additional band appears at 20 kDa. The low molecular weight proteins are more prominent than 

was seen before. Compared to the protein corona recovered from native [PFCE] HMSN_300_lp, the 

protein pattern looks quite similar, with an increase in intensity at 70 kDa and the addition of the 

protein band at 20 kDa, which was only insinuated for the native [PFCE] HMSN_300_lp. 

The protein pattern formed by the recovered protein corona from FC [PFCE] HMSN_300 looks very 

similar to the pattern found for native [PFCE] HMSN_300_lp: A decrease in the intensity and clear 

contour of the high molecular weight protein bands with more than 100 kDa. The band at 10 kDa is 

not visible. Compared to the pattern found for FC HMSN_300, the intensity is strongly decreased. 

Otherwise the differences are the same as previously described. 

The corona recovered from native [hexane] HMSN_300_lp shows a completely different pattern as 

seen before. The protein band at 200 kDa is comparable to native HMSN_300_lp as are the bands at 

120 kDa and 85 kDa. The other three high molecular weight bands seen for native HMSN_300_lp are 

however not visible for the native [hexane] HMSN_300_lp. The protein band at 70 kDa is clearly 

defined, but faint. At 60 kDa, a faint band is seen. The band at 28 kDa, which was quite stable in 

intensity for the other four particle types used during this comparison, is not visible for native [hexane] 

HMSN_300_lp. In the low molecular weight range, only the 12 kDa protein band was detected. 

The difference in protein band intensity for the different particles is illustrated in Figure 21. All 

intensities were normalised to the most intense band on the gel, which always was one of the 70 kDa 

bands. 
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Figure 21: Comparison of protein intensities of 300 nm native and hydrophobic particles based on 1D 
PAGE. To increase clarity, all band intensities were calculated relative to the most intense band on the 
gel. The particles in question were native HMSN_300_lp and FC HMSN_300 with additional PFCE and 
hexane loading. The standard deviation was calculated from triplicates and was no more than 0.03 or 
8 %, whichever is higher. The exact values are shown in Table 23. 

The direct comparison of the protein intensities found on 1D PA gels shown in Figure 21 does support 

the previous analysis based on pure eyesight. The bands corresponding to very heavy proteins are 

extremely faint and do not change substantially between the particles, as was also the case with the 

35 kDa protein band, which is not discussed in the previous passage as it is hardly visible. The proteins 

with medium and small sizes show a more diverse pattern. At 85 kDa, the relative intensity for FC 

HMSN_300 is quite high, with a value of 0.21 whereas the relative intensities of this protein for the 

other particles are between 0.04 and 0.08. This band was not detectable for FC [PFCE] HMSN_300. 

Although the measured intensity of this protein for native [PFCE] HMSN_300_lp was, with a value of 

0.08, double the intensity of the protein mass recovered from native [hexane] HMSN_300_lp, this 

change is in actual protein amount still very small and therefore heavily influenced by minute changes 

of the background. When looking at the 70 kDa protein band, we see more varying protein intensities. 

The protein band associated with the FC HMSN_300 shows the highest intensity. Protein recovered 

from native HMSN_300_lp shows a relative intensity of 0.45, which corresponds to about half the 

intensity of the protein band seen for FC HMSN_300. With relative intensities of 0.35 and 0.31, the 

protein coronas from native [PFCE] HMSN_300_lp and FC [PFCE] HMSN_300 respectively show a 

similar amount of 70 kDa proteins. With 0.15, the intensity of the protein band from native [hexane] 

HMSN_300_lp shows the lowest intensity. A similar pattern arises for the 60 kDa band, where the one 

associated with FC HMSN_300 shows the highest intensity at 0.34. The protein intensity of the two 

PFCE loaded particles are also similar, showing values of 0.16 and 0.12. The coronas recovered from 

native HMSN_300_lp and native [hexane] HMSN_300_lp seem to miss this band. The relative 

intensities of the band corresponding to 28 kDa proteins are densely packed between 0.12 and 0.20 
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for all particles except the native [hexane] HMSN_300_lp which did not show an analysable protein 

bands at this molecular weight. At 20 kDa, only the protein corona of FC HMSN_300 shows a signal 

with a relative intensity of approximately 0.09. At 12 kDa, the protein band of native [hexane] 

HMSN_300_lp trails with 0.12 behind the relative intensities measured for the other particles, which 

reach values between 0.32 and 0.26. At 10 kDa the relative protein intensities associated with all 

analysed particles are within 0.03 to 0.07 with the exception of FC [PFCE] HMSN_300. It shows an 

intensity of 0.22. This is the first protein band that shows a significant increase in intensity compared 

to the protein corona found on FC HMSN_300. The last band at 7 kDa shows high protein intensity of 

0.41 recovered from FC HMSN_300, followed by the proteins from native [PFCE] HMSN_300_lp with 

0.15. Proteins recovered from the other three particles did not show any significant intensities with 

values of approximately 0.01 and less. 

As the relative intensities shown in Figure 21 are all calculated proportionally to the intensity of the 

70 kDa protein band recovered from FC HMSN_300, we only get an overview of the changes in protein 

band intensity and therefore in protein amount. How the relative protein corona composition changes 

is not visible. Therefore, the changes in protein intensity were normalised for the cumulative intensity 

found for the whole protein corona of the analysed particle. The results are shown in Figure 22.  

 

Figure 22: Comparison of relative composition of the protein corona of 300 nm native and 
hydrophobic particles. The particles in question were native HMSN_300_lp and FC HMSN_300 with 
additional PFCE and hexane loading. The intensities of each protein band were normalised compared 
to the overall protein amount found on the respective particle. The data is shown with a logarithmic 
scale for the relative amount to increase clarity. The standard deviation was calculated from triplicates 
and was no more than 0.04 or 8 %, whichever is higher. The exact values are shown in the appendix 
in Table 24. 

A quick survey of the overall development of the corona composition reveals a very similar pattern for 

native [PFCE] HMSN_300_lp, FC HMSN_300 and FC [PFCE] HMSN_300, especially at molecular weights 

of more than 50 kDa. The pattern diversifies between the mentioned particle system in the lower 
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molecular weight area. The development of the native [hexane] HMSN_300_lp does follow the trend 

seen for native HMSN_300_lp for high molecular weight proteins. A comparison for low molecular 

weight is unfeasible due to the lack of proteins which such masses in the corona of native [hexane] 

HMSN_300_lp. 

When comparing the protein corona composition, the 70 kDa and 12 kDa proteins seem to dominate 

the compositions. For the protein corona of native HMSN_300_lp, the 70 kDa and 12 kDa proteins 

make up for 44 % respectively 30 % of the overall protein amount. The remaining 25 % of proteins are 

the 28 kDa protein with 16 % and the 85 kDa proteins with 6 %. The remaining proteins make up only 

3 % of the protein corona.  

The PFCE payload of the native [PFCE] HMSN_300_lp changes this composition significantly. The 

70 kDa proteins make up only 27 % of the corona and the 12 kDa proteins only 20 %. These two 

proteins are only responsible for 47 % of the proteins here. The protein at 28 kDa did remain at 16 % 

of the overall protein mass. The very small proteins are more dominant for the native [PFCE] 

HMSN_300_lp, 12 % of the corona proteins are 7 kDa in size and another 5 % are 10 kDa. The 

remaining proteins in the corona are mainly 60 kDa (11 %) and 85 kDa (6 %) in size. The most 

noticeable differences compared to the protein corona of native HMSN_300_lp is a 17 percentage 

point decrease of the 70 kDa sized proteins in the corona of native [PFCE] HMSN_300_lp from 44 % to 

27 %. Another substantial decrease by 10 percentage points was observed for the 12 kDa proteins. The 

60 kDa proteins are increased by 11 percentage points and the 7 kDa proteins by 12 percentage points 

comparing native [PFCE] HMSN_300_lp to native HMSN_300_lp. 

The protein corona of FC HMSN_300 is composed of more than one third (38 %) 70 kDa proteins. 

Another quarter is made up of small proteins with 11 % 12 kDa and 16 % 7 kDa proteins. The proteins 

at 28 kDa contribute with only 5 % to the corona mass. The 60 kDa proteins add another 13 % and the 

85 kDa proteins 8 %. The remaining 9 % of the protein corona is made up of several low intensity 

proteins. The comparison of the protein corona composition of FC HMSN_300 to the corona of native 

HMSN_300_lp shows a decrease for the corona of fluorocarbon functionalised particles in case of the 

85 kDa and 70 kDa proteins as well as the 28 kDa proteins. The composition decreases by 6, 15 and 

5 percentage points respectively. The reduction of the mentioned proteins is absorbed by the increase 

of the 60 kDa and 10 kDa proteins by 11 and 20 percentage points respectively.  

The PFCE payload changed the protein corona composition drastically. The protein corona of FC [PFCE] 

HMSN_300 is composed of 29 % 70 kDa proteins, 28 % 12 kDa proteins and 20 % 10 kDa proteins. The 

28 kDa proteins, as well as the 60 kDa proteins, make up 11 % of the corona. The remaining proteins 

only account for 1 % of the protein amount in the protein corona of FC [PFCE] HMSN_300. Comparing 
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the protein corona composition of FC [PFCE] HMSN_300 to the corona composition of FC HMSN_300, 

significant changes can be detected. The amount of 85 kDa proteins in the corona decreased by 

8 percentage points and the 70 kDa proteins did decrease by 9 percentage points. The most significant 

decrease was seen for the 7 kDa proteins, which decreased by 16 percentage points. These proteins 

were replaced by proteins of 28 kDa size, which increased by 6 percentage points, 12 kDa, with an 

increase of 17 percentage points and 10 kDa with an increase of 18 percentage points.  

The protein corona of native [hexane] HMSN_300_lp mainly consists of proteins with a size of 70 kDa. 

This size range makes up for 44% of the proteins found. 34 % of the corona is made up of proteins with 

a size of 12 kDa. The remaining proteins are 85 kDa (11 %) and 110 kDa (6 %) in size. Compared to the 

protein corona of native HMSN_300_lp, the main differences are an increase in the relative amount of 

large proteins of 85 kDa and above on the native [hexane] HMSN_300_lp and the lack of the 28 kDa 

protein after hexane loading. The remaining proteins remained comparable. When comparing the 

hexane to the PFCE payload, hexane led to an increase for the large proteins above 85 kDa. This is also 

seen in the comparison to the native MSN_300_lp and an additional increase for the 70 kDa protein 

band of 17 % for the native [hexane] HMSN_300_lp. An additional increase of 14 percentage points 

was recorded for 12 kDa proteins. These increases were accompanied by a 9 percentage points 

decrease for the 60 kDa proteins, 16 percentage points decrease of 28 kDa proteins and 12 percentage 

points decrease for the 7 kDa proteins. 

Comparing the changes in protein corona composition between the five analysed particles, no pattern 

could be found for the addition of PFCE. Neither a strong correlation between FC functionalisation and 

PFCE loading nor a correlation between PFCE and hexane payloads was found. The relative protein 

intensities of native [PFCE] HMSN_300_lp, FC HMSN_300 and FC [PFCE] HMSN_300 show, however, a 

similar pattern for the high molecular weight proteins. 
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Figure 23: Simplified comparison of relative composition of the protein corona of 300 nm native and 
hydrophobic particles. The particles in question were native HMSN_300_lp and FC HMSN_300 with 
additional PFCE and hexane loading. The protein intensity was calculated from 1D gels. The standard 
deviation was calculated from triplicates. Exact values are shown in the appendix in Table 25. 

The changes in protein corona composition discussed in the precious paragraph were simplified in 

Figure 23 by grouping the proteins according to their size. The chosen size ranges were heavy proteins 

with more than 100 kDa, medium weight proteins with a weight between 100 and 40 kDa and light 

proteins with less than 40 kDa weight. The comparison of the protein corona composition, however, 

is only possible with a loss of the actual protein amount. FC HMSN_300 exhibited a protein corona 

which seemed to consist of much more proteins, based on the measured intensities, than the corona 

of the other particles. Native [hexane] HMSN_300_lp showed a much lower protein amount. The 

protein corona of native HMSN_300_lp consists of 2 % large proteins and an approximately equal 

amount of medium sized and small proteins. Native [PFCE] HMSN_300_lp show a protein corona with 

a slight increase of 5 % in small proteins on the expense of medium sized proteins. The protein corona 

of FC HMSN_300 exhibits a significant increase in medium sized proteins of 10 % compared to the 

native HMSN_300_lp on the expense of the small proteins. The corona of FC [PFCE] HMSN_300 showed 

40 % medium sized and 60 % small proteins and therefore the strongest shift towards small proteins 

of all particle systems analysed. Compared to the corona found on FC HMSN_300, these values are 

inversed. The shift towards smaller proteins was already visible for the corona of the native [PFCE] 

HMSN_300_lp, but not as pronounced as was seen for the corona of FC [PFCE]. The protein corona of 

the native [hexane] HMSN_300_lp showed a strong shift towards heavy proteins, which was not seen 

for the coronas of any other particles. The corona of FC HMSN_300 was heavily shifted towards 

medium sized proteins, but large proteins seemed unaffected. Although the single protein analysis did 

not show any tangible effect between the different functional groups, the simplified analysis does 

imply that the PFCE payload shifts the overall protein composition towards lower molecular weight 

proteins, whereas fluorocarbon functionalisation and the hexane payload increased the relative 
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amount of medium sized and heavy proteins. This might be a result of denaturising effects of the 

hexane and not only due to the hydrophobic surface. 

7.6.1.2. 2D PAGE Analysis 

As seen in Figure 22 and Figure 23 the corona composition of the analysed particles are unique. The 

composition will be further discussed, first with another simplified protein corona composition based 

on 2D gel data shown in Figure 24 and then the 2D gels shown in Figure 25, Figure 26, Figure 27, Figure 

28 and Figure 29. 

 

Figure 24: Simplified comparison of relative composition of the protein corona found on 300 nm 
native and hydrophobic particles. The particles in question are native HMSN_300_lp, native [PFCE] 
HMSN_300_lp, FC HMSN_300, FC [PFCE] HMSN_300 and native [hexane] HMSN_300_lp. The 
protein intensity was calculated from 2D gels. The standard deviation was calculated from 
triplicates. The exact values are shown in the appendix in Table 26. 

Figure 24 shows a simplified corona composition of the analysed particles. Native HMSN_300_lp, 

native [PFCE] HMSN_300_lp and FC HMSN_300_lp show a similar protein corona composition of 

roughly 75 % medium sized proteins in a range of 40 to 100kDa and 25 % smaller proteins. The 

composition of the protein corona recovered from FC [PFCE] HMSN_300 shows with 45 % more small 

proteins, while the protein corona of native [hexane] HMSN_300_lp contains only 18 % small proteins. 

As seen in Figure 23 and Figure 24, the corona composition based on the 1D gel greatly differs from 

the composition based on the 2D gels. Due to the strong separation of the proteins and therefore a 

high impact of background effects, fainter spots, which can accumulate to significant intensities, 

cannot be analysed. These technical problems made analysis of all proteins impossible, therefore only 

five selected protein spots were discussed further which showed an intensity high enough to be 

resistant to background fluctuations. The proteins were identified by MS as AAT, albumin, 

apolipoprotein A1 (apo A1), haemoglobin subunit-α (haemo) and apolipoprotein A2 (apo A2). The 

single 2D gels will now be discussed individually, followed by a comparison of the protein corona of all 
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five particle types. However, all proteins are discussed in the visual analysis of the 2D gels in the 

following paragraphs.  

 

Figure 25: 2D PA gel of the protein corona recovered from native HMSN_300_lp. The protein 
coronas were formed by incubation of 10 mg particles in 1 mL pure FCS and desorbed with 
rehydration buffer for 30 min. The sample was separated on a 12 % PA gel. The size and pI 
markers were added according to the markers on parallel gels.  

The gel with the separated protein corona recovered from native HMSN_300_lp is shown in Figure 25. 

All proteins mentioned were identified by MS analysis. The apo A1 spot in the centre of the gel is still 

prominent, but the bulk of protein seems to be centred around 60 to 70 kDa. Albumin is located 

between 6.5 and 7 is very prominent. The distinct patterns above and to the right of albumin are, 

though small, sharp and intense. On the left side of the albumin spot follows a small dot just below pI 

6 with a small but distinct spot below it. Further in the acidic region between 3.5 and 5 is the protein 

spot of AAT. At around 15 kDa size appears the third distinct part of the gel with 4 protein spots 

between pI 8 and 10, including haemoglobin subunit α and 2 spots at a size of 10 kDa at a pI of 5 with 

the more neutral one being apo A2. Additionally, to the basic protein spots, there are more diffuse 

signals forming a line from pI 7.5 up to 10 which encompasses the before mentioned spots.  

The main differences seen to the protein corona discussed in the precious chapter for native 

HMSN_300_sp (shown in Figure 16) is a decrease in ITIH4 as well as the spots at 70 kDa/pI 8 and 

60 kDa/pI 6 for native HMSN_300_lp. The apo A1 spot also seems decreased compared to albumin. 

The small proteins at pI > 8 are, however, increased. These differences are attributed to the difference 

in pore size of the batches of particles used for the experiments, due to a change in surface topography.  
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Figure 26: 2D PA gel of the protein corona recovered from native [PFCE] HMSN_300. The 
protein coronas were formed by incubation of 10 mg particles in 1 mL pure FCS and desorbed 
with rehydration buffer for 30 min. The sample was separated on a 12 % PA gel. The size and 
pI markers were added according to the markers on parallel gels. 

The PFCE loading leads to a slight shift in the previously observed pattern of the protein corona of 

native [PFCE] HMSN_300_lp, as shown in Figure 26. The pattern below 50 kDa looks similar. The spots 

between 100 kDa and 70 kDa, however, have undergone some changes. The albumin spot at a pI of 

6.5 to 7 and a size of 70 kDa is still prominent, but the small defined specks at 100 kDa are missing. The 

most substantial change is to the left of the albumin at pI 6. The spot at 70 kDa is much more 

prominent, as is the spot below at 60 kDa. Since the dot at 60 kDa/pI 6 is barely visible, this change 

was quite significant. The two spots between pI 4 and 5 at a height of 70 and 60 kDa were reduced 

compared to the previous gel, especially the lighter protein. 
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Figure 27: 2D PA gel of the protein corona recovered from FC HMSN_300. The protein coronas 
were formed by incubation of 10 mg particles in 1 mL pure FCS and desorbed with rehydration 
buffer for 30 min. The sample was separated on a 12 % PA gel. The size and pI markers were 
added according to the markers on parallel gels. 

The gel in Figure 27 shows the result of the protein desorption on FC HMSN_300. It resembles the gel 

seen for the native [PFCE] HMSN_300_lp with different low molecular weight proteins. On these 

particles however, AAT is most dominant. At 20 kDa/pI 6, three distinct protein spots appear which 

were barely detectable considering native HMSN_300. Unfortunately, these proteins could not be 

identified. The other main difference is in the area between 10 kDa and 15 kDa at a pI > 7: Here, the 

relative protein amount is greatly reduced.   
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Figure 28: 2D PA gel of the protein corona recovered from FC [PFCE] HMSN_300. The protein 
coronas were formed by incubation of 10 mg particles in 1 mL pure FCS and desorbed with 
rehydration buffer for 30 min. The sample was separated on a 12 % PA gel. The size and pI 
markers were added according to the markers on parallel gels. 

The gel of the protein corona recovered from FC [PFCE] HMSN_300 is shown in Figure 28. Compared 

to the protein corona from FC HMSN_300 the band of AAT at 70 kDa/pI 4-5 is not as dominant 

anymore. It is only slightly more intense than the albumin band at 70 kDa/pI 6.5. The smaller proteins 

at 60 kDa are, however, very faint. The protein spot above albumin is not visible and the proteins 

directly to the left of the albumin spot are also barely detectable. The apo A1 spot at 28 kDa/pI 6 is 

very intense and the protein spots at around 20 kDa are not visible. The small proteins remind of the 

pattern derived from native HMSN_300_lp and native [PFCE] HMSN_300_lp and differ strongly from 

the corona recovered from FC HMSN_300.  
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Figure 29: 2D PA gel of the protein corona recovered from native [hexane] HMSN_300_lp. 
The protein coronas were formed by incubation of 10 mg particles in 1 mL pure FCS and 
desorbed with rehydration buffer for 30 min. The sample was separated on a 12 % PA gel. 
The size and pI markers were added according to the markers on parallel gels. 

The results of the protein desorption of native [hexane] HMSN_300_lp is shown in Figure 29. The 

70 kDa area contains most of the detected proteins. Albumin and AAT are dominant with an intense 

area above. This area contains not only the protein at 100 kDa, which was only observed on native 

HMSN_300_lp, it also shows a faint series of dots at 150 kDa to 200 kDa. The spot to the right of 

albumin is centred at a pI of 8 and exhibits the strongest signal for all particles analysed. Apo A1 shows 

a very faint signal compared to the previously discussed particles. Yet, the spots at 20 kDa are visible, 

although much more faint than compared to the other particle systems. The pattern of the low 

molecular weight proteins is well defined and similar to the previously discussed patterns. 

Comparison based on eyesight can be misleading. Therefore, five of the most distinct and identified 

proteins were compared to each other by intensity analysis. The result is shown in Figure 30. The 

proteins analysed were AAT, albumin, apo A1, apo A2 and haemoglobin subunit α.  
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Figure 30: 2D analysis of protein corona composition of 300 nm native and hydrophobic particles. The 
five most abundant proteins recovered from native HMSN_300_lp, native [PFCE] HMSN_300_lp, FC 
HMSN_300_lp, FC [PFCE] HMSN_300 and native [hexane] HMSN_300_lp were compared. The 
proteins were identified by MS as AAT, albumin, apo A1, haemoglobin subunit-α and apo A2. The 
relative concentrations shown were calculated by assuming the five proteins analysed are the whole 
corona with the relative amount indicating the percentage of the mentioned proteins. The standard 
deviation was calculated from triplicates. The exact values are shown in the appendix in Table 27. 

As illustrated in Figure 30, the relative protein amounts analysed for native HMSN_300_lp show 40 % 

AAT, 33 % albumin, 18 % apo A1, 6 % haemoglobin subunit α and 3 % apo A2. The same proteins for 

native [PFCE] HMSN_300_lp show a decrease in AAT to 29 % and an increase of apo A1 and apo A2 to 

22 % and 8 % respectively. The addition of PFCE seems to have an impact on the relative amount of 

apolipoprotein in the corona. The corona of FC HMSN_300 shows an increase in AAT compared to the 

proteins found for native HMSN_300_lp. Albumin and apo A1 are decreased, but apo A2 is tripled in 

intensity. This finding suggests that the presence of more hydrophobic surface of the particles leads to 

a decrease in apo A1. The protein corona analysed from FC [PFCE] HMSN_300 shows a strong decrease 

for AAT compared to the same particles without PFCE. The relative albumin content did not change 

significantly, but the relative amount of apo A1 and haemoglobin subunit α did increase strongly from 

11 % to 26 % and from 4 % to 13 % respectively. The relative apo A2 amount was not changed.  

The trend of PFCE leading to an increase in the relative apolipoprotein amount and decreasing AAT on 

native HMSN_300_lp was also observed on FC HMSN_300. Comparing the proteins from native 

[hexane] HMSN_300_lp to the ones recovered from native HMSN_300_lp shows a very faint increase 

for AAT, albumin and haemoglobin subunit α by 3 to 4 percentage points each. Apo A2 remained 

constant, but the relative amount of apo A1 was halved to 9 %. These shifts are incommensurable with 

the changes seen for PFCE loading or fluorocarbon functionalisation of the particles. These results do 

however not include the changes in overall protein amount and are only in relation to the other protein 
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amounts on the same particle. As albumin is the most abundant blood protein and present in all 

samples, it is a good anchor for discussions. 

7.6.1.3. Overarching Comparison 

The differences in the 1D PA gels of the protein corona of native_HMSN_300_sp, seen in Figure 14, to 

the protein corona recovered from native_HMSN_300_lp, shown in Figure 19, is evident. The PA gel 

shown in Figure 14 shows a much better resolution of the single proteins resulting in more and sharper 

bands. The cause of this improvement could not be identified, as the protocol was not changed for this 

gel. However, the differences in band sharpness and the number of bands led to a division of the 

70 kDa band in multiple bands. Although these changes seem important, the more striking difference 

is in the protein bands with a mass of more than 100 kDa. The protein corona of native_HMSN_300_sp 

did include much more of these proteins than the corona of native_HMSN_300_lp. The remaining 

bands were harder to compare due to the split observed for native_HMSN_300_sp, but they seem 

more even. The PFCE payload did increase the amount of large proteins (> 100 kDa) for HMSN_300_sp, 

with the addition of two protein bands at more than 200 kDa. These changes, due to the presence of 

PFCE, could not be seen for HMSN_300_lp or FC HMSN_300. The remaining trends, an increase in Apo 

A1, with a slight decrease for the 70 kDa proteins. 

In general, the 2D PA gels of the protein coronas look fairly similar. At 60-70 kDa multiple proteins are 

visible, followed by a single protein spot at 27 kDa and again, several protein spots at less than 20 kDa. 

Although the 1D PA gels of the protein coronas of native HMSN_300_sp and native HMSN_300_lp 

showed significant differences in appearance, the 2D PA gels, seen in Figure 16 and Figure 25 

respectively, look very similar. However, the 70 kDa protein belt shows differences. The protein spot 

at 60 kDa/pI 6 is more intense for the HMSN_300_sp. The proteins at pI 8 with a mass of more than 

80 kDa are also more intense for these particles. The proteins at 15 kDa with a pI of more than 8 are 

more prominent for HMSN_300_lp. The protein corona of these particles after being loaded with PFCE 

are more similar. The 2D PA gels shown in Figure 17 and Figure 26, representing native [PFCE] 

HMSN_300_sp and native [PFCE] HMSN_300_lp respectively differ mainly in the amount of Apo A1 

and Apo A2, which are more prominent for native [PFCE] HMSN_300_sp. 
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7.6.2. 1500 nm Hollow Mesoporous Silica and Carbon Particles 

For further examination of the hydrophobic effects 1500 nm hollow mesoporous silica particles 

(HMSP_1500) were used as a comparison to the 300 nm sized particles used. Next to the native 

particles, HMSP_1500 were loaded with PFCE. In addition, silica particles were carbon coated and the 

silica core was removed to gain carbon replicas. Protein corona formation was performed by 

incubating 10 mg particles for 1 h in 1 mL FCS. After three washing steps with water the protein corona 

was recovered by incubating the particles in 0.5 mL desorption buffer for 30 min. 

Table 10: 1500 nm particles for hydrophobicity experiments 

native HMSP_1500 1500 nm silica particles, no modifications 

native [PFCE] HMSP_1500  1500 nm silica particles, payload: PFCE 

carbon HMSP_1500 1500 nm silica particles, carbon surface 

HMCR_1500 1500 nm carbon replicas 
 

Due to the low amount of carbon HMSP_1500 and HMCR_1500 (carbon replicas) the experiments for 

these particles could only be done in duplicates. Not enough material was available for nitrogen 

sorption measurements. Therefore, particle characterisation is not available. 

7.6.2.1. 1D PAGE Analysis 

The recovered protein corona of the particles was separated by 1D PAGE and is shown in Figure 31. 

The carbon particles show a significant decrease in overall protein amount, with no detectable proteins 

above 70 kDa. It also needs to be mentioned that 10 mg of carbon replicas is a much higher amount of 

particles than 10 mg of silica particles, as only the thin carbon coating remains after the silica is 

dissolved. This reduces the weight of each particle enormously. 
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Figure 31: 1D PA gel of 1500 nm native and hydrophobic 
particles. The particles used are native HMSP_1500, native 
[PFCE] HMSP_1500, carbon HMSP_1500 and HMCR_1500. The 
protein corona of the respective particles was formed by 
incubation in 100 % FCS and recovered from the particles with 
rehydration buffer. The protein coronas were separated on a 
12 % PA gel. 

The 1D separation of the protein coronas recovered from native HMSP_1500, native [PFCE] 

HMSP_1500, carbon HMSP_1500 and HMCR_1500 is shown in Figure 31. The protein corona of native 

HMSP_1500 shows a strong initial protein band at 220 kDa. Weaker protein bands follow at 140 kDa 

and 130 kDa. The 120 kDa protein band is only faintly visible, followed by a strong one at 90 kDa. In 

this area, starting at 100kDa down to 60 kDa, a very high background activity is noted. At 70 kDa, a 

very prominent and diffuse protein band can be observed. At 60 kDa, a distorted and small, but strong 

protein band is noted, which is followed by a faint double band at 50 kDa. Another protein band is 

seen at 27 kDa. It is intense and shows a clear bottom border, but it is horizontally elongated and has 

a blurred top. No protein bands could be detected below, although the running front exhibited 

increased intensity over a large area, encompassing the area from the running front to 15 kDa. At 10 

kDa and 13 kDa, two strong protein bands are visible. 
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The corona of native [PFCE] HMSP_1500 shows a similar pattern after separation. Yet, there are a few 

distinct differences. The intensity of the 130 kDa protein band is less, as is the 70 kDa band. In contrast, 

the double protein band at 50 kDa is more prominent. 

The corona of carbon HMSP_1500 differs greatly from that of the native HMSP_1500. In general, the 

overall protein amount is greatly reduced. The bands seen at 220 kDa, 140 kDa, 130 kDa, 120 kDa and 

90 kDa are barely visible. The band at 220 kDa is completely missing. The 70 kDa band is also weak 

compared to the 70 kDa band of native HMSP_1500. At 60 kDa, a faint band is visible. The 27 kDa 

protein band is clearly visible. The proteins in the running front show a very intense diffuse spot. The 

changes in band intensities are not only due to the lower overall protein amount. This is especially 

visible for the 220 kDa band. If it would be only due to concentration differences, the 220 kDa band 

should still be more prominent than the 120 kDa band, which is clearly distinguishable from the 

background.  

The corona recovered from HMCR_1500 is similar to the corona recovered from carbon HMSP. The 

two main differences are a more intense 70 kDa band and fainter bands for the heavy proteins, almost 

not distinguishable from the background.  A closer look at the relative intensities (compared to the 

cumulative intensity) obtained from the 1D PA gels is given in Figure 32. 

  

Figure 32: Comparison of protein intensities of 1500 nm native and hydrophobic particles 
based on 1D PAGE. To increase clarity, all band intensities were calculated relative to the most 
intense band on the gel. The particles in question were native HMSP_1500, native [PFCE] 
HMSP_1500, carbon HMSP_1500 and HMCR_1500. The standard deviation was calculated 
from triplicates and was no more than 0.05 or 10 %, whichever is higher. The exact values are 
shown in the appendix in Table 29. 

The intensities of the protein bands shown in Figure 32 confirm the previously described results. 

Surveying the data shows a similar overall pattern in the protein composition of native HMSP_1500 
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and native [PFCE] HMSN_1500. The lack of proteins above 70 kDa makes a comparison with carbon 

HMSP_1500 and HMCR unfeasible. 

The protein bands at 220 and 140 kDa are very similar to native HMSP_1500 and native [PFCE] 

HMSP_1500. For the 130 kDa band and the 70 kDa protein band, the intensities for native [PFCE] 

HMSP_1500 are halved compared to the proteins associated with native HMSP_1500. The increase in 

intensity for the 50 kDa band could be seen in this analysis as well: It doubled compared to the native 

HMSP_1500. The protein band at 90 kDa shows a much higher intensity for native [PFCE] HMSP_1500 

with double the amount of what was detected for native HMSP_1500. The low molecular weight 

proteins at 27 kDa, 13 kDa and 10 kDa all show a significantly increased protein amount for the native 

HMSP_1500 compared to the native [PFCE] HMSP_1500. The protein corona of carbon replicas shows 

an increased protein amount for all proteins compared to carbon HMSP_1500. This finding was 

expected due to their strongly decreased mass. The protein bands at 10 kDa are, however, an 

exception. The band of each particle system are similar in intensity. Comparing the protein coronas of 

HMCR_1500 and native HMSP_1500, the 70 kDa protein band is more intense than observed for 

HMCR_1500. This might be an artefact of the very irregular band form. As only a small amount of 

HMCR_1500 was available, this experiment could only be done in duplicates and has a high variance 

for the 70 kDa protein band of HMCR_1500. The 60 kDa band is also increased for the HMCR_1500. 

The other protein bands found for HMCR_1500 are less intense than the respective bands found for 

native HMSP_1500. 

The strong changes in protein intensity could be a sign for a strong difference in the corona 

composition. The composition is therefore shown in Figure 33. Since the amounts of proteins with a 

mass of more than 100 kDa are all very similar and very low, they were not shown in order to improve 

the visibility of the lower molecular range.  
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Figure 33: Comparison of relative composition of the protein corona of 1500 nm native and 
hydrophobic particles. The particles in question were native HMSP_1500_lp, native [PFCE] 
HMSP_1500, carbon HMSP_1500 and HMCR_1500. The intensities of each protein band were 
normalised compared to the overall protein amount found on the respective particle. To 
increase visibility in the low molecular weight range, the proteins with a mass of more than 
100 kDa were cut. The standard deviation was calculated from triplicates and was no more 
than 0.04 or 8 %, whichever is higher. The exact data is shown in the appendix in Table 30. 

Comparing the overall course of the curves seen in Figure 33 reveals strong similarities between the 

protein compositions of all four particle systems. All graphs show maxima at 70 kDa as well as 13 kDa 

with minima at 90 kDa, 50 kDa and 10 kDa. 

The protein corona of the native HMSP_1500 shows four main components. The 70 kDa proteins make 

up for around 20 %, the 13 kDa proteins 25 % and the 27 kDa and 10 kDa proteins make up r 15 % of 

the corona. The 90 kDa proteins contribute only 5 % to the overall protein mass and the 60 kDa and 

50 kDa proteins for even less. The corona of native [PFCE] HMSP_1500 is again made up of four main 

protein bands. However, in this case, the 90 kDa proteins makes up for about 12 %, which is more than 

double the relative amount found in the protein corona of native HMSP_1500. The 70 kDa protein 

band allocates for 15 %, which is a reduction of 5 percentage points compared to the corona of native 

HMSP_1500. The 15 kDa proteins have increased in relative abundance from 25 % to 30 %. The 27 kDa 

proteins remained stable in its contribution to the protein corona. The 10 kDa protein is reduced to a 

minor role in the protein corona of native [PFCE] HMSP_1500 with only 6 % of the total protein in the 

protein corona. The 60 kDa and 50 kDa protein bands are both below 5 %.  

The protein corona of carbon HMSP_1500 has a different composition. The main part is with 32 % the 

70 kDa proteins followed by the 13 kDa proteins with 28 %. The 10 kDa proteins contribute with 25 %. 

The 27 kDa proteins make up 10 %. The remaining 5 % of the corona are 60 kDa proteins. The protein 

corona of the carbon replicas is very similar, but shows two major differences. The relative amount of 

70 kDa proteins is increased by 10 percentage points, whereas the 10 kDa proteins are reduced by the 
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same amount. Due to the low amount of carbon HMSP_1500 and HMCR_1500, these experiments 

could only be performed in duplicates and showed a strong divergence in intensity for those two 

protein spots, one of the main reasons being an irregular shape, as is seen for the 70 kDa band of 

HMCR_1500 in Figure 31.  

 

 

Figure 34: Quantification of total protein amounts of 1500 nm 
native and hydrophobic particles. The intensities were 
calculated from 1D gels and are normalised to native 
HMSP_1500. Standard deviation was calculated from 
triplicates. The exact values are shown in the appendix in Table 
28. 

A comparison of the total protein intensity is shown in Figure 34. All intensities of a single particle were 

added and compared. Native HMSP_1500 did adsorb the most proteins, followed by native [PFCE] 

HMSN_1500 with 75 % of the protein intensity found on the unloaded particles. The corona of carbon 

HMSP_1500 showed only 34 % of the intensity of the protein corona of native HMSP_1500. The protein 

corona of HMCR_1500 exhibited 60 % intensity compared to the intensity found for native 

HMSP_1500. As carbon replicas are a lot lighter than their precursor materials, a higher amount of 

proteins adsorbed on the same weight was expected. 
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Figure 35: Simplified comparison of relative composition of the protein corona of 1500 nm 
native and hydrophobic particles. The particles in question were native HMSP_1500_lp, native 
[PFCE] HMSP_1500, carbon HMSP_1500 and HMCR_1500. The protein intensity was 
calculated from 1D gels. The standard deviation was calculated from triplicates. The exact 
values are shown in the appendix in Table 31. 

The single relative protein amounts were then grouped up according to size. The result is shown in 

Figure 35. The size categories chosen were large (more than 100 kDa), small (less than 40 kDa) and 

medium which encompassed all in between, analogous to Figure 23. Native HMSP_1500 show a 

protein corona composition of 13 % of proteins with more than 100 kDa, 30 % with 100 kDa to 40 kDa, 

and 57 % with less than 40 kDa. In case of native [PFCE] HMSP_1500, the corona consists of 17 % large 

proteins, 34 % medium sized proteins and 50 % small proteins, which represents a slight shift towards 

higher molecular. Carbon HMSP_1500 do not show any large proteins in the protein corona. About 

one third of the proteins found are medium sized, while the remaining two thirds were small proteins. 

The corona of HMCR_1500 consists of almost equal amounts of large and medium sized proteins with 

47 % and 53 % respectively. As previously mentioned, both carbon HMSP_1500 and HMCR_1500 

showed a strong divergence in the 70 kDa and the 10 kDa protein band, which might be the reason for 

this strong difference between the two particle systems. A more detailed analysis of the protein corona 

compositions of the four particle systems will be shown with the 2D PAGE results. 

7.6.2.2. 2D PAGE Analysis 

A simplified representation of the protein corona based on 2D gels is shown in Figure 36. Based on the 

2D gels, the composition of the protein corona changed significantly compared to the analysis based 

on 1D PAGE, due to the introduction of the extra dimension.  
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Figure 36: Simplified 2D analysis of relative composition of the protein corona found on 
1500 nm native and hydrophobic particles. The particles in question were native 
HMSP_1500_lp, native [PFCE] HMSP_1500, carbon HMSP_1500 and HMCR_1500. The protein 
intensity was calculated from 2D gels. The standard deviation was calculated from duplicates. 
The exact values are shown in the appendix in Table 32. 

This analysis of the protein corona based on 2D PAGE showed significant changes in protein 

composition. According to the 2D results, the protein corona of native HMSP_1500 is composed of 6 % 

large proteins and 47 % medium and small proteins. The corona of native [PFCE] HMSP_1500 shows 

an equal relative amount of large proteins compared to native HMSP_1500, but a strong increase in 

the abundance of small proteins. The small proteins make up for 61 % of the protein corona, which is 

an increase of 14 percentage points. The corona of carbon HMSP_1500 is composed of 46 % medium 

sized proteins and 54 % small proteins. Compared to the corona composition found on native 

HMSP_1500, the medium sized proteins did not change in abundance, but the small proteins were 

increased by 6 percentage points, which compensates for the missing large proteins. The corona of 

HMCR_1500 is similar to the corona of carbon HMSP_1500. The 1500 nm particles show a shift towards 

smaller proteins in the protein corona when increasing the hydrophobicity of the surface, either with 

a PFCE payload or with a carbon surface. 

Compared to the results obtained from 1D gels shown in Figure 35, the 40-100 kDa proteins are much 

stronger represented and the proteins with >100 kDa are less. This is due to the strong spread of the 

single protein spots, which makes analysis from 2D PA gels unreliable. Unlike the analysis based on the 

1D gels, both hydrophobic surfaces, PFCE and carbon, increase the relative amount of small proteins 

found, and the composition of the two carbon surfaces does not differ. This is discussed in more detail 

on the following pages. The corresponding 2D gels are shown in Figure 37, Figure 38, Figure 39 and 

Figure 40. 
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Figure 37: 2D PA gel of the protein corona recovered from native HMSP_1500. The protein 
coronas were formed by incubation of 10 mg particles in 1 mL pure FCS and desorbed with 
rehydration buffer for 30 min. The sample was separated on a 12 % PA gel. The size and pI 
markers were added according to the markers on parallel gels. 

The protein corona recovered from native HMSP_1500 is shown in the 2D gel in Figure 37. The gel 

shows the highest intensity for the apo A1 spot at 27 kDa/pI 6. The 60 kDa and 70 kDa spots are very 

defined, but compared to apo A1 weak. The albumin signal at 70 kDa/pI 6.5 is elongated, spanning 

from pI 6 to 7. Above that spot, a very prominent staining at 100 kDa is visible. Larger proteins are 

detected from pI 5 to pI 8, but are too diffuse to be reliably analysed. The AAT at 70 kDa with a pI of 

4.5 is less intense than albumin; the spots at 60 kDa/pI 4.75 and 60 kDa/pI 5.5 are even weaker. The 

low molecular range is very intense at 13 kDa from pI 7 to 10 with two strong distinct protein spots at 

pI 8.75 and 10. The former spot being haemoglobin subunit α, the latter is unknown. Apo A2 at 

10 kDa/pI 5 is clearly visible, but not very intense. On these gels, the interspace between apo A1 and 

the 60 kDa as well as the 15 kDa proteins is populated by small protein spots. The spots were too 

diffuse for intensity analysis and MS analysis was also not successful. 
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Figure 38: 2D PA gel of the protein corona recovered from native [PFCE] HMSP_1500. The 
protein coronas were formed by incubation of 10 mg particles in 1 mL pure FCS and desorbed 
with rehydration buffer for 30 min. The sample was separated on a 12 % PA gel. The size and 
pI markers were added according to the markers on parallel gels. 

Figure 38 shows the protein corona recovered from native PFCE HMSP_1500, separated by 2D PAGE. 

The proteins larger than 50 kDa are faint compared to the previous gel. However, the same protein 

spots are visible. At 70 kDa/pI 6 to 6.5, the albumin protein spot can be detected as a diffuse spot. At 

100 kDa/pI 6.5, another protein spot is observed. The spots at a lower pI range at 70 kDa are very faint 

and the previously seen protein spot at 60 kDa/pI 4.5 is merged with the 60 kDa/pI 5 to 5.5 protein 

spot. The apo A1 protein signal at 27 kDa/pI 5.5 is clear and sharp. This protein spot also seems the 

most intense on the gel. At 13 kDa, a broad band of proteins is visible from pI 7.5 to 10. Although six 

distinct spots are visible, the two most prominent ones are at pI 8.75 and 9.75. The spot at pI 8.75 was 

identified as haemoglobin subunit α. Apo A2 at 10 kDa pI 5 shows an intense signal, similar to 

haemoglobin subunit α. The PFCE payload did drastically reduce the relative amount of large and 

medium sized proteins. The intensities at the lower ranges remained similar.  
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Figure 39: 2D PA gel of the protein corona recovered from carbon HMSP_1500. The protein 
coronas were formed by incubation of 10 mg particles in 1 mL pure FCS and desorbed with 
rehydration buffer for 30 min. The sample was separated on a 12 % PA gel. The size and pI 
markers were added according to the markers on parallel gels. 

The protein corona recovered from carbon HMSP_1500 is shown in the 2D gel in Figure 39. The 

albumin spot at 70 kDa pI 6.5 shows the highest intensity at this size range. The AAT at 70 kDa pI 4.5 is 

fainter, but of similar area. The proteins between these two spots are very faint. The signal at pI 5.5 is 

visible, but extremely small. At 60 kDa size, the protein spot between pI 5.5 and 6 is very faint. In the 

more acidic area at pI 4.5, the protein spot is also barely detectable. As seen before, apo A1 shows a 

high intensity at 27 kDa pI 6.5. The lower molecular weight range is comparable to the previous gels. 

Compared to the corona recovered from native HMSP_1500, the overall protein amount decreased 

drastically. The relative composition shifted from the high molecular weight proteins around 60 to 

70 kDa to the proteins at 27 kDa, 13 and 10 kDa. The gels were loaded with the maximum possible 

amount of protein solution. 
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Figure 40: 2D PA gel of the protein corona recovered from HMCR_1500. The protein coronas 
were formed by incubation of 10 mg particles in 1 mL pure FCS and desorbed with rehydration 
buffer for 30 min. The sample was separated on a 12 % PA gel. The size and pI markers were 
added according to the markers on parallel gels. 

In Figure 40, the 2D PA gel shows the protein corona desorbed from HMCR_1500. The overall pattern 

is similar to the pattern found on carbon HMSP_1500. The main differences are in the high molecular 

weight area larger than 150 kDa. Between pI 6.5 and 7.5, a strong protein presence was measured. At 

70 kDa the first protein appears at pI 4.5 as an intense spot. At pI 5.25, the distinct dot is missing, which 

was present in all previously studied gels. The albumin spot at pI 6.5 is also still present, but very 

elongated and reaches from pI 6 to pI 7.5. Apo A1 is located at 27 kDa pI 6.5. It appears as a small 

protein spot with high intensity. In the low molecular weight range, below 15 kDa, the pattern looks 

also similar to previously discussed experiments, although the single protein spots are sharper and 

better defined. An additional protein spot did appear at 10 kDa pI 10. 

Five of the most distinct proteins were compared by total intensity and are shown in Figure 41. The 

proteins analysed are AAT, albumin, apo A1, haemoglobin subunit α and apo A2. To compare these 

particles, the intensity of each of the five proteins was divided by the sum of the five proteins, resulting 

in the percentage intensity of the single protein spots. 
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Figure 41: 2D analysis of protein corona composition of 1500 nm native and hydrophobic 
particles. The five most abundant proteins recovered from native HMSP_1500, native [PFCE] 
HMSP_1500, carbon HMSP_1500 and HMCR_1500 were compared. The proteins were 
identified by MS as AAT, albumin, apo A1, haemoglobin subunit-α and apo A2. The relative 
concentrations shown were calculated by assuming the five proteins analysed are the whole 
corona with the relative amount indicating the percentage of the mentioned proteins. The 
standard deviation was calculated from duplicates. The exact values are shown in the 
appendix in Table 33. 

As seen in Figure 41 the corona of native HMSP_1500 shows an equal relative amount of albumin and 

apo A1, around 30 %. An equal relative amount of AAT and haemoglobin with 20 % are present, 

followed by approximately 5% apo A2. The PFCE payload did increase the relative amount of apo A1 

from 27 % to 34 % in the protein corona, on the cost of albumin. The relative amount of AAT remained 

at 20 % and haemoglobin shifted only 2 percentage points and is also considered constant. Apo A2 also 

increased due to the PFCE payload by 5 percentage points from 6 % to 11 %. The particle systems with 

carbon surfaces, carbon HMSP_1500 and HMCR_1500, reveal a similar protein corona composition 

when comparing the two systems. Nonetheless, subtle differences in the surface due to the dissolution 

of the silica core cannot be excluded. Compared to the previously described silica particles, the carbon 

surface did not lead to significant changes in AAT, albumin, apo A1 and haemo adsorption. The slight 

deviations however lead to an increase of apo A2 from 6 % for the silica particles to 11 % and 9 % for 

carbon silica and carbon replicas respectively. For comparison, the apo A2 composition of the native 

PFCE particles also contained of 11 % apo A2. Yet, the carbon particles did adsorb a lot less proteins 

based on mass than native particles with 33 % and 60 % for carbon silica and carbon replicas 

respectively.  

The PFCE payload did decrease the relative amount of albumin to roughly the same amounts measured 

for AAT and haemoglobin, while the apo A1 and apo A2 increased. The carbon surface increased only 

the relative amount of apo A2 and kept the other proteins constant. 
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7.6.2.3. Overarching Comparison 

The small particles did show a different behaviour if loaded with PFCE than the corresponding large 

particles. For the native HMSN_300_lp, the PFCE payload increased the protein adsorption by 20 %. 

The protein amount of the large native particles on the other hand was reduced by 25 %. The addition 

of fluorocarbon groups on the particle surface of the native HMSN_300_lp did increase the protein 

amount massively. On the 1D gel, the protein mass was increased 2.5-fold, although only half the mass 

of particles were used. Changing the payload of the native HMSN_300_lp to hexane resulted in very 

low amounts of proteins on the surface. The 1D gel showed only 30 % of the protein mass on native 

[hexane] HMSN_300_lp compared to native HMSN_300_lp. The carbon particles also showed a strong 

reduction in protein adsorption if compared to native silica particles of the same size. The calculated 

values for the protein mass are at 33 % and 60 % for the carbon HMSP_1500 and the HMCR_1500 

respectively. The HMCR_1500 are only a thin shell of carbon without any silica core, therefore the 

10 mg used resulted in a much larger particle count compared to all other particles used. Comparing 

the simplified compositions, the effect of PFCE on small and large proteins was again inverted. On 

300 nm particles, PFCE led to a higher relative amount of small proteins (< 30 kDa) whereas on the 

1500 nm particles large (> 100 kDa) and medium (30-100 kDa) sized proteins were favoured. The 

addition of fluorocarbon groups on 300 nm particles led to an increase in medium sized proteins. The 

non-fluorinated hydrophobic surfaces did result in completely different adsorption behaviours. An n-

hexane payload resulted in an increase in large proteins on 300 nm particles. The carbon surfaces of 

the large particles did increase adsorption of medium sized proteins with no large proteins detected 

by 1D analysis. 

The analysis of 2D gels revealed more details. The analysis of the single protein spots showed an 

increase in apo A1 and apo A2 caused by the PFCE payload. This is true for both studied particle 

systems. The 300 nm particle system showed also a reduction in AAT, which might be clinically 

relevant, as local changes in concentration, or an abundance of AAT near receptors might lead to 

different cellular behaviour. 1500 nm particles on the other hand showed a slight increase in AAT, but 

a significant decrease in albumin. The relative amount of haemoglobin subunit α was unchanged for 

the 1500 nm particles. However, 300 nm particles showed an increase in haemoglobin content if a 

PFCE payload was present. The incorporation of n-hexane into the 300 nm particles increased the 

relative haemoglobin amount as well. 

Although the 1D PA gel did not reveal a strong correlation between PFCE loading and protein 

composition, the 2D gel did show that PFCE does increase apo A1 and apo A2 independent of size. The 

protein corona is too complex to be accurately analysed by 1D PA gels. 
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It is established, that hydrophobic interactions are the main driving force for protein adsorption, while 

electrostatic interactions play a subordinate role.76,271 In general, an increased protein adsorption is 

found for more hydrophobic surfaces.63,272 Gessner et al. quantified the hydrophobicity with a rose 

bengal assay and found a decrease of albumin and fibrinogen with a decrease in hydrophobicity. An 

increase was not reported for any protein, but several proteins did not follow the hydrophobicity, 

instead their amounts fluctuated. This was true for Apo A1, Apo J and IgG.63 It has to be noted, that 

only five particle systems were used for this study. Hydrophobicity on its own seems to be insufficient 

to characterise protein adsorption, which could be affirmed with the results presented. 

Fluorinated compounds are widely used in combination with proteins. Trifluoro acetic acid is a 

commonly used solvent in biotechnology. Fluorinated polyphosphazenes have been shown to adsorb 

large amounts of proteins while providing medical benefits, such as decreased platelet adherence, 

decreased inflammation and increased re-endothelialisation on stents.273,274 An increased protein 

adsorption was detected for all samples containing fluorinated substances compared to native silica 

particles. It is reported for Polyzene-F, that albumin is preferably adsorbed compared to fibrinogen 

and fibronectin.274 Although albumin was a major part of the protein corona for all particles with 

fluorinated moieties, the fluorocarbon functionalised particles did show a decreased total amount 

compared to native silica. As no fibrinogen was present in the samples, no comparison could be made 

with literature findings concerning the presence of fibrinogen. The findings of the Polyzene-F studies 

show, however, that a pure reduction of proteins on the surface of particles might not be the right 

direction for medical applications, as a protein layer can have positive biomedical properties. 

The differences in size between the 300 nm particles and the 1500 nm particles make a direct 

comparison of the hydrophobic effects, due to PFCE loading difficult. Comparing the results with the 

PFCE loading of large and small pored particles, it illustrates that the protein corona of each particle 

system remains unique. In general, the amount of apo A1 is increased, the remaining protein corona, 

however, cannot be easily compared. 

An important factor that is often overlooked when talking about “protein coronas”, especially when 

confronted with hydrophobic surfaces, is the composition of the biological medium. Blood does 

contain significant amounts of lipids, fatty acids, hormones, sugars and other non-protein molecules, 

which will be included in the “protein corona”. These lipids and low-molecular weight biomolecules 

might make a significant difference for the biodistribution, and in vivo behaviour in general, of the 

particles, which eludes researchers due to the lack of a suitable analysis tool. 
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7.7. Reduction of Protein Corona Mass by Glucosamine Functionalisation 

The bulk of functionalisations used in silica nanoparticles for biomedical applications are charged 

surfaces, often with the goal to reduce the amount of proteins bound, such as with zwitterionic 

functionalisation. Glucosamine functionalised silica particles showed interesting properties, most 

notably a strongly reduced protein amount in preliminary studies.275 In vitro, the glucosamine particles 

showed an increased uptake in C2C12 cells, compared to PEI functionalised particles and non-

functionalised particles. Thus, the protein corona composition was analysed more closely. 

The particles used were 250 nm mesoporous silica particles with amino and glucosamine 

functionalisation, AM MSN_250 and AM-GS MSN_250 respectively. The protein corona was formed by 

incubating 20 mg of the respective particles for 1 h in 1 mL 100 % FCS. After three washing steps with 

water, the protein corona was recovered by incubating the particles in 0.5 mL rehydration buffer for 

30 min. A short characterisation of the particles is shown in Table 11. 

Table 11: Short particle characterisation of 250 nm glucosamine particles 

Particle chemical surface surface area* pore volume† pore size ζ-potential‡ 

AM MSN_250 amino 1020 m2/g n/a 3.4 nm +29 mV 

AM-GS MSN_250 glucosamine 850 m2/g n/a  3.0 nm +30 mV 
*BET †DFT ‡in 0.1 mM KCl 

7.7.1. 1D PAGE Analysis 

The recovered proteins were first separated by 1D PAGE, followed by 2D PAGE. The 1D gel of the 

protein corona recovered from AM MSN_250 and AM-GS MSN_250 is shown in Figure 42.  

 

Figure 42: 1D PA gel of AM/AM-GS particles. AM MSN_250 and AM-GS MSN_250 were 
used for protein desorption experiments. The protein corona was formed by 
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incubation in 100 % FCS and recovered from the particles with rehydration buffer. The 
protein coronas were separated on a 12 % PA gel. 

Comparing the intensities of the proteins recovered from AM MSN_250 to AM-GS MSN_250, the AM 

MSN_250 particles contain sevenfold more protein in their corona than the AM-GS particles. The 

protein pattern found in the corona of AM MSN_250 shows a distinct band at 212 kDa, followed by a 

faint one at 150 kDa. At 110 kDa, a sharp but faint band follows. Another faint protein band is detected 

at 90 kDa, followed by a massive band at 70 kDa. This band is the most intense on the gel, and is 

characterised by jagged edges and trailed by smeared proteins up to 50 kDa. At 60 kDa a strong signal 

is observed, followed by weak at 44 kDa and 36 kDa. In addition, a strong band is seen at 27 kDa 

followed by a faint band at 10 kDa in the running front. The protein corona recovered from AM-GS 

MSN_250 was difficult to analyse, as the bands are all extremely faint and blend into the background. 

However, the high molecular weight protein bands at 212 kDa, 150 kDa and 110 kDa seem slightly 

increased. The 90 kDa protein band looks a little bit fainter as the corresponding band in the corona of 

AM MSN_250. The 70 kDa band is only as intense as the 212 kDa band, and therefore in total much 

weaker in intensity than the corresponding protein band of AM MSN_250. All following protein bands 

are also very weak, only the protein band at 27 kDa is still visible. A logarithmic representation of the 

protein intensities measured for the coronas recovered from the two particles is shown in Figure 43. 

 

Figure 43: Comparison of protein intensities of AM/AM-GS MSN 250. To increase clarity, all 
band intensities were calculated relative to the most intense band on the gel. The relative 
intensity is plotted with a logarithmic scale. The standard deviation was calculated from 
triplicates and was no more than 0.03 or 8 %, whichever is higher. The exact values are shown 
in the appendix in Table 34. 

The plotted intensities measured for the proteins found in the corona of AM MSN_250 and AM-GS 

MSN_250 are shown in Figure 43. As was seen throughout the thesis, the overall pattern between the 

protein coronas follow the same trends, although the differences are very prominent. Both graphs 
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show a maximum at 70 kDa with a minimum on either side. The graph for AM MSN_250 is however 

much more erratic. 

Upon closer examination, the result corroborates the analysis based on eyesight. The protein bands at 

21 kDa and 150 kDa are more intense for AM-GS MSN_250 whereas all other protein bands are much 

more prominent for the AM MSN_250. The strong discrepancy in overall protein amount is also easily 

visible. The relative composition of the protein coronas for both particle types is shown in Figure 44. 

 

Figure 44: Comparison of relative composition of the protein corona of AM/AM-GS MSN_250. 
The intensity of each protein band was normalised to the overall protein amount found on the 
respective particle. All values are based on 1D PA gels. The standard deviation was calculated 
from triplicates and was no more than 0.04 or 8 %, whichever is higher. The exact values are 
shown in the appendix in Table 35. 

The protein corona recovered from AM MSN_250 showed two prominent protein bands, the protein 

band at 70 kDa and at 27 kDa with 50 % and 25 % overall intensity, respectively. The 60 kDa protein 

band makes up 7 % of the corona. All remaining protein bands are below 5 %. The protein corona 

recovered from AM-GS MSN_250 contains 30 % proteins with a size of 212 kDa and 34 % proteins with 

a size of 70 kDa. 27 kDa proteins make up for 12 % of the proteins found. These values were reduced 

to a simplified corona composition and are shown in Figure 45.  
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Figure 45: Simplified relative composition of the protein corona of AM/AM-GS 
MSN_250. The protein intensity was calculated from 1D gels. The standard 
deviation was calculated from duplicates. The exact values are shown in the 
appendix in Table 36. 

The simplification of the protein corona composition shows a significant difference between the two 

analysed particles. The protein corona of AM MSN_250 consists of 63 % medium sized proteins with a 

mass of 40 kDa to 100 kDa. 31 % of the proteins are smaller than 40 kDa and 6 % are heavier than 

100 kDa. The corona of AM-GS MSN_250, however, shows a composition of 45 % heavy proteins, 43 % 

medium sized proteins and 12 % small proteins.  

7.7.2. 2D PAGE Analysis 

A more detailed analysis was done based on 2D PA gels. A simplified corona composition based on 2D 

gels is shown in Figure 46. 

 

Figure 46: Simplified 2D analysis of relative composition of the protein corona 
of AM/AM-GS MSN_250. The protein intensities were calculated from 2D gels. 
The standard deviation was calculated from duplicates. The exact values are 
shown in Table 37. 
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The protein corona composition for AM MSN_250 based on 2D PAGE is almost identical as the 

composition analysed by 1D PAGE. The corona is mostly composed of medium sized proteins with 63 % 

followed by 27 % proteins with a size of less than 40 kDa. The remaining 10 % of the proteins are larger 

than 100 kDa. A significant change was seen for the corona of AM-GS MSN_250. The analysis of 1D 

PAGE showed only 12 % proteins with less than 40 kDa in the protein corona of AM-GS MAN_250, 

whereas the analysis based on 2D PAGE shows 39 % small proteins. This is mainly due to the very 

scattered proteins at very high molecular weight, which could not be analysed and led to a strong 

reduction of the overall heavy proteins. Therefore, the analysis was very difficult with a strong shift 

towards medium and small sized proteins. To circumvent this problem, the gels will be discussed in 

detail, followed by a comparison of AAT, albumin, apo A1, haemo and apo A2. 

 

Figure 47: 2D PA gel of the protein corona recovered from AM MSN_250. The protein coronas 
were formed by incubation of 20 mg particles in 1 mL pure FCS and desorbed with rehydration 
buffer for 30 min. The sample was separated on a 12 % PA gel. The size and pI markers were 
added according to the markers on parallel gels. 

The protein corona recovered from AM MSN_250 is shown in the 2D gel in Figure 47. The large proteins 

between 250 kDa and 100 kDa run in a vertical streak at pI 5.5 and as a large chequered area between 

pI 7 and pI 8.5. Due to the spread area, the quantification was challenging. At 70 kDa, the previously 

observed split of the proteins is visible. The AAT protein spot centred at 70 kDa pI 4.5 is horizontally 

elongated, ranging from pI 3 to pI 5.5. At pI 5.5, a small round spot is visible as part of a vertical line, 
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ranging from 250 kDa to 30 kDa. Between pI 6.5 and 7.5, the albumin spot is located. The 60 kDa spot 

between pI 4 and pI 5.5 has merged with the AAT spot. At pI 6, the protein spot shows strong intensity. 

Between 60 kDa and 30 kDa, multiple small protein spots can be observed, which might end up as the 

distinguishable protein bands seen in 1D gels. At 30 kDa, the centre of the gel shows the protein spot 

associated with apo A1.  The intensity seems equal to the intensity of the albumin spot. In the area 

below the apo A1 and above the 15 kDa mark, several protein dots are visible. Directly below the 

15 kDa marking, a horizontal band is seen between pI 7 and pI 10, with 3 distinct protein spots at pI 9, 

9.5 and 10, the last of them associated with haemoglobin subunit α. At 10 kDa/pI 5 and 10 kDa/pI 5.5, 

two protein spots are seen. The protein spot at pI 5.5 was identified by MS analysis as apo A2. 

 

Figure 48: 2D PA gel of the protein corona recovered from AM-GS MSN_250. The protein 
coronas were formed by incubation of 20 mg particles in 1 mL pure FCS and desorbed with 
rehydration buffer for 30 min. The sample was separated on a 12 % PA gel. The size and pI 
markers were added according to the markers on parallel gels. 

The protein corona recovered from AM-GS MSN_250 is shown in the 2D PA gel in Figure 48. The area 

of the gel above 50 kDa looks much more uniform than the gel of the corona of AM MSN_250. The 

intensity of 60 kDa and 70 kDa proteins is close to the intensity of the proteins between 250 kDa and 

100 kDa. The staining of the vertical protein streak at pI 5.5 is much stronger than previously observed. 

The area between pI 6 and pI 8.5 and 250 kDa and 100 kDa is again chequered with protein spots, 

which are more intense than previously seen for AM MSN_250. The proteins at 70 kDa are diminished 
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to an intensity similar to the large proteins. AAT, albumin and the protein spots at 70 kDa pI 5.5as well 

as 60 kDa pI 6 are still discernible. At 30 kDa pI 6.5 the apo A1 dot is by far the most intense one on the 

gel. The horizontal streak from pI 7 to 10 at 15 kDa is faintly visible, while the protein spot which was 

seen as part of this streak before is still visible at pI 10. The twin protein spots at 10 kDa/pI 5 and 

10 kDa/pI 5.5 are also clearly observable. The small proteins which flecked the 2D PA gel of the corona 

recovered from AM MSN_250 are not visible, with the exception of two very light clusters at 50 kDa pI 

6.5.  

The overall intensity of AAT, albumin, apo A1, apo A2 and haemoglobin subunit α was compared and 

is illustrated in Figure 49.  

 

Figure 49: 2D analysis of protein corona composition of AM/AM-GS MSN_250. 
The five most accessible proteins recovered from the before mentioned 
particles were plotted according to their relative abundance, assuming the five 
proteins are the whole protein corona. The proteins were identified by MS 
analysis as AAT, albumin, apo A1, haemoglobin subunit α and apo A2. The 
standard deviation was calculated from duplicates. Exact values are shown in 
the appendix in Table 38. 

As seen in Figure 49, the protein corona of AM MSN_250 is mostly composed of albumin, followed by 

AAT and apo A1 with 34 %, 31 % and 27 % respectively. Apo A2 makes up for 5 % and haemoglobin 

subunit α for 3 % of the corona. The corona recovered from AM-GS MSN_250 consists of 35 % apo A1, 

followed by 23 % albumin. The remaining three proteins make up for the rest of the corona in similar 

parts, AAT makes up for 16 %, while apo A2 and haemoglobin subunit α make up for 14 % and 12 % 

respectively. As observed during the analysis of the 2D gels, the vast amount of large proteins make a 

clear comparison impossible, however, the relative changes shown in Figure 49 highlight the immense 

changes in corona composition due to the glucosamine functionalisation. The strong decrease in 

overall protein amount is also not included. The glucosamine surface strongly decreased the amount 

of proteins bound on the surface and changed the composition. For in vivo experiments, both factors 
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need to be considered. The vast amount of large proteins on the surface of AM-GS MSN_250 compared 

to all previously seen particle systems might be a driving force for the particles in vivo behaviour, as 

might be the high amount of bound apo A1. As the particles show an overall strongly reduced overall 

protein amount, it is at the moment unforeseeable which effect would take precedence. If the apo A1 

effect is strong enough, it might lead to prolonged blood circulation times and accumulation in the 

liver. 

The particles discussed in this chapter were part of a cell vitality and cellular uptake study performed 

by Anna Mutschler during her Masters Thesis.275 In summary, glucosamine functionalisation led to an 

increase in cytotoxicity for all particles tested, as was measured by a CellTiterGlo® assay. Cellular 

uptake was analysed by confocal microscopy. These experiments revealed an increased uptake of the 

AM-GS MSN_250 in C2C12 cells. This might be the influence of the glucose functionalisation leading to 

increased phagocytosis. The low protein amount found on the particles does indicate that the 

functionalisation might be still visible to the cell. As the actual physical thickness of the protein corona 

could not be calculated, this theory can only be confirmed with further experiments. The increase of 

particle uptake due to sugar-functionalisation was already known276,277, unfortunately no protein 

adsorption data is presented to compare the findings presented in this chapter. 

Reduction of the overall protein amount desorbed to nanoparticles is most commonly done by 

PEGylation, PEIylation and by the usage of zwitterionic moieties. PEG is not biodegradable and 

therefore may accumulate in the body278 and has been proofed to cause immune responses.279 

Therefore, alternatives should be used for medical applications, especially for long term treatment. 

AM-GS as a functional group showed promising results concerning protein corona reduction on silica 

nanoparticles as well as the ability to be used as a targeting agent. 

It was shown by Mamaeva et al.276, that glucose functionalised particles did accumulate in the tumour 

of a mouse model directly after injection and was retained there for at least 24 h. A control system of 

particles without glucose did not show early accumulation, however, the particles without glucose did 

accumulate over time. The difference in early accumulation was hereby attributed to the higher 

opsonisation and active targeting effects of the glucose functionalised particles, which was more 

distinct in in vivo experiments than in the in vitro preliminary investigation. Although the particles used 

in the study presented here were not identical to the ones used by Mamaeva et al., the same trends 

were visible for the in vitro investigations. Therefore, further investigation of their in vivo behaviour 

might yield interesting biodistribution details. 
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7.7.3 Overarching comparison 

Comparing the 1D PA gel of the protein coronas recovered from AM MSN_250 and AM-GS MSN_250 

seen in Figure 42 with the previously discussed 1D PA gels of native and FC HMSN_300, as seen in 

Figure 19, the protein band distribution looks fairly similar. The protein corona of AM MSN_250 shows 

an additional band at 210 kDa and a stronger Apo A1 protein band at 27 kDa with no discernible bands 

with less than 27 kDa. The protein corona of AM-GS MSN_250 was hardly visible on the 1D PA gel.  

The comparison of the 2D PA gels shows more differences. Again, the basic structure of the protein 

spots seen for the protein corona of native HMSP_300_lp (Figure 25) and the protein corona recovered 

from AM MSN_250 (Figure 47) is similar. However, several changes can be discerned. The 60-70 kDa 

protein belt looks fairly similar, but a higher intensity for the dispersed protein spots at 100 kDa and 

more can be seen. The proteins at 15 kDa show also a much more prominent and seemingly unbroken 

protein belt from pI 7.5 to pI 10. In general, the protein bands are more prominent against the 

background, due to a higher overall protein amount in the solution, resulting in a better signal to noise 

ratio. The protein solution could be made in a higher concentration, due to a doubling in the particle 

amount used for the experiments. The 2D PA gel of the protein corona recovered from AM-GS 

MSN_250 (Figure 48) shows striking differences to the protein corona of native HMSP_300_lp (Figure 

25). The 70 kDa protein belt for the corona of AM-GS MSN_250 is less developed, especially the AAT 

spot (70 kDa/pI 3.5-5) is hardly visible. The albumin spot, and the other visible spots are also strongly 

diminished for AM-GS MSN_250. The high molecular weight proteins are still very dispersed for this 

particle system, but intensely stained compared to the visible, but faint, staining for the native 

HMSP_300_lp. Both Apo A1 and Apo A2 show strong protein bands for AM-GS MSN_250, while the 

remaining low molecular weight proteins at 15 kDa and less are very faint. As the protein corona of 

AM-GS MSN_250 consists of only little proteins, compared to the AM MSN_250 and native 

HMSN_300_lp, it is possible that the proteins visible in the 2D PA gel of AM-GS MSN_250 do not form 

strong protein-protein interactions. This would imply, that these proteins are only bound to the corona 

by particle-protein interactions resulting in minimal additional protein recruitment to the protein 

corona and therefore less protein mass around the particles. 
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7.8. Influence of Charged Moieties on Corona Formation 

The impact of charged moieties on the surface of particles on biodistribution and biological fate is 

already quite well documented in literature. The influence of the surface on protein corona formation, 

however, is often neglected. Therefore, mesoporous silica particles were functionalised with an 

assortment of charged moieties and analysed by 1D and partially 2D PAGE. A list of the used particles 

is shown in Table 12 with a short characterisation shown in Table 13. 

Table 12: 1500 nm particles used for the analysis of charged surface functionalisation 

native MSP_1500 1500 nm silica particles, no modification 

carboxy MSP_1500 1500 nm silica particles, carboxyl surface 

amino MSP_1500 1500 nm silica particles, amino surface 

DMA MSP_1500 1500 nm silica particles, dimethyl amino surface 

zwitter MSP_1500 1500 nm silica particles, zwitterionic surface, dimethylamino-propionic acid 
 

Table 13: Short particles characterisation of 1500 nm charged particles 

Particle chemical surface surface area* pore volume† pore size ζ-potential‡ 

native MSP_1500 silica 838 m2/g 0.59 mL/g 3.54 nm - 16.9 mV 

carboxy MSP_1500 carboxy 589 m2/g 0.44 mL/g 3.54 nm - 30.8 mV 

amino MSP_1500 amino 631 m2/g 0.32 mL/g 2.93 nm + 14.3 mV 

DMA MSP_1500 dimethylamino 533 m2/g 0.29 mL/g 2.57 nm + 25.3 mV 

zwitter MSP_1500 zwitterionic 402 m2/g 0.28 mL/g 2.57 nm + 8.8 mV 
*BET †DFT ‡in 0.1 mM KCl 

7.8.1. 1D PAGE Analysis 

The protein corona was formed by incubating 10 mg particles for 1 h in 1 mL 100 % FCS according to 

the established standard protocol. After three washing steps with water, the protein corona was 

recovered by incubation of the particles in 0.5 mL desorption buffer for 30 min. A 1D PA gel of the 

protein corona recovered from the functionalised MSP_1500 is shown in Figure 50. 
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Figure 50: 1D PA gel of particles functionalised with charged 
moieties. The particles used are native MSP_1500, carboxy 
MSP_1500, amino MSP_1500, DMA MSP_1500 and zwitter 
MSP_1500. The protein corona of the respective particles was 
formed incubation in 100 % FCS and recovered from the 
particles with rehydration buffer. The protein coronas were 
separated on a 12 % PA gel. 

The protein corona recovered from native MSP_1500 is shown in the second lane of the 1D PA gel in 

Figure 50. The first protein band is detectable at 200 kDa, followed by a faint band at 120 kDa. At 

100 kDa, a double band is detectable. A protein band at 80 kDa is followed by a stronger one at 70 kDa. 

This very intense protein band is trailed by protein bands at 65 kDa, 60 kDa, 53 kDa and 48 kDa. Due 

to the high background activity in this area and smeared proteins, the 60 kDa and 58 kDa bands are 

hard to see. A further signal follows at 35 kDa with additional faint ones at 30 kDa and 27 kDa. At 

20 kDa and 17 kDa, further bands are indicated. Between 15 kDa and 10 kDa the background is 

increased with a band at 12 kDa. A last band is visible in the running front at 10 kDa. 

The protein corona recovered from carboxy MSP_1500 shows an overall picture similar to the other 

experiments, although several changes are noticeable. At 165 kDa, a new protein band appeared and 

the double protein band at 100 kDa is more intense. The 70 kDa protein is again the most intense band 

of the lane, it is, however, less intense than for the proteins recovered from native MSP_1500. The 
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protein corona recovered from carboxy MSP_1500 shows a decrease at 65 kDa, but an increase at 

53 kDa and 48 kDa. At 20 kDa and 17 kDa, two faint bands emerged. The remaining protein bands 

appear the same.  

In the fourth lane, the protein corona recovered from amino MSP_1500 was separated. At the top, a 

faint protein band appeared at approximately 350 kDa. The protein band at 200 kDa is similar in 

intensity as the same protein band for the native MSP_1500. The next distinction to the corona of 

native MSP_1500 is at 70 kDa. The protein band is less intense. The corona of amino MSP_1500 shows 

a weaker protein bands than the corona of native MSP_1500 below 70 kDa, and below 40 kDa. Only a 

faint protein band appears at 27 kDa. The running front seems slightly more intense than the running 

front without proteins. 

The protein corona of DMA MSP_1500 is separated in lane five. The 350 kDa band is much more 

prominent compared to the corona of amino MSP_1500, as are the bands at 200 kDa and 100 kDa. The 

area between 100 kDa and 70 kDa is generally more intense for DMA MSP_1500. The 70 kDa protein 

band seems less intense and the remaining protein bands are similar to the ones seen for the amino 

MSP_1500. The lane is, however, thinner than the other lanes on this gel. 

In the last lane shown in Figure 50, the protein corona of zwitter MSP_1500 was separated. The protein 

composition seems almost identical to the protein corona recovered from DMA MSP_1500. The 

protein bands are, however, in general more intense.  

The more negatively charged surface of the carboxy MSP_1500 seems to have favoured new proteins 

of 165 kDa size to be adsorbed into the corona. In addition, an increase for the double protein band at 

100 kDa was noted. Further, the protein bands at 50 kDa, 20 kDa and 17 kDa are increased. The more 

positive particles, amino, DMA and zwitter MSP_1500, did show an increase for all large proteins, with 

the exception of the 165 kDa protein band, which was not seen. At less than 27 kDa, no proteins were 

detected in the corona of all these particles. 

Comparing the protein corona of amino MSP_1500 to the corona of AM MSN_250, we see two 

different protein coronas. The corona of amino MSP_1500 shows less proteins at 28 kDa and more 

proteins band above 70 kDa. Due to the different functionalisation methods used, it is unclear how 

impactful the different size or the different functionalisation is. 
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Figure 51: Quantification of total protein amounts of particles 
functionalised with charged moieties. All intensities were 
calculated from 1D gels and are normalised to native 
MSP_1500. Standard deviation was calculated from triplicates. 
The exact values are shown in the appendix in Table 39. 

The protein coronas found on the analysed particles did differ in overall protein amount. A graphical 

representation is shown in Figure 51. The most proteins were found on native MSP_1500. Carboxy 

functionalisation implicates a decrease of 19 %. Amino and dimethylamino functionalisation lead to a 

decrease in the amount of proteins adsorbed, with a reduction of 37 % and 39 % respectively 

compared to native particles. Due to the deficiencies of the measurement method, this can be 

regarded as an equal decrease, resulting from the positively charged surface. The protein amount 

found on zwitterionic particles was reduced by 19 % compared to the protein corona found on native 

MSP_1500. The changes could not be attributed on the surface area or directly on any other 

physicochemical characteristic. However, in general, positive surface charge seems to lead to less 

protein on the particle surface. 
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Figure 52: Comparison of protein intensities of particles functionalised with charged moieties 
based on 1D PAGE. To increase clarity, all band intensities were calculated relative to the most 
intense band on the gel. The particles in question are native MSP_1500, carboxy MSP_1500, 
amino MSP_1500, DMA MSP_1500 and zwitter MSP_1500. The molecular weight of the 
proteins is shown in a logarithmic scale. The standard deviation was calculated from triplicates 
and was no more than 0.04 or 8 %, whichever is higher. The exact values are shown in the 
appendix in Table 40. 

The graphical representation of the protein intensities shown in Figure 52 highlights on the very similar 

pattern seen for the coronas of the different particles, and confirms simultaneously the discussed 

differences between the protein coronas of the different particles.  

For all particle systems, most proteins show a very similar intensity, within 5 percentage points of each 

other. These proteins will not be discussed further. The 70 kDa protein band makes up the majority of 

detected protein mass for all particles. Native MSP_1500 shows the highest intensity. This is followed 

by equal amounts for the coronas of carboxy and zwitter MSP_1500, which exhibit 30 % less than the 

protein corona of the native MSP_1500. The coronas of amino and DMA MSP_1500 follow with 57 % 

and 55 % protein amount respectively. The largest protein at 350 kDa was only detectable for the 

coronas recovered from the positively charged particles DMA, amino and zwitter MSP_1500. In case 

of DMA MSP_1500, the 350 kDa protein shows an intensity of 0.42, zwitter MSP_1500 0.36 and amino 

MSP_1500 0.30. The 165 kDa protein was exclusively seen in the protein corona of the carboxy 

particles, with an intensity of 0.05. The protein band at 130 kDa was strongest for DMA and zwitter 

particles, which might be due to their more hydrophobic nature. The corona of zwitter MSP_1500 

showed an intensity of 0.18 and the corona of DMA MSP_1500 an intensity of 0.11 for the 130 kDa 

proteins. On native particles, an intensity of 0.06, while on the remaining two particles an intensity of 

less than 0.03 could be measured. The intensity of the 13 kDa protein band was 0.21 and 0.19 in the 

corona of native and carboxy MSP_1500. The remaining particle systems depicted only background 

effects. In the running front, all proteins with less than 10 kDa mass formed the least measurable 
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protein band. The intensity was strongest for the corona of native MSP_1500 with a value of 0.41, 

followed by carboxy MSP_1500 with 0.28 and for zwitter and amino MSP_1500 with 0.15. Lastly, for 

DMA MSP_1500 only 0.05 was detected. These changes were transferred into individual corona 

compositions for the five functionalised particle systems in Figure 53. 

 

Figure 53: Comparison of the relative protein composition found on particles functionalised 
with charged moieties based on 1D PAGE. To increase clarity, all intensities were normalised 
compared to the overall protein amount found on the respective particles. The particles in 
question are native MSP_1500, carboxy MSP_1500, amino MSP_1500, DMA MSP_1500 and 
zwitter MSP_1500. The molecular weight of the proteins is shown in a logarithmic scale. The 
standard deviation was calculated from triplicates and was no more than 0.04 or 8 %, 
whichever is higher. The exact values are shown in the appendix in Table 41. 

The relative intensities shown in Figure 53 are more grouped. Regarding the values, only 5 proteins 

show significant differences in their relative abundance: 350 kDa, 130 kDa, 47 kDa, 13 kDa and 10 kDa. 

For native MSP_1500, the protein corona consists mostly of proteins with a size of 70 kDa, followed by 

10 kDa and 13 kDa sized proteins with 46 %, 19 % and 11 % respectively. The remaining proteins are 

only present in trace amounts. The protein corona of carboxy MSP_1500 shows a very similar 

composition with 38 %, 16 % and 11 % respectively. The strongest shift was noted for the corona of 

amino MSP_1500. The disappearance of the 13 kDa protein band and the appearance of the 350 kDa 

protein band can now clearly be seen. The main proteins found in the corona are 70 kDa, 350 kDa, 10 

kDa and 47 kDa in size with 41 %, 21 %, 12 % and 7 % with the remaining proteins in trace amounts. A 

further change is visible for the corona of DMA MSP_1500. The proteins of 10 kDa size are greatly 

reduced and 130 kDa proteins are increased. The 350 kDa band is even more intense than for the 

amino MSP_1500. The protein corona of DMA MSP_1500 consists of 38 % of proteins with 70 kDa and 

32 % proteins sized 350 kDa. The 130 kDa proteins only make up 9 % of the proteins in the corona, 

while the 10 kDa proteins are reduced to 4 %. At last, zwitter MSP_1500 show a protein corona similar 
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to both amino and DMA MSP_1500. The corona mostly consists of 70 kDa, 350 kDa, 130 kDa and 

10 kDa proteins with 39 %, 20 %, 10 % and 9 % respectively. 

 

Figure 54: Simplified comparison of relative composition of the protein corona found on 
particles functionalised with charged moieties based on 1D PAGE. The particles in question 
are native MSP_1500, carboxy MSP_1500, amino MSP_1500, DMA MSP_1500 and zwitter 
MSP_1500. Standard deviation was calculated from triplicates. The exact values are shown in 
the appendix in Table 42. 

A simpler overview is shown in Figure 54 by grouping the proteins according to their size. The size 

categories chosen were large (more than 100 kDa), small (less than 40 kDa) and medium which 

encompassed all in between. The corona of the native MSP_1500 is mostly composed of medium sized 

proteins with 57 %, followed by 37 % small proteins and 6 % large proteins. The corona of carboxy 

MSP_1500 shows a higher relative amount of large proteins: It is increased by 5 percentage points, 

whereas the medium sized proteins are reduced by the same relative amount. The positively charged 

amino MSP_1500 exhibit a protein corona with a noticeable increase of large proteins and a strong 

decrease in small proteins. The relative amount of medium sized proteins lies between the amounts 

measured for carboxy and native MSP_1500. The large proteins make up for 27 % of the protein 

corona, medium sized proteins for 54 % and small proteins make up for only 19 %. This trend is 

continued for the protein corona of DMA MSP_1500. Large proteins are further increased, with a small 

decrease for medium sized proteins and a very sharp drop in small proteins. It consists of 45 % large 

proteins, 48 % medium sized proteins and 7 % small proteins. The corona of zwitter MSP_1500 shows 

more medium and small sized proteins than the corona of DMA particles. Large proteins make up for 

35 %, medium sized proteins for 53 % and the remaining 12 % are small proteins. The positive charge 

seems to increase the relative amount of large proteins in the corona, as seen for amino MSP_1500 

and the more positively charged DMA MSP_1500, with a decrease for the more neutral zwitter 
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MSP_1500. After plotting the results in accordance to the ζ-potential of the particles, there is no 

pattern visible. 

7.8.2. 2D PAGE Analysis 

Due to time limitations, only 2D PA gels of the protein coronas of DMA and zwitter MSP_1500 could 

be made, these trends could not be cross-checked with 2D PA gels. Please note also that the gels were 

only made in duplicates. As the gels show only very few protein spots, the addition of the pI and size 

scale was only possible as an approximation and the values differ quite between the gels. 

 

Figure 55: 2D PA gel of the protein corona recovered from DMA MSP_1500. The protein 
coronas were formed by incubation of 10 mg particles in 1 mL pure FCS and desorbed with 
rehydration buffer for 30 min. The sample was separated on a 12 % PA gel. The size and pI 
markers were added according to the markers on parallel gels. 

The protein corona recovered from DMA MSP_1500 and separated by 2D PAGE is shown in Figure 55. 

The 2D gel looks very empty with only seven protein spots visible. Most of the proteins are located 

between 80 kDa and 60 kDa in size, and are discussed from low pI to high pI without regard of their 

size. The first, intense protein spot is AAT at 70 kDa/pI 4.5. Below the AAT follows an unidentified spot 

at 60 kDa/pI 4.5 which is faint and scattered. At 60 kDa/pI 5.5, another unidentified spot can be 

detected. Although the whole surface area is stained, sub-spots are visible. Between pI 6 and pI 6.5 at 

70 kDa, albumin shows a strong signal without any discontinuance. Two additional faint spots are 

visible at 70 kDa/pI 7 and 80 kDa/pI 7.5. The last protein spot on the gel is apo A1 at 25 kDa/pI 5.5, 

visible as a double spot. 
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Figure 56: 2D PA gel of the protein corona recovered from zwitter MSP_1500. The protein 
coronas were formed by incubation of 10 mg particles in 1 mL pure FCS and desorbed with 
rehydration buffer for 30 min. The sample was separated on a 12 % PA gel. The size and pI 
markers were added according to the markers on parallel gels. 

The 2D PA gel of the protein corona recovered from zwitter MSP_1500 is shown in Figure 56. The 

protein pattern is minimalistic and shows only 5 protein spots. The AAT protein spot at 70 kDa/pI 4 is 

faint but well defined. Compared to the DMA gel, the spot appears weaker. Albumin at 70 kDa/pI 6 

seems more intense than the spot for DMA. The 60 kDa/pI 4.5 protein spot is very faint and diffuse, 

whereas the one at 60 kDa/pI 5.5 is large and dark. The last protein spot is the double spot of apo A1 

at 25 kDa/pI 5.5. 

The two protein coronas derived from the analysis of the 2D PA gels are compared in Figure 57. 
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Figure 57: 2D analysis of protein corona composition of DMA 
MSP_1500 and zwitter MSP_1500. All proteins detectable on the 2D 
PA gels were analysed and are shown in their relative abundance.  Only 
three proteins could be identified, AAT, albumin and apo A1. The 
remaining proteins are named “size [kDa]/pI”. No standard deviation 
was calculated, as the results are based on unique gels for the 
respective particles. The exact values are shown in the appendix in 
Table 43. 

The comparison of the protein coronas of DMA and zwitter MSP_1500 based on 2D PAGE is shown in 

Figure 57. For DMA, the proteins with 60 kDa/pI 4.5, 70 kDa/pI 7 and 80 kDa/pI 7.5 show the same 

intensity as apo A1 with 10 % to 13 %. The proteins with 60 kDa/pI 5.5 make up for 15 % of the corona. 

AAT contributes 18 % to the corona and the remaining 20 % are albumin. 

The corona of zwitter MSP_1500 shows only 11 % of 60 kDa pI 4.5 proteins. AAT makes up for 18 %. 

This means, that both of these proteins did not change in relative amounts compared to the corona of 

DMA MSP_1500, which is intriguing, as the two proteins at pI 7 and 7.5 are missing. The relative 

amount of apo A1 in the protein corona was increased by 7 percentage points to 19 % compared to 

the protein corona of DMA MSP_1500. The proteins with 60 kDa pI 5.5 make up for 21 % of the whole 

corona and albumin for 30 %, which is an increase of 6 percentage points and 10 percentage points 

respectively. 

Although DMA MSP_1500 have a higher positive charge, zwitter MSP_1500 also have a positively 

charged surface (in 0.5 M KCl). Therefore, the lack of the proteins at pI 7 and pI 7.5 resulting in more 

negatively charged proteins on the more neutral particles was surprising. As the proteins could not be 

identified, no inference can be made. This was already known in literature. Some proteins follow the 

expected trend to bind to differently charged surfaces, as was shown on gold280 and polystyrene NPs62.  

Other proteins show adsorption behaviour independent of the charge of the surface and the pI of the 

protein as was shown for iron oxide NPs281 and silica NPs76. 
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Unfortunately, due to the very low overall protein adsorption, a more detailed analysis was not 

possible. Higher amounts of protein could not be used, as the particle amount was insufficient. A fresh 

synthesis would be required to repeat the experiments with an initial concentration of 30-40 mg 

particles for the protein corona formation. 

7.8.3. Overarching Comparison 

The comparison of the 1D PA gel of the protein coronas from the multiple charged particles seen in 

Figure 50 and the AM and AM-GS MSN_250 seen in Figure 42 shows a strong decrease in overall 

protein amount as well as for the 27 kDa protein band of amino MSP_1500 compared to AM MSN_250. 

A striking difference was however observed for the 2D PA gels of the protein coronas of the particles. 

Both protein coronas seen in the 2D PA gels of the coronas of DMA and zwitter MSP_1500, Figure 55 

and Figure 56 respectively, completely lack discernible protein spots above 70 kDa and below 27 kDa. 

As the low molecular weight proteins were not present in 1D PA gels, it is possible that these proteins 

did not adsorb to the particles, whereas the high molecular weight proteins were visible in the 1D PA 

gel. It is therefore likely, that the proteins in the corona are too widely spread in the 2D PA gel, and 

therefore fall under the detection limit. A conclusive explanation why these protein coronas appear so 

different, is not available. An important part is, however, the very low overall protein amount. As both 

DMA and zwitter MSP_1500 are more hydrophobic than amino MSP_1500 and AM MSN_250 due to 

the use of dimethylamino groups instead of amino groups, this might be a possible explanation. A 

combination of the protein adsorption reducing effects seen for amino functions as well as seen for 

hexane payloads might be a possible explanation.  
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8. Résumé 

As nanomaterials are more prominently used in biological and medical applications, the need for a 

reliably predictable protein corona, and therefore behaviour, increases. Since many results obtained 

from in vitro and in vivo experiments are often ambiguous, an exact prediction of the biological fate of 

the particles, and therefore the payload, is impossible at the moment. 

The results shown in this thesis emphasize, that material, preparation and execution of protein 

adsorption and desorption can influence the outcome of protein corona analysis significantly. A unified 

protocol, however, helped to increase the understanding of protein corona formation: As many factors 

have an impact on protein corona formation, such as the protein source and dilution of the biological 

medium. In addition, physicochemical particle properties such as surface charge, functional groups, 

surface roughness, pore size and volume as well as temperature and, for medical purposes, the health 

of the protein donor play a crucial role. 

A main factor that impedes comparisons between protein adsorption data from different research 

groups are the used protein desorption buffers. It was shown, that the diverse desorption buffers used 

in this thesis, did influence the recovered proteins. The changes were, however, only quantitative and 

not qualitative. Since the quantitative composition of the protein corona seems to be responsible for 

the biological behaviour, the desorption buffers and protocols should be unified throughout the 

scientific community to enable a comparable database. 

It was also explained, that the physical characteristics of pure silica particles like size, pore size, ζ-

potential and pore volume do influence the protein corona formation as well. Although this was 

already shown in literature, no protein adsorption data based on 2D PAGE or based on FCS were 

presented so far. 1D and 2D PAGE analysis revealed unique protein corona compositions for each of 

the used silica particles. Unfortunately, no correlation between the protein corona development, the 

used particle systems and any physicochemical characteristics of the particles could be found. A 

statistical analysis with a large number of samples should however be able to identify the correlation 

between the different characteristics and the changes in the protein corona formation.  

In former in vivo experiments, PFCE was used as a payload for silica nanoparticles as an MRI contrast 

agent for mice. It was shown, that those particles exclusively accumulate in the liver. Hence, it was 

used as a model system for protein corona analysis, to discover the underlying mechanisms of the 

accumulation. Both 1D and 2D PAGE analysis of PFCE loaded particles showed a significant increase of 

apo A1 and apo A2. As liposomal apo A1 is responsible for liver targeting in vivo, these findings suggest 

that the recruitment of apo A1 and A2 into the particle corona leads to selective transport to the liver. 
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Further investigation of other hydrophobic surfaces, covalently linked fluorocarbon and carbon 

replicas with hexane and PFCE payload, revealed distinct differences between the moieties. PFCE 

increases the amount of small proteins adsorbed to the surface, while it decreases medium sized 

proteins. More specifically, apo A1 and apo A2 are increased while AAT is greatly reduced. The covalent 

FC functionalisation did also increase the overall protein amount substantially, especially AAT and 

haemoglobin subunit α were affected. On the other hand, a carbon surface and the resulting carbon 

replicas, lead to a significant decrease in adsorbed proteins. Particularly the proteins around 70 kDa 

are strongly decreased and apo A1 is barely detectable. The PFCE payload had a similar effect like the 

FC functionalisation. Interestingly, the effects of a combination of FC surface and PFCE payload were 

unique., The protein amount was reduced equally to the native silica particles.  

The biggest difference was noticed in medium sized to small proteins. The relative amount of AAT was 

strongly decreased, while apo A1, apo A2 and haemoglobin subunit α were strongly increased. The 

hexane payload led to a significant decrease in overall protein amount with a strong shift in the relative 

composition towards the large proteins. The carbon surface and carbon replicas led to a strong 

decrease of proteins compared by mass. This was surprising for the carbon replicas, as their weight 

per particle is strongly reduced. Yet, they did not adsorb noticeable amounts of large proteins, but 

even amounts of medium and small proteins. The relative composition of the proteins stayed the 

same, except for the high molecular weight area.  

A major goal for the biomedical application of nanoparticles is the reduction of the protein amount 

adsorbed to the surface. Thereby a stealthy particle is created, whose targeting ligands are free to 

interact with the targeted cells. This approach might be an alternative for PEGylation, which is 

associated with the risk of systemic immune responses. Another possibility is the addition of 

glucosamine moieties on the surface. This type of functionalization impaired protein adsorption and 

showed a strong shift in towards large proteins. In addition, the relative amount of AAT and albumin 

were reduced, while apo A1, haemoglobin subunit α and apo A2 were increased. Preliminary in vivo 

data suggests specific targeting towards cells with overexpressed glucose receptors. Although it has 

been shown, that cancer cells have a high glucose metabolism and therefore an increased amount of 

glucose receptors, glucosamine particles might be prone to side effects. Glucose receptors are 

expressed ubiquitously throughout the whole organism, with increased numbers in the heart, liver, 

kidney and brain. There is a high chance, that these particles show off target effects in the mentioned 

organs.  

A quick glance was also cast on the changes in the protein corona for different charged moieties. An 

interesting development between native, carboxy, amino, DMA and zwitter functionalised particles 

was noticed. DMA and zwitter functionalised particles show a strong increase in high molecular weight 
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proteins, whereas Amino, DMA and zwitter functionalisation show a decrease in low molecular weight 

proteins. Carboxy particles showed a similar protein pattern than native particles, yet with small 

differences in the high molecular weight area and at 70 kDa. The experiments described show very 

clearly, that protein adsorption does not always follow the expected interactions between the charge 

of the protein and the surface. Although some negatively charged proteins preferably adsorb on 

positively charged surfaces and vice versa, other proteins do not follow this trend.  

In summary, the protein corona formed around nanoparticles is uniquely defined by the particle 

surface and the particles payload. The protein corona is then responsible for the terminal biological 

fate of the particle, as could be demonstrated by MRI experiments in mice. The high number of possible 

sources influencing the protein corona, however, makes it impossible to pinpoint the source of most 

compositions and differences. 

The experiments performed highlight, that the protein coronas are qualitatively very similar to each 

other, with only few exceptions. Yet, the coronas can be very individual in protein quantities. As soon 

as multiple characteristics change due to a new synthesis, and therefore different pore sizes, surface 

roughness or other physical properties, a comparison is very difficult, especially with the limited 

number of experiments that were performed during the creation of this thesis. A statistical analysis 

with a significant number of particles would be advised. 

Most of the publications concerning protein corona compositions are based on LC-MS/MS, which 

allows for a vast number of identified proteins. A comparison between these publications and the 2D 

PA results obtained leads to the assumption, that no new proteins were identified. In addition, all 

identified proteins are known to be a substantial part of silica, gold and polystyrene nanoparticles. 

Identification of previously unidentified proteins by drawing conclusions from the LC-MS based 

identifications already published was not feasible, due to too many possibilities with mostly insufficient 

information about the detected amount as well as missing protein scores. 
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10. Appendix 

10.1. Equipment 

AZ1502 Sartorius 

BioSpin Bruker 

Digital Orbital Shaker CarlRoth 

EM-09 Zeiss 

FT-ICR solariX Bruker Daltonik 

Gel Doc Gel Documentation System BioRad 

LX 220A Precisa Gravimetrics 

Megafuge 1.0 Heraeus Holding 

MR 3001K Heidolph Instruments 

Optima Plus Elga 

Oven B150 Nabertherm 

pH-meter HI 83141 HANNA Instruments 

Pipettes (0.5-2 µL, 2-20 µL, 20-200 µL, 
100-1000 µL) 

ThermoScientific 

PROTEAN i12 IEF System BioRad 

PROTEAN II xi multi-gel casting chamber BioRad 

Quadrasorb-SI Quantachrome Instruments 

S220 Covaris 

US-bath USC VWRinternational 

UV-Vis converter plate VWRinternational 

Z36HK Hermle Labortechnik 

Zetasizer Nano-ZS ZEN 3600 Malvern Instruments 
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10.2. Chemicals 

1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyltrimethoxysilane Sigma-Aldrich 

2,2,2-Trifluorethanol Carl Roth 

Acetone VWRinternational 

Acrylamide Carl Roth 

Agarose Standard Carl Roth 

Aluminiumsulfate Hexadecahydrate Carl Roth 

Ammonia, 32% VWRinternational 

APS Carl Roth 

APTES Sigma-Aldrich 

APTMS Sigma-Aldrich 

BPA Sigma-Aldrich 

Bromophenol blue Carl Roth 

Carboxytriethylesilane sodium salt Abcr GmbH 

Carboxytriethylesilane sodium salt Abcr GmbH 

Coomassie Brilliant Blue G250 Carl Roth 

CTAB Sigma-Aldrich 

CTAC Sigma-Aldrich 

DCM Sigma-Aldrich 

DCM Sigma-Aldrich 

DMAPTMS Sigma-Aldrich 

DTT Carl Roth 

EDC Sigma-Aldrich 

Ethanol VWRinternational 

FCS Biochrom GmbH 

Glycerol Carl Roth 

HCl, conc. VWRinternational 

HEPES Carl Roth 

Hexafluorobenzene Alfa Aesar 

HF, 40 % VWRinternational 

Isopropanol VWRinternational 

Methanol VWRinternational 

Milli-Q water Produced with Elga optima plus-device 

N,N'-Methylen-bis-acrylamid Carl Roth 

n-Hexadecylamine Merck KGaA 

n-Hexane VWRinternational 

NHS Sigma-Aldrich 

PFCE Chemos-GmbH 

Phosphoric acid, 85 % VWRinternational 

ReadyStrip™ IPG Strips 12 cm BioRad 

ReadyStrip™ IPG Strips 7 cm BioRad 

Roti®lyte pH 3-10 Carl Roth 
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SDS Carl Roth 

Sodium hydroxide VWRinternational 

TMB Sigma-Aldrich 

TMOS Fluka 

TFA Carl Roth 

TRIS Carl Roth 

TRIS Carl Roth 

Urea Carl Roth 

10.3. Websites 

http://world-2dpage.expasy.org/swiss-2dpage/docs/protocols/protocols.fm1.html 

as found on the 12th of April 2017. 

http://www.matrixscience.com 

as found on the 12th of April 2017. 

10.4. Kits 

In-gel Tryptic Digestion Kit Thermo Scientific 

Millipore® Ziptips C18 Merk 

  

Roti®-Mark STANDARD Carl Roth 

PageRuler™ Unstained Protein Ladder Thermo Scientific 

PageRuler™ Unstained Broad Range Protein Ladder Thermo Scientific 

 

 

 

Figure 58: Protein Marker comparison a: Roti®-Mark STANDARD, b: 
PageRuler™ Unstained Protein Ladder,c: PageRuler™ Unstained 
Broad Range Protein Ladder  

http://www.matrixscience.com/
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10.5. Exact Numbers of the Protein Analysis 

Table 14: Exact values of protein intensity found for the 1D comparison of desorption buffers based on highest intensity. The 
intensity of the protein bands on the gel were calculated relative to the most intense protein band. The data is presented in 
Figure 6. 

size [kDa] SDS SDS Urea CHAPS CHAPS Urea 

200 0.0207 0.1704 0.0440 0.2061 

120 0.1039 0.2179 0.1942 0.2033 

100 0.1923 0.299 0.0289 0.0532 

70 0.5354 0.9278 0.6561 1 

60 0.0952 0.1621 0.1168 0.2197 

55 0.1159 0.1253 0.1085 0.1133 

26 0.3921 0.3697 0.3878 0.4059 

10 0.4524 0.4364 0.4545 0.4552 

 

Table 15: Exact values of protein intensity found for the 1D comparison of desorption buffers based on SDS urea intensity. 
The intensity of the protein bands found on the 1D gel were normalised to the protein band intensity measured for the SDS 
urea buffer. The data is presented in Figure 7. 

size [kDa] SDS SDS Urea CHAPS CHAPS Urea 

200 0.1215 1 0.2580 1.2094 

120 0.4770 1 0.8914 0.9331 

100 0.6426 1 0.0966 0.1776 

70 0.5771 1 0.7072 1.0779 

60 0.5876 1 0.7203 1.3551 

55 0.9255 1 0.8658 0.9047 

26 1.0606 1 1.0491 1.0980 

10 1.0366 1 1.0415 1.0431 

 

Table 16: Exact values of the protein intensity found for the 1D comparison of SDS buffer and Rehydration Buffer. The intensity 
of the protein bands on the gel were calculated relative to the most intense protein band. The data is presented in Figure 9. 

size [kDa] SDS Rehydration Buffer 

200 0.0204 0.1956 

120 0.0403 0.2561 

100 0.0349 0.018 

80 0.0319 0.0867 

66 0.6008 1 

60 0.0536 0.1989 

50 0.0427 0.0767 

35 0.0240 0.0170 

27 0.1459 0.1341 

10 0.3561 0.3070 
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Table 17: Exact values of the relative protein composition recovered with SDS and rehydration buffer. The intensity of the 
protein bands on the gel were calculated relative to the cumulative protein intensities measured for the respective buffer. 
The data is presented in Figure 10. 

size [kDa] SDS Rehydration Buffer 

200 200 0.0151 

120 120 0.0299 

100 100 0.0258 

80 80 0.0236 

66 66 0.4448 

60 60 0.0397 

50 50 0.0316 

35 35 0.0177 

27 27 0.1080 

10 10 0.2637 
 

 

Table 18: Exact values of the graphical representation of the protein intensity found for the 1D comparison of protein coronas 
recovered from native silica particles. The intensities of each protein band were normalised compared to the overall protein 
amount found on the respective particle. The data is presented in Figure 12. 

size (kDa) HMSN_300_sp HMSN_300_lp HMSP_1500 MSP_1500 

200 0,1064 0,0136 0,0649 0,0126 

130 0,0526 0,0025 0,0293 0,0261 

110 0,0325 0,0061 0,0128 0,0059 

100 0,0325 - - 0,0049 

85 0,0551 0,0585 0,0504 0,0251 

70 0,1189 0,4258 0,2132 0,4615 

60 0,0413 - 0,0246 0,0440 

55 0,0113 - 0,0125 0,0185 

47 0,0213 - - 0,0228 

35 0,0563 - - 0,0198 

27 0,2904 0,1569 0,1656 0,0446 

13 0,0964 0,2995 0,2428 0,0974 

10 0,0851 0,0371 0,1614 0,1901 

 

 

Table 19: Exact values for the 2D analysis of protein corona composition of native silica particles. The five most abundant 
proteins recovered from native HMSN_300_sp, native HMSN_300_lp and native HMSP_1500_lp were compared. The 
proteins were identified by MS as AAT, albumin, apo A1, haemoglobin subunit-α and apo A2. The relative concentrations 
shown were calculated by assuming the five proteins analysed are the whole corona with the relative amount indicating the 
percentage of the mentioned proteins. The data is presented in Figure 13. 

 HMSN_1500_sp HMSN_250_lp HMSP_1500 

AAT 0,3600 0,4007 0,1901 
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albumin 0,1697 0,3270 0,2960 

apo A1 0,3285 0,1777 0,2722 

haemo 0,0657 0,0596 0,1776 

apo A2 0,0761 0,0350 0,0641 

 

 

Table 20: Exact values of the 1D analysis of the protein corona recovered from native HMSN_300_sp and native [PFCE] 
HMSN_300_sp. The particles were incubated in 1 mL pure FCS and desorbed with rehydration buffer for 30 min to recover 
the proteins. The intensities measured for each protein band were normalised on the cumulative protein intensities measured 
for the respective particles. The data is presented in Figure 15. 

size (kDa) native PFCE loaded ratio 

all 0.858 1.000 1.17 
    
 0.013 0.031 2.38 

 0.008 0.027 3.52 

>200.0 0.007 0.004 0.57 

197.3 0.085 0.065 0.77 

139.8 0.006 0.013 1.98 

125.8 0.042 0.059 1.42 

110.4 0.026 0.061 2.33 

99.0 0.022 0.015 0.66 

87.3 0.004 0.004 1.03 

76.8 0.044 0.005 0.12 

70.5 0.095 0.048 0.50 

64.7 0.010 0.034 3.46 

58.6 0.033 0.040 1.21 

51.1 0.001 0.005 3.80 

49.1 0.005 0.006 1.31 

44.7 0.004 0.004 1.07 

42.2 0.009 0.013 1.44 

39.6 0.004 0.012 2.99 

38.5 0.004 0.003 0.72 

35.6 0.015 0.017 1.11 

32.6 0.030 0.032 1.08 

25.6 0.232 0.316 1.36 

20.3 0.015 0.020 1.35 

12.7 0.077 0.076 0.98 

11.2 0.012 0.007 0.57 

10.3 0.048 0.073 1.51 

<10.0 0.008 0.011 1.34 
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Table 21: Exact values for the relative composition of the protein coronas found on native HMSN_300_sp and native [PFCE] 
HMSN_300_sp based on 2D gels. The proteins are numbered as they were in the previously seen 2D PA gels (Figure 16 and 
Figure 17), the intensity was calculated in relation to the overall protein amount. The data is presented in Figure 18. 

Spot native native PFCE Identification 

1 0.0264 0.0744 none 

2 0.0883 0.0510 ITIH4 

3 0.1990 0.1585 AAT 

4 0.0938 0.1026 albumin 

5 0.0881 0.0357 none 

6 0.0867 0.0732 none 

7 0.1578 0.1011 none 

8 0.1816 0.2388 Apo A1 

9 0.0363 0.0392 haemoglobin subunit α 

10 0.0420 0.1255 Apo A2 

SUM 1 1  

 

Table 22: Exact values for the quantification of total protein amounts of 300 nm native and hydrophobic particles. All 
intensities were calculated from 1D gels and are normalised to FC HMSN_300. The data is presented in Figure 20. 

native native PFCE FC FC PFCE native hexane 

0.4086 0.4911 1 0.4134 0.1298 

 

Table 23: Exact values for the comparison of protein intensities of 300 nm native and hydrophobic particles based in 1D PAGE. 
To increase clarity, all band intensities were calculated relative to the most intense band on the gel. The particles in question 
were native HMSN_300_lp and FC HMSN_300 with additional PFCE and hexane loading. The data is presented in Figure 21. 

size [kDa] native native PFCE FC FC PFCE native hexane 

190 0.0145 0.0043 0.0093 - 0.0092 

130 0.0027 0.0081 0.0198 - 0.0034 

110 0.0065 0.0083 0.0209 - 0.0187 

85 0.0623 0.0777 0.2085 - 0.0362 

70 0.4533 0.3462 1 0.3108 0.1484 

60 - 0.1566 0.3379 0.1206 0.0067 

35 - - 0.0127 - - 

28 0.1671 0.2095 0.1363 0.1232 - 

20 - - 0.0864 - - 

12 0.3189 0.2592 0.2956 0.3014 0.1154 

10 0.0289 0.0577 0.0585 0.2203 - 

7 0.0095 0.1507 0.4174 - - 

 

Table 24: Exact values for the comparison of relative composition of the protein corona of 300 nm native and hydrophobic 
particles. The particles in question were native HMSN_300_lp and FC HMSN_300 with additional PFCE and hexane loading. 
The intensities of each protein band were normalised compared to the overall protein amount found on the respective 
particle. The data is presented in Figure 22 

size [kDa] native native PFCE FC FC PFCE native hexane 
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190 0.0136 0.0034 0.0036 0.0000 0.0272 

130 0.0025 0.0064 0.0076 0.0000 0.0100 

110 0.0061 0.0065 0.0080 0.0000 0.0552 

85 0.0586 0.0608 0.0801 0.0000 0.1072 

70 0.4262 0.2708 0.3841 0.2888 0.4392 

60 0.0000 0.1225 0.1298 0.1121 0.0197 

35 0.0000 0.0000 0.0049 0.0000 0.0000 

28 0.1571 0.1639 0.0523 0.1144 0.0000 

20 0.0000 0.0000 0.0332 0.0000 0.0000 

12 0.2998 0.2027 0.1136 0.2800 0.3415 

10 0.0272 0.0451 0.0225 0.2047 0.0000 

7 0.0089 0.1179 0.1603 0.0000 0.0000 

 

Table 25: Exact values for the simplified comparison of relative composition of the protein corona of 300 nm native and 
hydrophobic particles. The particles in question were native HMSN_300_lp and FC HMSN_300 with additional PFCE and 
hexane loading. The protein intensity was calculated from 1D gels. The data is presented in Figure 23. 

size [kDa] native native PFCE FC FC PFCE native hexane 

> 100 kDa 0.0223 0.0163 0.0192 0.0100 0.0924 

40-100 kDa 0.4847 0.4541 0.5940 0.4009 0.5661 

< 40 kDa 0.4930 0.5297 0.3868 0.5991 0.3415 

 

Table 26: Exact values for the simplified comparison of relative composition of the protein corona found on 300 nm native 
and hydrophobic particles. The particles in question are native HMSN_300_lp, native [PFCE] HMSN_300_lp, FC HMSN_300, 
FC [PFCE] HMSN_300 and native [hexane] HMSN_300_lp. The protein intensity was calculated from 2D gels. The data is 
presented in Figure 24. 

size [kDa] native native PFCE FC FC PFCE native hexane 

40-100 kDa 0.7375 0.7284 0.7601 0.5528 0.8240 

< 40 kDa 0.2625 0.2716 0.2399 0.4472 0.1760 

 

Table 27: Exact values of the 2D analysis of protein corona composition of 300 nm native and hydrophobic particles. The five 
most abundant proteins recovered from native HMSN_300_lp, native [PFCE] HMSN_300_lp, FC HMSN_300_lp, FC [PFCE] 
HMSN_300 and native [hexane] HMSN_300_lp were compared. The proteins were identified by MS. The relative 
concentrations shown were calculated by assuming the five proteins analysed are the whole corona with the relative amount 
indicating the percentage of the mentioned proteins. The data is presented in Figure 30. 

 native native PFCE FC FC PFCE native hexane 

AAT 0.4007 0.2915 0.5105 0.3006 0.4329 

albumin 0.3270 0.3391 0.2486 0.2152 0.3681 

apo A1 0.1777 0.2176 0.1137 0.2649 0.0875 

haemo 0.0596 0.0738 0.0358 0.1331 0.0945 

apo A2 0.0350 0.0780 0.0915 0.0862 0.0170 
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Table 28: Exact values for the quantification of total protein amounts of 1500 nm native and hydrophobic particles. The 
intensities were calculated from 1D gels and are normalised to native HMSP_1500. The data is presented in Figure 34. 

native native PFCE carbon HMCP 

1 0.7525 0.3365 0.5951 

 

Table 29:Exact values of the comparison of protein intensities of 1500 nm native and hydrophobic particles based in 1D PAGE. 
To increase clarity, all band intensities were calculated relative to the most intense band on the gel. The particles in question 
were native HMSP_1500, native [PFCE] HMSP_1500, carbon HMSP_1500 and HMCR_1500. The data is presented in Figure 
32. 

size [KDa] native native PFCE carbon HMCR 

220 0.2671 0.2720 - - 

140 0.0926 0.1158 - - 

130 0.1208 0.0672 - - 

120 0.0527 0.0619 - - 

90 0.2074 0.3626 - - 

70 0.8780 0.4784 0.4382 0.9909 

60 0.1014 0.0819 0.0701 0.1492 

50 0.0515 0.1164 - - 

27 0.6819 0.4672 0.1456 0.2844 

13 1 0.8925 0.3820 0.7033 

10 0.6648 0.1831 0.3497 0.3228 

 

Table 30: Exact values of the comparison of relative composition of the protein corona of 1500 nm native and hydrophobic 
particles. The particles in question were native HMSP_1500_lp, native [PFCE] HMSP_1500, carbon HMSP_1500 and 
HMCR_1500. The intensities of each protein band were normalised compared to the overall protein amount found on the 
respective particle. The data is presented in Figure 33. 

size [KDa] native native PFCE carbon HMCR 

220 0.0649 0.0878 - - 

140 0.0225 0.0374 - - 

130 0.0293 0.0217 - - 

120 0.0128 0.0200 - - 

90 0.0504 0.1170 - - 

70 0.2132 0.1544 0.3162 0.4044 

60 0.0246 0.0264 0.0506 0.0609 

50 0.0125 0.0376 - - 

27 0.1656 0.1507 0.1051 0.1161 

13 0.2428 0.2880 0.2757 0.2870 

10 0.1614 0.0591 0.2524 0.1317 

Sum 1 1 1 1 
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Table 31: Exact values of simplified comparison of relative composition of the protein corona of 1500 nm native and 
hydrophobic particles. The particles in question were native HMSP_1500_lp, native [PFCE] HMSP_1500, carbon HMSP_1500 
and HMCR_1500. The protein intensity was calculated from 1D gels. The data is presented in Figure 35. 

size [KDa] native native PFCE carbon HMCR 

>100 kDa 0.1295 0.1668 - - 

40-100 kDa 0.3007 0.3354 0.3668 0.4652 

<40 kDa 0.5698 0.4978 0.6332 0.5348 

Sum 1 1 1 1 

 

Table 32: Exact values of simplified 2D analysis of relative composition of the protein corona found on 1500 nm native and 
hydrophobic particles. The particles in question were native HMSP_1500_lp, native [PFCE] HMSP_1500, carbon HMSP_1500 
and HMCR_1500. The protein intensity was calculated from 2D gels. The data is presented in Figure 36. 

size [KDa] native native PFCE carbon HMCR 

> 100 kDa 0.0627 0.0538 - - 

40-100 kDa 0.4659 0.3355 0.4574 0.4453 

< 40 kDa 0.4714 0.6106 0.5426 0.5547 

Sum 1 1 1 1 

 

Table 33: Exact values for the 2D analysis of protein corona composition of 1500 nm native and hydrophobic particles. The 
five most abundant proteins recovered from native HMSP_1500, native [PFCE] HMSP_1500, carbon HMSP_1500 and 
HMCR_1500 were compared. The proteins were identified by MS. The relative concentrations shown were calculated by 
assuming the five proteins analysed are the whole corona with the relative amount indicating the percentage of the 
mentioned proteins. The data is presented in Figure 41. 

size [KDa] native native PFCE carbon HMCR 

AAT 0.1901 0.2025 0.1886 0.2134 

albumin 0.2960 0.1926 0.2613 0.2791 

apo A1 0.2722 0.3374 0.2827 0.2698 

haemo 0.1776 0.1616 0.1612 0.1459 

apo A2 0.0641 0.1060 0.1062 0.0918 

 

Table 34: Exact values for the comparison of protein intensities of AM/AM-GS MSN 250. To increase clarity, all band intensities 
were calculated relative to the most intense band on the gel. The protein amount is plotted with a logarithmic scale. The data 
is presented in Figure 43. 

size [kDa] AM AM-GS 

212 0.0596 0.0777 

150 0.0189 0.0245 

110 0.0469 0.0184 

90 0.0327 0.0155 

70 1.0000 0.0908 

60 0.1432 0.0110 

44 0.0418 - 

36 0.0227 - 

27 0.4945 0.0323 
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10 0.0849 - 

 

Table 35: Exact values of the comparison of relative composition of the protein corona of AM/AM-GS MSN_250. The intensity 
of each protein band were normalised to the overall protein amount found on the respective particle. The data is presented 
in Figure 44. 

size [kDa] AM AM-GS 

212 0.0306 0.2876 

150 0.0097 0.0907 

110 0.0241 0.0681 

90 0.0168 0.0573 

70 0.5141 0.3361 

60 0.0736 0.0408 

44 0.0215 - 

36 0.0117 - 

27 0.2542 0.1194 

10 0.0436 - 

 

Table 36: Exact values of the simplified corona of relative composition of the protein corona of AM/AM-GS MSN_250. The 
protein intensity was calculated from 1D gels. The data is presented in Figure 45. 

size [kDa] AM AM-GS 

> 100 kDa 0.0644 0.4464 

40-100 kDa 0.6260 0.4342 

< 40 kDa 0.3095 0.1194 

 

Table 37: Exact values of the simplified 2D analysis of relative composition of the protein corona of AM/AM-GS MSN_250. 
The protein intensities were calculated from 2D gels. The data is presented in Figure 46. 

size [kDa] AM AM-GS 

> 100 kDa 0.0982 0.2445 

100-40 kDa 0.6319 0.3625 

< 40 kDa 0.2699 0.3930 

 

Table 38: Exact values of the 2D analysis of protein corona composition of AM/AM-GS MSN_250. The five most accessible 
proteins recovered from the before mentioned particles were plotted according to their relative abundance, assuming the 
five proteins are the whole protein corona. The proteins were identified by MS analysis. The data is presented in Figure 49. 

 AM AM-GS 

AAT 0.3145 0.1553 

albumin 0.3396 0.2317 

apo A1 0.2682 0.3473 

haemo 0.0256 0.1229 

apo A2 0.0521 0.1428 
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Table 39: Exact values for the quantification of total protein amounts of particles functionalised with charged moieties. All 
intensities were calculated from 1D gels and are normalised to native MSP_1500. The data is presented in Figure 51. 

native carboxy amino DMA zwitter 

1 0.8061 0.6377 0.6062 0.8086 

 

Table 40: Exact values for the comparison of protein intensities of particles functionalised with charged moieties based on 1D 
PAGE. To increase clarity, all band intensities were calculated relative to the most intense band on the gel. The particles in 
question are native MSP_1500, carboxy MSP_1500, amino MSP_1500, DMA MSP_1500 and zwitter MSP_1500. The data is 
presented in Figure 52. 

size [kDa] native carboxy amino DMA zwitter 

350 0.0033 0.0033 0.2975 0.4202 0.3561 

200 0.0273 0.0254 0.0219 0.0263 0.0375 

165 0.0090 0.0505 0.0032 0.0121 0.0040 

130 0.0566 0.0262 0.0233 0.1126 0.1824 

102 0.0129 0.0343 0.0101 0.0093 0.0168 

100 0.0107 0.0597 0.0214 0.0149 0.0205 

80 0.0543 0.0396 0.0321 0.0447 0.0904 

70 1 0.6601 0.5685 0.4966 0.6851 

60 0.0953 0.0655 0.0434 0.0502 0.0387 

55 0.0402 0.0708 0.0082 0.0201 0.0187 

47 0.0493 0.0518 0.0972 0.0188 0.0901 

35 0.0430 0.0530 0.0053 0.0024 0.0027 

30 0.0487 0.0496 0.0049 0.0107 0.0103 

27 0.0966 0.0874 0.0700 0.0218 0.0466 

13 0.2110 0.1929 0.0129 0.0078 0.0012 

10 0.4119 0.2791 0.1640 0.0468 0.1538 

 

Table 41: Exact values for the comparison of the relative protein composition found on particles functionalised with charged 
moieties based on 1D PAGE. To increase clarity, all intensities were normalised compared to the overall protein amount found 
on the respective particles. The particles in question are native MSP_1500, carboxy MSP_1500, amino MSP_1500, DMA 
MSP_1500 and zwitter MSP_1500. The data is presented in Figure 53. 

size [kDa] native carboxy amino DMA zwitter 

350 0.0015 0.0019 0.2150 0.3194 0.2030 

200 0.0126 0.0145 0.0158 0.0200 0.0213 

165 0.0042 0.0289 0.0023 0.0092 0.0023 

130 0.0261 0.0150 0.0168 0.0856 0.1039 

102 0.0059 0.0196 0.0073 0.0070 0.0096 

100 0.0049 0.0341 0.0155 0.0113 0.0117 

80 0.0250 0.0227 0.0232 0.0340 0.0515 

70 0.4608 0.3774 0.4108 0.3776 0.3904 

60 0.0439 0.0375 0.0313 0.0382 0.0221 

55 0.0185 0.0405 0.0059 0.0153 0.0106 

47 0.0227 0.0296 0.0703 0.0143 0.0514 

35 0.0198 0.0303 0.0039 0.0018 0.0016 
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30 0.0225 0.0283 0.0036 0.0082 0.0059 

27 0.0445 0.0500 0.0506 0.0166 0.0266 

13 0.0972 0.1103 0.0093 0.0059 0.0010 

10 0.1898 0.1596 0.1185 0.0356 0.0876 

 

Table 42: Exact values for the simplified comparison of relative composition of the protein corona found on particles 
functionalised with charged moieties based on 1D PAGE. The particles in question are native MSP_1500, carboxy MSP_1500, 
amino MSP_1500, DMA MSP_1500 and zwitter MSP_1500. The data is presented in Figure 54. 

size [kDa] native carboxy amino DMA zwitter 

> 100 kDa 0.0551 0.1140 0.2727 0.4526 0.3517 

40-100 kDa 0.5710 0.5076 0.5415 0.4793 0.5260 

< 40 kDa 0.3738 0.3784 0.1858 0.0681 0.1223 

 

Table 43: Exact values for the 2D analysis of protein corona composition of DMA MSP_1500 and zwitter MSP_1500. All 
proteins detectable on the 2D PA gels were analysed and are shown in their relative abundance.  Only three proteins could 
be identified, AAT, albumin and apo A1. The remaining proteins are named “size [kDa]/pI”. The data is presented in Figure 
57. 

 DMA zwitter 

AAT 0.1805 0.1834 

60/4.5 0.0996 0.1138 

60/5.5 0.1498 0.2074 

albumin 0.2014 0.3041 

70/7 0.1160 - 

80/7.5 0.1316 - 

apo A1 0.1210 0.1913 

Sum 1 1 
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